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Part I

Introductory Remarks





1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Aim of the Project

The modern definition of catalysis was originally proposed by Wilhelm Ostwald

around the year 1900. It states that a catalyst is a substance which affects the

rate of a chemical reaction without being part of its end products. [1]

During a chemical reaction bonds between atoms are cleaved and new bonds are

formed. The energy barrier, which has to be surmounted by the reactants, is called

activation energy. The probability of a reaction taking place increases with higher

temperatures or with lower activation energies. Catalysts decrease the activation

energy of a reaction without being part of any of its end products. Accordingly,

in the last step of each reaction cycle the catalyst is rebuilt and separated from

the reaction reactants and products. The catalyst is then ready to take part in

the next reaction cycle. [2]

Catalysts allow for the highly selective formation of desired products at rates

that are commercially feasible. Therefore, for almost 90 % of all commercially

produced chemicals a catalyst is utilized at some stage of the production process.

The global industrial catalyst market was valued at over USD 17 billion in 2014

and was expected to reach USD 22 billion by 2020, corresponding to more than

6,400 kilotons in volume [3]. The production of thousands of products required

by modern societies, including pesticides, polymers, antibiotics, cosmetics and

cleaning products, would not be possible without catalysts. Furthermore, catalysts

are essential in advancing the reduction of air and water pollution. [4,5]

Industrial catalysis is divided into two types: homogeneous and heterogeneous

catalysis. In heterogeneous catalysis the catalyst and the reactants are located in

different physical phases, whereas in homogeneous catalysis both are located in the

same phase. As the separation of the catalyst from the reactants and the products
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1 Introduction

is less demanding in heterogeneous catalysis compared to homogeneous catalysis,

most industries prefer to utilize heterogeneous catalysis (global industrial catalyst

market share of around 65 % in 2019 [6]). [4]

The most common catalysts in industrial heterogeneous catalysis are metals

dispersed on high-surface-area solids. These metal nanoparticles have a size of

1 to 20 nm. [5] The high-surface-area solids serve as their support and make the

catalyst more easily separable from fluid products and reactants. Furthermore,

the support material enables the catalyst to be packed into reactor vessels and

avoids its agglomeration. A large surface area formed by the support’s pores is

essential for highly active catalysts. [4]

Catalysis with supported metal nanoparticles has first been used in photography

and in the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in the 19th century. [7] In 1940,

Nord reported on the use of supported metal nanoparticles in nitrobenzene reduc-

tion. [8] Another pioneering catalytic application of supported metal nanoparticles

was the hydrogen atom transfer between benzene and cyclohexane performed by

Parravano in 1970. [9] Starting with Haruta’s study on the CO oxidation catalyzed

by oxide-supported gold nanoparticles [10], several studies on the use of supported

nanoparticles in the fields of redox catalysis, photocatalysis, hydrogenation of

unsaturated substrates and oxidation have been performed. [11] Since the beginning

of the 21st century, the number of publications in the field of catalysis with

supported metal nanoparticles has increased exponentially. The main goals of this

research are to achieve improvements in catalyst activities and selectivities as well

as to deepen the understanding of the underlying catalytic mechanisms. [12]

Today, the metal nanoparticles are often supported by novel 2D carbon sup-

port materials [13], e.g. by single-walled or multi-walled carbon nanotubes, which

possess, due to their unique nanostructure, exceptional properties, such as a
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very high thermal stability [14]. A quite recently developed carbon material is

mesoporous carbon (CMC), which is composed of amorphously linked graphitic

domains. As CMC shows a very large surface area and can be easily synthesized

at a low cost, it is a promising alternative support material for metal nanoparticle

catalysts. [15]

Both, carbon nanotubes and CMC, can be doped with nitrogen- and oxygen-

containing functional groups. In recent years, this modification of carbon materials

has attracted tremendous attention. Several studies have revealed that introducing

surface defects and heteroatoms in the carbon support material significantly af-

fects the metal-support interactions of the catalyst systems and, thus, tunes the

catalytic properties of the supported nanoparticles. [16]

One of the most important industrial applications of metal nanoparticles on carbon

support materials in heterogeneous catalysis is the hydrogenation of aromatic com-

pounds. For instance, the catalytic hydrogenation of chloronitrobenzenes produces

chloroanilines, which are important precursors for many industrially produced

organic materials. [17]

Even though the process of heterogeneous catalysis has widely been utilized

in the chemical industry for more than a century and the first industrial hetero-

geneous catalysis dates back to the Haber-Bosch process starting in the year

1913 [18], the details of heterogeneous catalysis are still not completely understood.

As a consequence, numerous challenges in industrial applications, e.g. in industrial

hydrogenations, remain. [19] For example, the process of dechlorination significantly

reduces the selectivity of the catalytic hydrogenation of chloronitrobenzenes to

chloroanilines. [17] This side reaction can only be avoided by adding basic molecules,

such as the quinoline molecule, to the system. A promising alternative to admix

such additional dehalogenation inhibitors to the reaction could be the application

of nitrogen-containing mesoporous carbon (NMC) as a strong basic support, which
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1 Introduction

has seldom been explored so far. Another example for the lack of a detailed

understanding of heterogeneous catalysis is the hydrogen spillover process. When

hydrogen is attached to a supported metal nanoparticle catalyst, the hydrogen

atoms could migrate from the metal to the support material. It has been shown

that this so-called ‘hydrogen spillover’ process might play an important role in

hydrogenation reactions. [20] However, the elementary steps of hydrogen spillover

and its detailed effects on hydrogenation reactions have not been understood

satisfyingly. [21]

In general, heterogeneous catalysis on supported metals is very difficult to study as

the process is very complex and goes across several scales of space and time. The

catalytic performance is affected by multiple aspects, e.g. by the type and structure

of the support and of the nanoparticles, by diffusion processes or by transfers of

heat and mass. [22] Accordingly, for a full description of heterogeneous catalysis

on supported metal nanoparticles, metal-support interactions, metal-substrate

interactions, surface processes and potentially interactions with the solvent have

to be taken into account. As an example, the relatively simple gas phase hydro-

genation of ethylene on carbon-supported Pd nanoparticles can already depend

on several different interactions, e.g. on hydrogen-Pd, ethylene-Pd, carbon-Pd,

hydrogen-carbon, ethylene-carbon or ethylene-hydrogen interactions.

The catalyzed reaction processes occur typically on femto- to picosecond time-

scales. Most established spectroscopy techniques applicable to such heterogeneous

systems possess a resolution in the order of microseconds. Accordingly, these

techniques can only reflect macroscopic and average information. [22] Consequently,

heterogeneous catalysis on supported metals should not be investigated by purely

experimental means. Quantum chemistry holds a great potential for supporting

and advancing the experimental research in this field as it provides detailed insights

into reaction pathways and mechanisms, which can complement experimental
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results. [23] Density functional theory (DFT), the preferred method for studies on

heterogeneous catalysis, can obtain accurate total energies with comparable low

computational costs. Bond lengths and lattice constants of solids can be predicted

within one or two hundredths of an angstrom. Furthermore, vibrational frequencies

can be obtained with an accuracy of around 5 % and adsorption energies within

around 0.15 eV. [23]

However, the full potential of quantum chemistry and of combined experimental

and theoretical approaches in the field of heterogeneous catalysis on supported

metals has not yet been used. For example, there are numerous computational

studies on the interaction between reaction substrates and metal catalysts. Though,

already the interaction between the metal nanoparticles and the support materials

has not been studied satisfyingly [24]. Most of the few existing studies on metal-

support interactions in catalysis use either metal atoms or very small metal clusters,

which are not able to model real reactions on metal nanoparticles. [25,26] Another

example is the investigation concerning dopants in the support material. Whereas

several computational studies on the electronic structure of carbon materials and

their functionalization with nitrogen- and oxygen-containing groups exist, the

influence of nitrogen- and oxygen dopants on the supported metal nanoparticles

has seldom been explored so far. [27] Computational studies on the influence of

nitrogen- and oxygen dopants being present simultaneously are not available at all.

The aim of this project is to improve the understanding of heterogeneous catalysis

and to allow for the design of novel more active, more selective and more sustain-

able catalysts. In detail, we intend to reveal the influence of support materials on

the electronic properties of metal catalysts and their influence on the mechanisms

and barriers of the catalyzed reactions.

For this purpose, we perform a density functional theory (DFT) study and focus
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on promising catalyst systems and their most important industrial application,

i.e. on mesoporous carbon supported palladium nanoparticles (Pd/CMC) and

on catalytic hydrogenations. One of our main interests is to reveal the influence

of nitrogen dopants in nitrogen-containing mesoporous carbon (NMC) on the

metal-support interactions and on the catalyzed hydrogenation reactions.

The findings of our computational studies should establish a correlation with ex-

perimental results. The computational study is performed as a part of the project

‘Mesoporous Carbon Supported Metal Catalysts for Sustainable Hydrogenation

Reactions’, which is funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and the

National Natural Science Foundation of China. In the scope of this project we col-

laborate with the Laboratory of Industrial Chemistry of Professor Martin Muhler

at the Ruhr-University Bochum, especially with Dr. Baoxiang Peng and Dr. Bin

Hu, who perform state-of-the-art experiments and spectroscopy on transition

metal nanoparticle decorated mesoporous carbon.

The following introductory sections will provide all the basic information of

this project. On the one hand, the actual state of research at the beginning of the

project is described and all leading research questions are defined (Section 1.2). On

the other hand, the relevant computational methodology is shown and evaluated

(Chapter 2). In detail, Section 2.1 gives an overview of the different available

surface models. Periodic boundary approaches (Section 2.1.1) as well as finite

cluster approaches (Section 2.1.2) are presented and their strengths, weaknesses

and applicability are compared. Section 2.2 gives a detailed description of the

chosen computational approach for this project. In Section 2.2.1 the setup of

the model systems is shown. Subsequently, the utilized computational methods

are described and discussed (Section 2.2.2). Moreover, the special requirements

of the catalyst systems for the setup of the computational studies are compiled

(Section 2.2.3).
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1.2 State of Research and Research Questions

This section will give an overview of the experimental studies that motivated our

computational study on carbon-supported Pd nanoparticles. The experimental

results lead to several open questions, which could only be answered with the help

of quantum chemistry and, therefore, became the leading research questions of

this project. Furthermore, this section provides a review of computational studies

on Pd/CMC, Pd/NMC or similar systems, which were available at the starting

point of the project and were directly related to our research questions.

This project was mainly motivated by the idea that nitrogen-doped mesoporous

carbon (NMC) could be a promising support material for Pd nanoparticles applied

in hydrogenation reactions.

First of all, this idea was based on the relatively high catalytic activity of meso-

porous carbon supported metal nanoparticles in hydrogenations compared to their

active carbon (AC) supported or oxide-supported counterparts. In 2010, Shi et

al. [28] prepared Co-Mo/CMC and Ni-Mo/CMC catalysts and utilized these in

the hydrodesulfurization of organic sulfides. They found that Co-Mo/CMC was

much more active than Co-Mo/AC and the commercial catalyst Co-Mo/γ-Al2O3

for the hydrodesulfurization of thiophene. The same effect could be observed

for Ni-Mo/CMC applied in the hydrodesulfurization of dibenzothiophene, which

showed a significantly higher catalytic activity compared to the commercially

available FH-98 catalyst (composed of WO3, MoO3 and NiO). In 2011, Chen

et al. [29] reported on the hydrogenation of the large molecule β-sitosterol to

β-sitostanol using Pd/CMC. Also in this study, the mesoporous carbon supported

catalyst was shown to provide a much higher activity compared to the active

carbon supported catalyst (Pd/AC), which was explained with the larger pore

size of CMC in favor of the diffusion of larger molecules.
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Secondly, several experimental studies on the nitrogen doping of carbon nano-

tubes indicated that the nitrogen doping of mesoporous carbon might lead to

extraordinary catalytic activities and selectivities. As an example, Xia et al. [30]

synthesized Pd nanoparticles supported on nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes

(Pd/NCNT) and utilized them in the hydrogenation of cyclooctadiene. Compared

to the nitrogen-free oxygen-functionalized carbon nanotube system (Pd/OCNT),

Pd/NCNT showed a much better catalytic performance in terms of activity, selec-

tivity and stability.

To allow for the design and utilization of novel Pd/NMC catalysts possessing the

desired high catalytic performance in hydrogenation reactions, it is essential to

understand the relevant metal-support interactions as well as the fundamental

processes on the catalyst surface. As a first step, the nitrogen-free Pd/CMC system

has to be investigated as this unmodified carbon support material serves as a

reference for studying the effects of nitrogen doping later.

At the starting point of this project, there were only a few computational studies

on the metal-support interactions between transition metal clusters and carbon

materials available. In 2013, Auer et al. [31] studied the interactions of Pt clusters

containing 1, 10, 18, and 37 atoms with small graphene sheets using density

functional theory (DFT). They found that the metal-support interactions for

small Pt clusters are composed of covalent and dispersive contributions and that

the dispersion contribution increases with the size of the cluster. In 2017, Lenz

Baldez et al. [24] performed a periodic DFT study on transition metal clusters of

Ti, Pd, Pt and Au containing 6 and 13 atoms and their interaction with graphene.

Their results indicate that the binding strength of the transition metal clusters to

graphene can be tuned by varying the size and the composition of the clusters.

A further step towards the study of hydrogenation reactions on Pd/CMC is to in-

vestigate the interaction of hydrogen with the carbon-supported Pd nanoparticles.
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1.2 State of Research and Research Questions

The hydrogen adsorption on Pd crystal surfaces and free Pd clusters has been

the subject of several computational studies. As an example, Lischka et al. [32]

investigated the adsorption of atomic and molecular hydrogen on the Pd (210)

surface using periodic DFT calculations. In this study, the authors were able to

reveal the details of the interaction of a H2 molecule with Pd, which is composed

of a Pd 5s - H2 σg and of a Pd 4dxz - H2 σ∗

u
charge transfer as well as of a repulsive

interaction between the Pd 4dz2 and the H2 σg orbital (based on a coordinate

system with the x-axis parallel to the H2 bond and the z-axis along the line from

the Pd atom to the H2 bond center). In 2017, Shamsiev et al. [33] performed a DFT

study on the hydrogen dissociation on the Pd21 cluster. It was found that, in the

most energetically stable configuration of hydrogen on Pd21, two H atoms occupy

adjacent face-centered cubic (fcc) sites. Furthermore, they reported that H atoms

can diffuse on the cluster with low barriers.

For the interaction of hydrogen with carbon-supported Pd clusters only very

few computational studies were available at the starting point of this project.

In 2015, Ramos-Castillo et al. [26] studied the hydrogen adsorption on carbon-

supported Pd1, Pd2, Pd3 and Pd4 using periodic DFT and found that the H2

adsorption energy depends on the cluster size and on the adsorption site. In

2017, Granja-DelRío et al. [34] compared the hydrogen adsorption on free and

on carbon-supported Pd6 clusters in a periodic DFT study. It was found that

both free and carbon-supported Pd6 can adsorb and dissociate several hydrogen

molecules. However, the free Pd6 shows a significantly higher hydrogen saturation

limit compared to the carbon-supported cluster as the carbon support sterical-

ly hinders the adsorption and dissociation of hydrogen at the bottom of the cluster.

Based on these results, our research on the Pd/CMC systems was determined by

the following questions:
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i What are the metal-support interactions in Pd/CMC made up of? Are
these interactions covalent or do they also include dispersion interactions?

ii How does hydrogen adsorption proceed on carbon-supported Pd nano-
particles? Are there any differences compared to free Pd nanoparticles?

iii What are preferential adsorption sites of hydrogen on carbon-supported
Pd nanoparticles? Are hydrogen atoms mobile on the Pd surface?

When the basic properties of Pd/CMC are sufficiently understood, the effect of

nitrogen doping can be studied in detail.

The few existing computational studies on the effect of nitrogen doping on carbon-

supported transition metals suggested that doping with nitrogen-containing func-

tional groups strengthens the metal-support interactions between the transition

metal and the carbon support material. In their DFT study on carbon-supported

Pt clusters Auer et al. [31] also introduced graphitic nitrogen atoms in the graphene

surface (an sp2 hybridized N atom replaces a carbon atom bound to three other

carbon atoms) and found that these increase the adsorption energy of the Pt

clusters due to stronger covalent contributions. Rangel et al. [35] performed periodic

DFT calculations and reported binding energies of small Pd clusters (1 to 4 atoms)

on pyridinic nitrogen doped graphene (sp2 hybridized N atom bound to only

two sp2 hybridized C atoms) that were four times higher compared to nitrogen-

free graphene surfaces. Results of Bulushev et al. [36] furthermore indicated that

pyridinic nitrogen dopants can significantly affect the heterogeneous catalyzed

reactions. In a joint computational (DFT) and experimental study, they found

that the catalytic activity of Pd supported on nitrogen-doped graphene in the

decomposition of formic acid was three times higher than the catalytic activity of

Pd supported on nitrogen-free carbon materials. Based on their quantum chemical

calculations, Bulushev et al. proposed that the observed higher catalytic activity

can be explained with the existence of Pd2+ species, stabilized by pyridinic nitro-

gen atoms.
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For our study on Pd/NMC the following questions remained:

iv How does nitrogen doping affect the metal-support interactions of carbon-
supported Pd nanoparticles? What is the effect of different nitrogen
species like graphitic and pyridinic nitrogen?

v How does the nitrogen doping affect the properties of the supported Pd
nanoparticles?

vi Where do the higher catalytic activity and higher selectivity in the
nitrogen-doped systems compared to the nitrogen-free systems come
from?

Besides the effect of nitrogen doping, the possible effect of hydrogen spillover on

carbon-supported Pd catalysts also motivated parts of this project. During the first

months of the project, Yang et al. [37] performed a study on the hydrogenation of

nitrobenzene to aniline on a Pt/NMC catalyst. Based on temperature-programmed

nitrobenzene desorption studies they found that the capacity of Pt/NMC for stor-

ing hydrogen is much higher compared to free Pt, which indicates the formation

of spillover hydrogen species on the NMC support material. Furthermore, it was

concluded that these spillover species are mobile on the support material and can

migrate back to the Pt nanoparticles, where they could take part in the nitro-

benzene hydrogenation. As a second step, Yang et al. repeated the nitrobenzene

desorption experiments in the presence of CO, which occupies the active sites on

the Pt nanoparticles and, as a result, inhibits nitrobenzene hydrogenation on the

Pt. As no formation of aniline was observed for this experiment, they concluded

that spillover hydrogen atoms, as long as they are located on the support material,

cannot take part in hydrogenation reactions and that on Pt/NMC hydrogenation

occurs exclusively on the Pt nanoparticles. Furthermore, they proposed that spill-

over hydrogen is stored on the carbon support material in a chemically inactive

state, most probably as protons, which could further be stabilized by residual

moisture in the sample.

In general, the results of Yang et al. for Pt/NMC indicate that hydrogen could be
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reversibly stored on the carbon-support material of Pd/NMC, where it can serve

as hydrogen source (buffer) for catalyzed hydrogenation reactions. The existence

of reversibly stored hydrogen on Pd/NMC would also open up the possibility of

applying it as a storage system for hydrogen as an energy source. Even though

Pd is rather expensive, it is considered for hydrogen storage systems, especially

as an ‘assistant’ for the hydrogen storage on other materials like lightweight and

inexpensive carbon materials. [38]

Two available computational studies on pure carbon supported Pt4 clusters indi-

cated that the hydrogen spillover process should not be possible on such systems.

In a DFT study, Psofogiannakis et al. [39] found an energy barrier of more than

250 kJ mol-1 for the spillover of hydrogen atoms from the Pt4 cluster to coronene.

Juarez-Mosqueda et al. [40] studied the same process for Pt4 supported on single-

walled carbon nanotubes using DFT and obtained an energy barrier of more than

190 kJ mol-1, even for a system in which the Pt nanoparticle is fully saturated

with adsorbed and dissociated hydrogen. That hydrogen spillover to pure carbon

support materials should not be possible was also found by Blanco-Rey et al. [41],

who performed ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations of Pd6 and Pd13

clusters supported on graphene and have not observed a single case of hydrogen

spillover to the support material.

To the best of my knowledge, the only available study on the hydrogen spillover

process on nitrogen-doped carbon-supported transition metal nanoparticles was

performed by Rangel et al. [25], who investigated the hydrogen spillover on Pd4 clus-

ters supported on pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen doped graphene using periodic

DFT. They found, in comparison to the previously mentioned studies on N-free

carbon-supported Pt4, significantly lower energy barriers of around 77 kJ mol-1

(pyridinic defect) and 48 kJ mol-1 (pyrrolic defect) for the spillover from the Pd

cluster at full hydrogen saturation.
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1.2 State of Research and Research Questions

Based on these findings, several research questions for our computational study

arose:

vii Is hydrogen spillover possible on Pd/CMC?

viii How does nitrogen doping affect this process?

ix Could Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC be suitable systems for reversible hydrogen
storage, applicable in hydrogenation reactions or to store hydrogen as an
energy source?

x How do the properties of spillover hydrogen atoms and of hydrogen
atoms adsorbed on the supported Pd nanoparticles differ? Are spillover
hydrogens stored as protons on the carbon surface, which can be stabilized
by water molecules as H3O+?

xi Can spillover hydrogens take part in the catalyzed hydrogenation reac-
tions?

All the research questions i to x will be addressed in the computational studies

presented in the main part of this thesis. Some preliminary results for research

question xi are shown in the concluding section.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Available Surface Models

In the literature, several computational approaches for describing heterogeneous

catalysis can be found. This section should give an overview of the available

surface models, which could be used to model the structure and properties of the

Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC catalysts. In general, the existing surface models can be

divided in two categories: periodic boundary and finite cluster approaches. [42]

2.1.1 Periodic Boundary Approaches

In periodic boundary approaches, periodic boundary conditions are chosen to

approximate a large or infinite system on the basis of a small part of the system,

called unit cell. [43] These approaches have their roots in Bloch’s theorem for the

description of the electronic structure of crystals, which states that the electronic

wave function in a crystal can be expressed as the product of a plane wave and

a function obeying the spatial periodicity of the crystal. Using the translational

symmetry of the crystal, this allows for the treatment of the electronic structure

problem for infinite solids by a 3D simulation cell. [42]

The most common periodic boundary approach for modeling a catalyst sur-

face is the slab-supercell model. [44–48] In this approach, the catalyst model is built

in the following way: First, a slab, i.e. a finite number of parallel atomic layers,

is cut from the bulk structure of the surface. The slab can be chosen such that

it possesses the desired surface termination. In a second step, periodic boundary

conditions are applied to the slab in two dimensions. In the third dimension, the

slab is separated from its periodic images by a region of vacuum. This accounts
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for the lateral periodicity of the catalyst surface. It is important to guarantee a

sufficiently broad vacuum region (to decouple the slabs) as well as a sufficient

slab thickness (to mimic a semi-infinite crystal structure, which is particularly

important for systems with strong interactions between the crystal’s layers , i.e.

for metals and ionic crystals). [49] Usually, the unit cell of the model, i.e. the chosen

slab, is composed of multiple crystallographic unit cells and is, therefore, called

supercell. As an example, for a Pd/CMC catalyst system the carbon support

would be modeled by a slab of graphene layers. The Pd nanoparticle could be

added as small finite cluster at the top of the graphene slab. Alternatively, the Pd

nanoparticle could be modeled as a slab of Pd bulk structure, which is aligned to

the graphene slab and is equal in size in the two lateral dimensions. For Pd/NMC,

a certain number of carbon atoms in the graphene slab would be replaced by

nitrogen functional groups.

The slab-supercell model shows a good convergence with the slab thickness, repro-

duces a proper surface electronic structure and allows for the utilization of plane

wave basis sets. [50,51] Accordingly, it is well suitable for describing bulk properties

of surfaces, e.g. of metals or of metal supports. However, the slab-supercell model

is inherently expensive. For studying chemical reactions, which always locally

disturb the periodicity of the system, a very large unit cell is needed to avoid

significant interactions between neighboring periodic images of the reacting agents.

This makes calculations often unfeasible. [44,52]

A cost-efficient approximation of the slab-supercell model can be achieved by

the cyclic cluster approach [53], mainly implemented by Bredow et al. [54–56]. In

the cyclic cluster model, cyclic boundary conditions, originally proposed by Born

and van Kármán, are applied directly to the cluster. As a consequence, the unit

cell of the model system is equal to the whole surface of interest. Figuratively,

this means that one edge of the cluster is directly tied to its other edge. In the

implementation of the cyclic cluster model, the interatomic distance and direction
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cosine matrices of each atom have to be modified and the integration is carried

out in real space. Furthermore, the number of orbitals is determined by the size

of the cluster. [42] The basic idea of the cyclic cluster approach dates back to the

nineteen-seventies [57,58] and was first proposed at a semiempirical level. Today, the

cyclic cluster approach has still not been implemented for all quantum chemical

methods and its applications have become very rare in the literature.

In general, it is difficult to accurately model amorphous materials as the CMC

support material using periodic boundary approaches as amorphous materials

actually do not possess an ordered crystalline structure.

2.1.2 Finite Cluster Approaches

In finite cluster approaches the surface is modeled as a small and finite cluster

of atoms. This leads to a loss of periodicity and the cluster should be embedded

somehow to account for the missing chemical bonds and to restore the original

bonding and Madelung potential of the crystal. [42]

The simplest way of embedding is to saturate the dangling bonds of the surface

with hydrogen atoms. This approach is called molecular cluster model and is

based on the assumption that the electronic states of solids can be well modeled

by localized bonds and that there is no strong Madelung field. [42] As an example,

the carbon support material of the Pd/CMC catalyst system would be modeled

by a hydrogen terminated graphene layer. The missing local C-C bonds at the

edges of the surface are replaced by local C-H bonds, which show relatively similar

properties and, thus, are a simple and good approximation. In this approach, the

Pd nanoparticle would be modeled by a small Pd cluster attached to the graphene

surface without further embedding.

The molecular cluster model can be comparatively cheap for small clusters using

local basis sets and is perfect for describing local effects like defects (e.g. the

nitrogen doping of CMC) and chemical reactions. In contrast, it is often not
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suitable for studying bulk properties as these show only a slow convergence

with the cluster size. For example, the band gap of metals cannot be described

properly. [59]

As an alternative to the saturation with hydrogen atoms, various embedding

techniques have been proposed and implemented. [60,61] In all approaches, a finite

cluster of atoms is treated quantum-mechanically while its interaction with the

missing surrounding is approximated to some extent. A relatively cheap example of

such an embedding approach is the periodic electrostatic embedded cluster method

(PEECM), which was developed by Burow et al. [62], especially for the treatment

of ionic systems. In this approach the rest of the surface is approximated by point

charges in order to account for the missing long-range electrostatic interactions.

Accordingly, the PEECM splits the catalyst system into three regions: 1) inner

region: finite cluster; treated quantum-mechanically; 2) outer region: embedding

potential consisting of a periodic array of point charges reproducing the Madelung

potential due to long-range electrostatic interactions; 3) intermediate region:

negative point charges and pseudopotentials; avoids that positive point charges

over-polarize the electron density of the inner region. For modeling the carbon

support material of Pd/CMC even such a cheap embedding approach would not

be worthwhile as the missing C-C bonds can be better approximated simply by

local C-H bonds. Furthermore, CMC is actually not an ordered crystalline system

but an amorphous mesoporous network of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons of

varying size and shape.
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2.2 Computational Approach

This section will give a detailed description of the chosen catalyst model systems

and the utilized computational methods for this project and will give reasons for

the choices made. Furthermore, some special requirements are discussed, which

have to be fulfilled by the calculations to obtain converged and reliable results.

2.2.1 Catalyst Model Systems

In this project, we are especially interested in studying the effect of nitrogen

doping on the Pd/CMC catalyst system and aim to study hydrogenation reactions

on such catalysts. Therefore, we decided to model the palladium nanoparticles

supported on mesoporous carbon using the most appropriate method for studying

local defects and chemical reactions; i.e. we used a finite cluster approach.

For the mesoporous carbon support material, consisting of amorphously linked

graphitic domains, we set up two molecular cluster models of a graphene surface

in which all dangling bonds are saturated with hydrogen (cmp. Figure 2.1). The

surfaces comprise 96 and 150 carbon atoms so that they are large enough to

support the palladium clusters.

a b

Figure 2.1: Model systems for the CMC support material: (a) graphene surface
of 96 C atoms; (b) graphene surface of 150 C atoms.
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a b

c

e

d

f

g

Figure 2.2: Model systems for the NMC support material: (a) graphitic N; (b) 1
C atom vacancy surrounded by 3 pyridinic N atoms; (c) pyridinic N at
the edge replacing a C-H group; (d) 2 C atom vacancy surrounded by
1 pyrrolic and 2 pyridinic N atoms; (e) 2 C atom vacancy surrounded
by 1 pyrrolic N atom and 2 C-H groups; (f) pyrrolic N containing
five-membered ring at the edge; (g) N-O-like species at the edge.1

1 Warczinski, L.; Hu, B.; Eckhard, T.; Peng, B.; Muhler, M.; Hättig, C. Phys. Chem. Chem.

Phys. 2020, 22, 21317 - 21325. - Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies
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To model the nitrogen-doped mesoporous carbon support material (NMC), we

introduced nitrogen atoms in form of four different functional groups into the

graphene layer: 1) graphitic N: one sp2 hybridized C atom bound to three neigh-

boring sp2 hybridized C atoms is one-by-one replaced by an sp2 hybridized N

atom; 2) pyridinic N: sp2 hybridized N atom with two neighboring sp2 hybridized

C atoms; 3) pyrrolic N: N atom incorporated in a five-membered heterocyclic ring;

4) N-O-like species. In total, we set up seven different NMC models based on the

graphene surface of 150 carbon atoms, which are shown in Figure 2.2.

At this stage, surface deformations, including bending of the graphene sheet,

defects from five- and seven-membered rings and holes as well as unpaired elec-

trons are not considered. Even though all these are present in the real CMC

support material, including them would introduce too many degrees of freedom,

which cannot be studied all at the same time. This already implies that a compu-

tational study including such an amorphous support material as CMC can only

describe trends and achieve qualitative, at best semi-quantitative results.

The palladium nanoparticles are modeled by small, finite Pd clusters. Their

size was chosen such that the clusters are not too large for electronic structure

calculations but large enough to act as models for palladium nanoparticles as

they are used in experimental studies. The experimentally determined Pd particle

size distribution for Pd/CMC (cmp. Figure 1 in Chapter 6) reveals supported

Pd nanoparticles of 1 to 8 nm. The mean Pd particle size is around 3.6 nm.

Roughly estimated, Pd nanoparticles of experimental Pd/CMC catalyst systems

should possess between 30 and 1000 Pd atoms. The experimentally determined Pd

particle size distribution for Pd/NMC (cmp. Figure 1 in Chapter 6) is relatively

similar to the one of Pd/CMC. However, Pd/NMC also shows some sub-1 nm Pd

nanoparticles, which should possess less than 30 Pd atoms.
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We started with the octahedral Pd6 cluster, whose initial structure was taken

from Ahlrichs et al. [63], and optimized its geometry on the small graphene surface

starting from different initial orientations. The most stable structure of Pd6 on

the graphene surface is shown in Figure 2.3. This model system for Pd/CMC is

relatively small (around 0.3 nm) and contains six palladium atoms with exactly

the same number of neighboring Pd atoms. Consequently, the Pd6 cluster is a good

starting point for studying the metal-support interactions between the palladium

clusters and the graphene surface.

Figure 2.3: Most stable structure of Pd6 on the graphene surface of 96 C atoms:
(a) side view; (b) top view.

Figure 2.4: Most stable structure of Pd21 on the graphene surface of 150 C
atoms: (a) side view; (b) top view.1

1 Warczinski, L.; Hu, B.; Eckhard, T.; Peng, B.; Muhler, M.; Hättig, C. Phys. Chem. Chem.

Phys. 2020, 22, 21317 - 21325. - Adapted by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies
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Palladium nanoparticles, as they are used in experimental studies, usually form a

face-centered cubic (fcc) structure. To model this fcc structure, it needs at least a

Pd21 cluster [33]. As a consequence, for the more ambitious studies of this project,

we used a Pd21 cluster, initially taken from Shamsiev et al. [33], optimized on the

larger graphene sheet as Pd/CMC model system (cmp. Figure 2.4). The diameter

of the Pd21 cluster is around 0.85 nm and, therefore, at the lower boundary of

experimental Pd particle size distributions for Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC.

As several of the NMC support model systems either include functional groups

at the edge of the support material (cmp. Figure 2.2c, f and g) or large surface

deformations (cmp. Figure 2.2e), which would both include undesired side effects

in the computational study of reactions, the structure of the Pd21 cluster was

optimized on only three of the NMC support model systems (cmp. Figures 2.5,

2.6 and 2.7).

Figure 2.5: Most stable structure of Pd21 on the graphitic N carbon support
material: (a) side view; (b) top view.1

1 Warczinski, L.; Hu, B.; Eckhard, T.; Peng, B.; Muhler, M.; Hättig, C. Phys. Chem. Chem.

Phys. 2020, 22, 21317 - 21325.- Adapted by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies
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Figure 2.6: Most stable structure of Pd21 on the pyridinic N carbon support
material: (a) side view; (b) top view.1

Figure 2.7: Most stable structure of Pd21 on the pyrrolic N carbon support
material: (a) side view; (b) top view.1

2.2.2 Computational Methods

The quantum chemical treatment of the previously shown Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC

model systems is particularly difficult as they include a very large number of

electrons. Furthermore, the Pd clusters show plenty of low-lying nearly degenerate

electronic states, which introduce static correlation effects that somehow have to

be accounted for in the calculations. [64]

1 Warczinski, L.; Hu, B.; Eckhard, T.; Peng, B.; Muhler, M.; Hättig, C. Phys. Chem. Chem.

Phys. 2020, 22, 21317 - 21325. - Adapted by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies
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In general, the available methods in the field of quantum chemistry can be divided

into three groups: wave function methods, semi-empirical methods and density

functional theory (DFT). All calculations of this project utilized density functional

theory (DFT) with the def2-SVP [65] basis set and the TPSS [66] functional and

were performed with the TURBOMOLE [67] program package.

The most accurate quantum chemical methods can be found in the group of

wave function methods (e.g. the ‘gold standard’ CCSD(T) [68]). Wave function

theory employs a 3N-dimensional antisymmetric wave function for a system of

N electrons. [69] Static correlation can be included by adding several additional

electronic configurations together with the orbital optimization, i.e. by employing

multi-reference Hartree-Fock [70] or variances of it like DMRG [71]. The Pd21/CMC

and Pd21/NMC model systems possess around 1900 electrons. For a multi-reference

treatment at least all electrons of the Pd 4d5s and of the graphene π orbitals

would have to be included in the active space, which is just impossible with today’s

program codes and computer resources.

The computationally cheapest available methods in quantum chemistry are

semi-empirical ones [72], like MSINDO [73], DFT-B [74] or the novel GFN-xTB-

variants [75,76]. However, the accuracy of all these methods is significantly limited

by the availability of well-optimized and suitable parameters for the involved

atoms, which also have to fit for the relevant systems and binding situations.

Over the last years, density functional theory (DFT) has become the preferred

method for electronic structure calculations in the field of heterogeneous catalysis

as it is the most accurate method for geometry optimizations, reactions pathways

and vibrational frequencies, which still can treat such a large amount of electrons

present in the systems under consideration. [77] Furthermore, DFT remains simple
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for multi-reference systems. For such systems it also uses a single-determinant

ansatz and static correlation effects are somehow mimicked by the local or semi-

local exchange. [78] Even though the manner of including static correlation effects

in DFT is unspecified and uncontrolled [79], DFT often gives sufficiently accurate

results for multi-reference systems [77], especially when static correlation effects are

relatively small and a proper description of different spin states is not important

(e.g. for large transition metal clusters).

Its performance in relation to computational costs and accuracy for metal clusters

and organic molecules also made DFT our method of choice for studying the

carbon-supported Pd nanoparticles.

Density functional theory, as it is used today (Kohn-Sham formulation), requires

the selection of a functional of the spin density. The easiest and oldest choice

for such a functional is the local density approximation (LDA), which is only

based on the spin density derived from the uniform electron gas. More complex

are generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functionals, which include on top

of the spin density also the gradient of the spin density, or meta-GGAs, which

furthermore add the Laplacian or the kinetic energy density. Today, the most

popular functionals are hybrid functionals such as the famous B3LYP [80]. These

functionals incorporate a portion of exact exchange from Hartree-Fock theory. [81]

We decided to use the meta-GGA TPSS [66] functional as it uses only a few

fit parameters and generally shows a very good cost/performance ratio throughout

the periodic table. [82] It also performs notably well in studying transition metals,

including systems with relatively high multi-reference character [83]. In contrast to

that, hybrid functionals, such as B3LYP or TPSSh [84], are not the functionals of

choice for studying carbon-supported Pd nanoparticles. The included Hartree-Fock

exchange cannot deal with the near degeneracy of states, i.e. with static correlation
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effects, in metal clusters and calculations fail badly for several systems, although

the cost is significantly higher than that for meta-GGAs. [82]

Even though DFT calculations are relatively insensitive to the choice of ba-

sis set compared to correlated wave function methods [85,86], this choice has still

some effect on the quality of the calculations. We applied the def2-SVP basis

set [65], which employs Stuttgart-Cologne effective core potentials [87] for the Pd

atoms. The Karlsruhe ‘def2’ basis set family is designed to give similar errors all

across the periodic table. It is a revision of the older Karlsruhe basis set fami-

ly (SVP/def-SVP, TZVP/def-TZVP, etc.), which had some imbalances between

(transition) metal and the main group III-X elements and used older, less accurate

effective core potentials (ECPs) for the heavier atoms. [65] For systems including

heavier atoms (typically beyond Kr), like Pd, ECPs are a reasonable choice as

they significantly reduce the computational cost and, by construction, account for

relativistic effects in the deep core electrons. [88] The polarization functions allow

for a reasonable description of chemical bonds without significantly increasing the

computational costs. [89]

Several studies suggest that triple-zeta basis sets should be applied for well con-

verged energetics and structural properties [90–92], where ‘converged’ means that

with such basis sets the remaining basis set incompleteness errors are usually

smaller than the errors from the DFT functional. However, single point calculations

on the Pd21/CMC model with the triple-zeta type basis including polarization

functions of the Karlsruhe family (def2-TZVP [65]) already need nearly five times

more computer time compared to the same calculations with the def2-SVP basis

set. Due to the amorphous and relatively undefined structure of the experimental

catalyst systems, this project should (only) provide qualitative but preferably

representative insights. As a consequence, it is more important to qualitatively

study several different systems and configurations than studying a few systems
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with a high accuracy. An extensive computational study on several systems and

configurations, which also includes costly transition state searches, on our model

systems using the def2-TZVP basis set would be unfeasible. In our case, the

def2-SVP basis set offers a very good cost/performance ratio.

In general, DFT energetics are, in any case, obtained with a limited accura-

cy as results can differ in the range of several kJ/mol per bond depending on

the chosen functional and basis set. Because of this and, even more important,

because of the limited comparability of the experimental catalysts and our model

systems, we have decided to limit ourselves to the investigation of energetic trends

and do not compare our results to specific experimental values.

2.2.3 Special Requirements for the Studied Catalyst Systems

A main preparatory task of the project was to establish a feasible setup of the

calculations. It turned out that, besides a reasonable choice of the density functional

and the basis set, DFT calculations of the heterogeneous catalyst systems have to

fulfill special requirements to provide converged and reliable results:

1. For an appropriate description of the catalyst structure, which also includes non-

covalent metal-support interactions, it is essential to properly include London

dispersion interactions [31]. As these are, by construction, not included in local

or semi-local density functionals, several techniques of dispersion correction

have been developed [93,94]. Among these, the semi-empirical DFT-D3 approach

by Grimme et al. [95] was proven to predict van der Waals interactions with a

high accuracy [96]. Therefore, we included the D3 dispersion correction in all our

calculations.
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2. Metal clusters, such as carbon-supported Pd nanoparticles, possess a very

small HOMO-LUMO gap, making it significantly complicated to determine

the occupations of orbitals near the Fermi energy [97]. To determine the correct

ground state multiplicity of each system, we included a Fermi smearing [97] of the

occupation numbers in preliminary single point calculations and later analyzed

the eigenvalues of the singlet and triplet stability matrices.

3. The calculations on the catalyst model systems are relatively slow and the con-

vergence of the self-consistent field iterations to the convergence criterion is very

difficult to achieve. To guarantee sufficiently fast and converging calculations,

RI [98] and MARI-J [99] approximations (for accelerating the calculations) as well

as higher DIIS [100] start damping factors of 15 or 30 (to avoid non-convergent

oscillatory behavior) have to be included.

4. The potential energy surface of reactions on the Pd nanoparticles is very flat,

which makes it often extremely difficult to find well converged minima or

transition state structures that do not show additional very small imaginary

frequencies in the vibrational analysis. A possible way to achieve well con-

verged minima or transition states is to increase the quality of the geometry

optimization, e.g. by choosing a finer DFT grid [101] or including derivatives

of the quadrature weights of the DFT energy expression. Also, distorting the

molecule along a mode with a negative eigenvalue using the screwer module of

TURBOMOLE can be helpful to converge to the searched-for stationary point.

This is in agreement with a study of Banerjee et al. [102], in which similar require-

ments (for applying the cluster approach to structures of an organic molecule

adsorbed on metallic surfaces) have been reported.
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3 Thesis Outline

This thesis is structured in the following way: Chapter 4 shows the first study of

the project, which deals with the metal-support interactions in Pd/CMC as well as

with the hydrogen adsorption and dissociation on such catalyst systems. This study

forms the basis for all subsequent studies. The effect of nitrogen doping on the

metal-support interactions is evaluated in the study on Pd/NMC in Chapter 5, in

which our computational approach is combined with experimental X-ray photoelec-

tron spectroscopy (XPS) results. Also Chapter 6 presents a combined experimental

and computational project. This study gives an example of how the nitrogen doping

of the CMC support material can affect the catalyzed hydrogenation reactions.

Using our DFT approach, the adsorption of H2 and formic acid on Pd21 bound to

two pyridinic nitrogen atoms is analyzed. The obtained results support experi-

mental findings, which report on novel reaction conditions, allowing for a highly

selective hydrogenolysis of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural to 2,5-dimethylfuran. The

research questions concerning hydrogen spillover are addressed in the manuscript

in Chapter 7 and in the preliminary study presented in Chapter 8. Chapter 7

shows a computational study on the hydrogen spillover mechanism on Pd/CMC

and the effect of nitrogen doping on such processes. Furthermore, the properties

of spillover hydrogen on nitrogen-free and on nitrogen-doped graphene are investi-

gated. Chapter 8 summarizes some preliminary investigations dealing with the

question if spillover hydrogen atoms located on the carbon support material can

take part in hydrogenation reactions. As a case study, the hydrogenation reaction

of ethylene with hydrogen atoms on Pd/CMC is compared to the equivalent

reaction with spillover hydrogen atoms.

Finally, Chapter 9 highlights the achievements of this project and gives evidence

for future research questions based on our findings.
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Results of the Project





4 A Quantum Chemical Study of

Hydrogen Adsorption on

Carbon-Supported Palladium

Clusters

This chapter shows the first study of the project published in the Journal Physical

Chemistry Chemical Physics. In this study, we used the two model systems for

Pd/CMC introduced in Chapter 2 (cmp. Figures 2.3 and 2.4) to obtain an insight

into the relevant metal-support interactions in carbon-supported Pd nanoparticles.

The Pd6 cluster was used as a starting point to become versed in treating these

kinds of systems. The larger Pd21 cluster was then included to allow our results

to be qualitatively compared to experimental observations.

Additionally, this study comprises, as a first step of studying hydrogenation reac-

tions, the investigation of several aspects of the interaction of hydrogen with our

model systems: H2 adsorption energies, H2 dissociation pathways, the adsorption

and dissociation of several H2 molecules, hydrogen atom diffusion on Pd nano-

particles.

As this study provides an in-depth insight into the relevant metal-support interac-

tions in Pd/CMC and into the hydrogen dissociation on such catalyst systems, it

forms the basis for all subsequent studies dealing with the effect of nitrogen doping

of the carbon support material as well as with the processes of hydrogenation and

hydrogen spillover.

Reproduced from Ref. 1031 and Ref. 1042 with permission from the

PCCP Owner Societies.3

1 Article: https://doi.org/10.1039/C9CP04606B
SI: reproduced in the appendix on pages 147 - 149

2 Correction for Ref. 103: https://doi.org/10.1039/D0CP90079F
3 These publications have been compiled by me, including performing and analyzing the

calculations, writing text and corresponding with the editor, supervised by Professor Hättig.
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A quantum chemical study of hydrogen
adsorption on carbon-supported palladium
clusters†

Lisa Warczinski * and Christof Hättig

A key step for achieving better insight into catalytic hydrogenation reactions is to understand in detail

the process of hydrogen adsorption on the catalyst. The present article focuses on hydrogen adsorption

on carbon-supported palladium clusters, which are nowadays one of the most common catalysts in

industrial applications. Density functional theory is applied to study Pd6 and Pd21 clusters to reveal the

influence of the carbon support material on the properties of the catalyst as well as on the mechanisms

and energetics of the hydrogen adsorption. In general, a stepwise hydrogen adsorption process is

observed consisting of molecular adsorption followed by dissociative chemisorption. The carbon

support material does not noticeably affect the reaction mechanisms, but has a large influence on

energy barriers and preferential adsorption sites. Our comparison of Pd6 and Pd21 systems reveals that

small clusters, such as Pd6, are able to model some but not all important properties of palladium

nanoparticles and, therefore, it is essential to also study larger cluster sizes.

1 Introduction

Hydrogenation is one of the industrial catalytic processes with
the longest history and is among the most important processes
in petrochemical and fine chemical industries.1–4 For instance,
hydrogenation reactions are used to convert chloronitrobenzenes
to chloroanilines, which are essential organic feedstocks,5 and
are part of the biomass conversion process of lignin to phenol
and phenol derivatives.6 The most common catalysts in hydro-
genation reactions are metal-nanoparticles, often palladium,
carried by a high-surface-area support material.7 In early industrial
applications oxide materials were the support material of choice.
Over the years porous oxide supports have been replaced by novel
2D carbon support materials with high surface areas, as these are
resistant to both acidic and basic media and facilitate the recovery
of the metal. Another advantage of these carbon materials is that
their surface properties can be fine-tuned with great precision, e.g.,
by nitrogen or oxygen doping.8 Even though the first industrially
applied catalytic hydrogenation processes date back to more than a
century ago, there are still numerous challenges in industrial
catalytic hydrogenation and a detailed understanding of hydro-
genation reactions, especially on carbon-supported metal-
nanoparticles, has not yet been achieved.1

A key step in hydrogenation reactions is the hydrogen adsorption
on the catalyst. Hydrogen adsorption on palladium crystal surfaces
and free palladium clusters has been studied intensively in
experiments9–13 as well as in theory.14–23 However, when it comes
to hydrogen adsorption on carbon-supported palladium clusters
only few publications are available in the literature. Most of the
existing studies focus on hydrogen storage and are restricted to
single palladium atoms or small palladium clusters with up to
six palladium atoms.24–26 To gain further insight into hydrogen
adsorption in the context of hydrogenation reactions, it is
important to take also larger cluster sizes into account, which
are more realistic models of the palladium-nanoparticles that
are used in experiments. Furthermore, it is important to study
the whole process of hydrogen adsorption including reaction
pathways on carbon-supported clusters and to compare them
with the results for free palladium clusters.

The purpose of the current study is to shed light on the
influence of carbon support materials on the electronic properties
of palladium metal catalysts and their influence on hydrogen
adsorption in the context of hydrogenation reactions. To study
the complex interplay between hydrogen, the palladium-nano-
particles and the carbon support material, we performed state-of-
the-art electronic structure calculations using density functional
theory (DFT) with a meta-GGA functional.

As a part of a project on mesoporous carbon supported
metal catalysts for sustainable hydrogenation reactions we are
interested in palladium nanoparticles on mesoporous carbon.
We chose as model systems octahedral Pd6, which lends itself
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to provide a quick first insight, and a Pd21 cluster, which is the
smallest cluster capable of representing the palladium nano-
particles used in experiments, because it reflects the palladium
{111} facet and possesses two adjacent face centered cubic sites
at its top. Mesoporous carbon is one of the several novel 2D
carbon support materials, has an amorphous, partly graphitic
structure and can be doped with nitrogen or oxygen containing
groups.27–29 As we plan to investigate in forthcoming studies
the effect of nitrogen and oxygen doping of mesoporous carbon
on hydrogenation reactions, which we believe is in the first
place an effect taking place in the p-system of the graphitic
parts, we decided to model the carbon support material by a
hydrogen-terminated graphene layer.

2 Computational details

The present quantum chemical study was performed on the
basis of density functional theory (DFT) with the TPSS30 functional
and the def2-SVP31 basis set, which employs Stuttgart–Cologne
effective core potentials (def2-ecp)32 for the palladium atoms. We
have chosen the meta-GGA TPSS functional, as TPSS offers a very
good cost/performance ratio throughout the periodic table, also in
transition metal chemistry,33 and meta-GGA functionals have
turned out to be an efficient and reliable tool to investigate surface
interactions in previous studies.34,35

All calculations were carried out using the TURBOMOLE36

program package and include the multipole accelerated resolution
of identity (MARI-J) approximation37 with optimized auxiliary
basis sets38 and Grimme’s D3 correction39 for London dispersion
interactions.

The most stable structures of the palladium clusters on the
support material as well as the minima of the reaction path-
ways were determined by ground-state geometry optimizations.
We determined the ground state multiplicity of each system by
including in preliminary single point calculations a Fermi
smearing of the occupation numbers and by analyzing later
on the eigenvalues of the singlet and triplet stability matrices.
For relative energies single point energies were combined with
a vibrational analysis yielding zero-point vibrational energy
(ZPVE) corrections. For the largest carbon-supported palladium
clusters included in this study (Pd21 clusters on 150 carbon
atoms) full vibrational analysis for all structures would have
been too time consuming. The results for Pd6 and an exemplary
calculation for Pd21 show, however, that the carbon support
material makes only a minor contribution to the ZPVE correction
to the adsorption and reaction energies. Therefore, the relative
energies for carbon-supported Pd21 were corrected using the
ZPVEs of the corresponding free clusters. The results of the
vibrational analysis were also used to calculate Gibbs free reac-
tion enthalpies and free activation enthalpies within the harmo-
nic oscillator and the rigid rotor approximation under reaction
conditions of 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa. As mentioned above,
vibrational analysis for the Pd21 clusters on 150 carbon atoms
has not been performed and, thus, Gibbs free reaction enthalpies
and free activation enthalpies are not available for these systems.

The chain-of-state method implemented in the woelfling
module of TURBOMOLE40 was used for determining reaction
pathways and locating initial transition state structures. The
transition state structures from the reaction pathways were used
as a start guess for a further optimization with the eigenvalue-
following trust-region image minimization (TRIM)41 algorithm
and validated by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)42 calcula-
tions. For reasons of computational costs, the transition states
for the largest systems included in this study (Pd21 clusters on
150 carbon atoms) were directly taken from the reaction pathway
optimization without further optimization. We expect the errors
introduced by this approximation to be negligible for this system.

To simplify the comparison of reaction energies and Gibbs
free reaction enthalpies, adsorption energies and dissociation
energies are provided with a negative sign. Energy barriers like
activation barriers are characterized by a positive sign. Of course,
DFT energetics provide at this level only a qualitative accuracy and
the results obtained with different functionals and basis sets can
differ in the range of some kJ mol�1 per bond (some exemplary
comparisons of the TPSS/def2-SVP results with the BP8643,44 and
PBE45 functionals and with the def2-TZVP31 basis set can be found
in the ESI†). Therefore, we have limited ourselves to the discussion
of energetic trends, which turned out to be the same for different
functionals and basis sets (see the incremental adsorption energies
in the ESI†), and we refrained from a comparison with experimental
energies.

To investigate the details of the electronic structure we
calculated electron densities and generated electron density
difference plots and visualized intrinsic bond46 orbitals (IBOs).
For these we used at Pd a 1s1p1d subset of the atomic orbitals
in the cc-pVTZ-PP basis set.47

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Carbon-supported palladium clusters

As a first step, model systems for the carbon-supported palladium
clusters have to be set up. The palladium clusters have to be
chosen such that they are not too large for electronic structure
calculations, but can act as models for palladium nanoparticles,
as they are used in experimental studies as well as in industrial
hydrogenation reactions. The carbon surface has to be large
enough to support the clusters.

In the present work the octahedral Pd6 cluster on a carbon
support with 96 carbon atoms and a Pd21 cluster on a carbon
support with 150 carbon atoms are used as model systems. The
Pd6 cluster, whose structure is shown in Fig. 1, is relatively

Fig. 1 Structure of the octahedral Pd6 cluster.
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small and contains six palladium atoms that have all exactly the
same coordination. The Pd6 cluster lends itself to obtain a quick
insight into the metal–support interactions between palladium
clusters and the carbon support.

To model palladium nanoparticles, as they are used in
experiments, and their adsorption interaction with H2 molecules,
we chose a Pd21 cluster, whose structure is shown in Fig. 2. Even
though the top of the cluster is nonplanar, the arrangement of
the upper face atoms reflects the palladium {111} facet. Further-
more, the cluster possesses two adjacent face centered cubic (fcc)
sites at the top, which are known to be the preferred positions for
dissociative hydrogen adsorption.23

The carbon support materials are modelled by a hydrogen
terminated graphene layer. The initial geometries of the palla-
dium clusters were taken from Ahlrichs et al.48 and Shamsiev
et al.23 To find the most stable structures of the clusters on the
graphene support material, ground-state geometry optimizations
starting from different initial orientations have been carried out.
The most stable structures of the carbon-supported clusters are
shown in Fig. 3 and 4.

The octahedral Pd6 cluster is oriented such that a palladium
triangle is aligned in a parallel fashion to the graphene surface

at a distance of about 2.17 Å. The three lower palladium atoms
interact each with two carbon atoms (so in total with six carbon
atoms) of the support material. In its ground state the carbon-
supported Pd6 cluster has singlet multiplicity.

For the Pd21 system, the {111} facet as well as the two fcc
sites should be located at the top of the carbon-supported
cluster, where the hydrogen adsorption process is expected to
proceed. In the most stable structure meeting this requirement,
the lowest layer of the Pd21 cluster is located at around 2.21 Å
from the graphene surface. The six palladium atoms of the
lowest layer interact in total with 12 carbon atoms (again each
palladium atom interacts with two carbon atoms) of the sup-
port material. As the Pd6 cluster, also the carbon-supported
Pd21 cluster has singlet multiplicity in its ground state.

To characterize the metal–support interactions and to obtain
a measure for the importance of the dispersion contribution, we
calculated the binding energy of the systems, once with and once
without the D3 correction. Even though the D3 correction cannot be
identified one-to-one with the total London dispersion energy, as it
only accounts for the long-range part of the latter, it should
reproduce for the Pd–support interaction the qualitative trends. Both
the Pd6 and Pd21 systems show binding energies of 195.7 kJ mol�1

and 549.7 kJ mol�1 respectively with quite strong attractive
palladium–carbon–support interactions. The total binding
energy increases from the Pd6 to the Pd21 system. The inter-
action per palladium atom, however, decreases from 32.6 kJ mol�1

to 26.2 kJ mol�1. This agrees with the slightly larger cluster-surface-
distance in the Pd21 system compared to the Pd6 system. For Pd6 the
dispersion contribution of 95.0 kJ mol�1 makes up around 50% of
the total interaction. For the Pd21 system a dispersion contribution
of 301.5 kJ mol�1 was obtained, which corresponds to about 55% of
the total interaction energy. This is in agreement with previous
computational studies indicating that the dispersion contribution to
metal–support interactions increases with the size of the transition
metal cluster.49 The PBE45 functional provides slightly lower disper-
sion contributions for both systems but also shows the trend of
higher dispersion contributions for larger clusters (detailed energies
can be found in the ESI†).

The electronic effect of the support material on the Pd
clusters is rather small. Therefore, no effect on the Pd–Pd bonding
orbitals is noticeable. However, the support material influences
the electron density of the clusters. Fig. 5 shows the electron

Fig. 2 Structure of the selected Pd21 cluster: side view (left) and view from
the top (right).

Fig. 3 Most stable structure of the carbon-supported Pd6 cluster.

Fig. 4 Most stable structure of the carbon-supported Pd21 cluster with
the {111} facet and fcc sites located at the top of the cluster.

Fig. 5 Change in the electron density induced by the interaction between
the Pd21 cluster and the support material from two different perspectives.
Density gain is colored in blue; density loss is in grey.
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density difference plot for the interaction between the Pd21 cluster
and the support material. Electron density is shifted from the
lowest layer of the Pd cluster into Pd–C connecting lines. This
agrees with the above conclusion that the interaction of the
support material and the Pd cluster is covalent with a strong
dispersion contribution. The support has a mostly local effect in
the Pd cluster. No charge-transfer into or major changes within the
support material are observed. Fig. 6 depicts a Pd–C bonding
orbital which has a large Pd d and a smaller C p contribution.

3.2 Hydrogen adsorption on Pd

As already described in previous studies, e.g., by Lischka et al.,16

the adsorption of a hydrogen molecule on a palladium atom
leads to an interaction of the empty Pd 5s with the occupied H2

sg orbital and of the occupied Pd 4dxz with the empty H2 su*
orbital (assuming a coordinate system with the x-axis parallel to
the H2 bond and the z-axis parallel to the line from the Pd atom
to the H2 bond center). Fig. 7 shows a visualization of the
corresponding IBOs. Furthermore, there is a repulsive interaction
between the Pd 4dz2 and the H2 sg orbital. As the anti-bonding
su* is populated, the H–H bond is weakened and elongated to
0.93 Å compared to the H–H bond length of 0.76 Å in the isolated
H2 molecule. On the other hand, the Pd–H bond is strengthened.

Fig. 8 shows the corresponding electron density difference
plot. In accordance with the appearance of the bonding orbitals
it shows an electron density gain for the 5s Pd and the su* H2

orbital and a decreased electron density for the 4dxz Pd orbital
and the sg H2 orbital.

3.3 Hydrogen adsorption on Pd6

The adsorption of H2 molecules from the gas phase on carbon-
supported Pd6 has been studied and compared to H2 adsorption

on free Pd6. For both free Pd6 and carbon-supported Pd6
molecular hydrogen adsorption can be observed. On free Pd6
the H2 molecule adsorbs without a barrier on top of one of the
palladium atoms. The adsorption is connected with an energy
gain of DEads = �49.2 kJ mol�1. In the product (shown in Fig. 9)
the H–Pd distance is 1.76 Å. The H–H distance of the H2

molecule is stretched by around 10% to 0.85 Å compared to
the H–H bond length of 0.76 Å in the gas phase molecule.
However, the H–H bond is not broken.

As mentioned before, the results obtained with different
functionals and basis sets can differ in the range of some kJ mol�1

per bond. For a comparison Table 1 shows the hydrogen adsorption
energy on the free Pd6 cluster for the different functionals TPSS,31

BP8643,44 and PBE.45 Further exemplary comparisons can be found
in the ESI.†

On carbon-supported Pd6 molecular H2 adsorption takes
preferentially place at one of the palladium atoms located at the
top of the cluster. In general, the adsorption process is very
similar to the adsorption on the Pd6 system without carbon
support. As for the free Pd6, the adsorption is barrierless and is
connected with an energy gain. However, the adsorption energy
is �56.2 kJ mol�1 on the supported cluster and, therefore, a
little bit higher than that for the free cluster. The geometry of

Fig. 6 Visualization of the Pd–C bonding orbital (IBO) for the carbon-
supported Pd21 cluster.

Fig. 7 Visualization of the bonding orbitals (IBOs) of the Pd–H2 system:
5s–sg (left) and 4dz2–su* (right).

Fig. 8 Electron density difference plot for the Pd–H2 system from two
different perspectives. Density gain is colored in blue; density loss is
colored in grey.

Fig. 9 Product geometry of molecular adsorbed H2 on free Pd6.

Table 1 Comparison of the hydrogen adsorption energies DEads in kJmol�1

on free Pd6 using three different functionals

Functional DEads

TPSS �49.2
PBE �63.4
BP86 �61.0
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the product, which is shown in Fig. 10, is very similar to the
product geometry without carbon support. A H–Pd distance of
1.78 Å and a H–H distance of 0.84 Å are observed. Only the
position of the H2 molecule with respect to the palladium atom
is slightly shifted from a perfect atop position.

It is well known that palladium clusters are favourable
systems for hydrogen storage. Therefore, it is expected that
not only one but several H2 molecules can adsorb on the Pd6
clusters. To study this behaviour, we have increased the number of
molecular hydrogens adsorbed on the clusters. The incremental
adsorption energies DEads and free enthalpies DGads for an
increasing number of H2 molecules are shown for the free
and for the carbon-supported Pd6 clusters in Tables 2 and 3.

In the case of the free cluster the seventh H2 molecule is
attached to the same palladium atom as the H2 molecule
number 1. For the carbon-supported Pd6 the first three H2

molecules are attached to the palladium atoms at the top of the
cluster. The fourth H2 molecule is either added to a palladium
atom at the lower layer of the cluster (4) or alternatively to the
same palladium atom as the H2 molecule number 1 at the top
of the cluster (4s). In general, the negative incremental adsorp-
tion energies and incremental adsorption free enthalpies in
Tables 2 and 3 show that both free and carbon-supported Pd6
clusters can achieve a very high H2 coverage.

When a second H2 molecule is added to a palladium atom
(e.g. H2 molecule number 4s for the carbon-supported cluster)

the additional H2 molecule is shared between two palladium
atoms (see Fig. 11). If one adds a seventh H2 molecule to the
free Pd6 cluster, in which all palladium atoms have already
been covered with one H2 molecule, not only one but three H2

molecules are shared. Thus, each palladium atom can just carry
one full H2 molecule and if the coverage exceeds one H2

molecule per palladium atom, the H2 molecules have to be
shared. For the carbon-supported Pd6 cluster the H2 sharing
can also be observed for H2 molecules, which are added to free
palladium atoms of the lower layer of the cluster (e.g., H2

molecule number 4). Accordingly, the palladium atoms at the lower
layer cannot carry one full H2 molecule. As it would have been
expected, the hindrance of the supportmaterial reduces the number
of H2 molecules, which can be added to the Pd6 cluster.

Starting from physisorbed molecular H2, the molecules can
undergo dissociative chemisorption. A possible reaction path-
way for the H2 dissociation on a carbon-supported Pd6 cluster is
shown in Fig. 12.

As a first step, the H2 molecule adsorbs at one of the palladium
atoms located at the top of the cluster. This is, as described before,
related to an energy gain of DEads = �56.2 kJ mol�1. Starting from
the correspondingminimum ofmolecular adsorbed hydrogen, the
system has to surpass an activation barrier. We have found two
different possible transition states, in which one hydrogen atom is
bound to one palladium atom and the other hydrogen atom bridges
a Pd–Pd bond: (a) a transition state from a spin-restricted closed-
shell calculation with an energy barrier of 42.0 kJ mol�1 and a free
activation enthalpy of 3.3 kJ mol�1 showing a cis-configuration of
the hydrogen atoms and (b) an energetically lower lying transition
state from a spin-unrestricted calculation with an energy barrier of
21.6 kJmol�1 and a free activation enthalpy of 4.1 kJmol�1 showing
a perpendicular configuration. Starting from the reactants (carbon-
supported Pd6 and a H2 molecule in the gas phase), the hydrogen
dissociation releases an energy of DEdiss = �100.0 kJ mol�1. In the
product, the H2 molecule is fully dissociated; the two hydrogen
atoms are located on triangular positions each bridging three
palladium atoms. The shown reaction pathway and the free activa-
tion enthalpies of 3.3 kJ mol�1 and 4.1 kJ mol�1 indicate that
hydrogen dissociation on a carbon-supported Pd6 cluster could
occur spontaneously at room temperature. The minimal activation
energy needed is relatively low (21.6 kJ mol�1) and is already
provided more than twice by the molecular adsorption process.

As a comparison, Fig. 13 shows the corresponding pathway
on free Pd6. Here, just the energetically lower lying open-shell
transition state is included.

Fig. 10 Product geometry of molecular adsorbed H2 on carbon-supported
Pd6. The carbon support material located below the cluster is not shown.

Table 2 Incremental adsorption energies DEads and Gibbs free enthalpies
DGads in kJ mol�1 for an increasing number of H2 molecules on free Pd6

Number of H2 DEads DGads

1 �49.2 �31.3
2 �43.8 �39.3
3 �43.7 �36.8
4 �37.8 �36.5
5 �33.7 �36.5
6 �24.2 �37.2
7 �64.8 �54.0

Table 3 Incremental adsorption energies DEads and Gibbs free enthalpies
DGads in kJ mol�1 for an increasing number of H2 molecules on carbon-
supported Pd6

Number of H2 DEads DGads

1 �56.2 �36.2
2 �33.3 �42.0
3 �33.6 �27.1
4 �66.8 �53.0
4s �30.5 �47.2

Fig. 11 The fourth H2 molecule of the 4s geometry of carbon-supported
Pd6 is shared between two palladium atoms. The carbon support material
located below the cluster is not shown.
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In general, the dissociation mechanism on free Pd6 is very
similar to the mechanism on carbon-supported Pd6. However,
the observed energy differences deviate. The adsorption energy
DEads and the dissociation energy DEdiss are �49.2 kJ mol�1

and �66.7 kJ mol�1 and, therefore, smaller than the corres-
ponding energies of �56.2 kJ mol�1 and �100.0 kJ mol�1

respectively for the carbon-supported system. The activation
energy barrier is 35.5 kJ mol�1 which is 13.9 kJ mol�1 higher
than that for the carbon-supported system. Hence, the carbon
support material increases the energy gain of the hydrogen
adsorption and dissociation as well as it decreases the activation
energy barrier, which has to be surmounted. Therefore, hydrogen
adsorption and dissociation are energetically facilitated on carbon-
supported Pd6 clusters compared to free Pd6. The free activation
enthalpy of the free system is also very low (1.4 kJ mol�1) which
shows that hydrogen dissociation on free Pd6 also occurs
spontaneously at room temperature.

Palladium clusters can support the dissociation of more
than one H2 molecule. We have studied the dissociation of

several H2 molecules one after the other. For the carbon-
supported Pd6 cluster the hydrogen atoms have been added
starting from the top of the cluster. The resulting incremental
dissociation energies DEdiss and free enthalpies DGdiss for an
increasing number of H2 molecules for the free and for the
carbon-supported Pd6 cluster are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

In general, the dissociation energies DEdiss and the dissociation
enthalpies DGdiss in Tables 4 and 5 indicate that a lot of H2

molecules can be dissociated on the clusters.

Fig. 12 Possible hydrogen dissociation pathways on carbon-supported Pd6; red – the result of a spin-unrestricted calculation with a lower energy
barrier and green – the result of a spin-restricted closed-shell calculation with a higher energy barrier. The carbon support material located below the
clusters is not shown.

Fig. 13 A possible hydrogen dissociation pathway on free Pd6.

Table 4 Incremental dissociation energies DEdiss and Gibbs free enthal-
pies DGdiss in kJ mol�1 for an increasing number of H2 molecules on free
Pd6

Number of H2 DEdiss DGdiss

1 �66.7 �42.4
2 �45.7 �26.7
3 �71.5 �32.5
4 �68.8 �37.6
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It is important to note that the third H2 molecule has a
dissociation energy of 34.6 kJ mol�1 and a free enthalpy of
18.8 kJ mol�1 more favourable for the carbon-supported system
compared to the free system, even though the hydrogen atoms
have to be added to the unfavourable lower layer of the cluster.
The highly favourable DEdiss and DGdiss for the third dissociated
H2 molecule on the carbon-supported system can be explained
by the fact that adding the two hydrogen atoms of the third H2

molecules to the lower layer of the cluster leads to a deformation
of the cluster (see Fig. 14), which forms a more favourable
geometry connected to a favourable dissociation energy and
enthalpy. This behaviour can also be observed, if one adds one
hydrogen atom of the second H2 molecule not to the top, but to
the unfavourable lower layer of the cluster. During the geometry
optimization the cluster deforms and the system still shows a
favourable dissociation energy of �64.3 kJ mol�1 and a favour-
able dissociation enthalpy of �18.8 kJ mol�1.

As such deformations cannot be observed for the free
systems, the support material seems to stabilize them. Thus,
a high hydrogen coverage on a carbon-supported Pd6 cluster
leads to a deformation of the cluster to a favourable geometry,
which is stabilized by the support material. Therefore, the support
material allows the cluster for a high hydrogen coverage, in spite
of hindrance due to the support material, and facilitates the
dissociation of several H2 molecules compared to free Pd6.

3.4 Hydrogen adsorption on Pd21

As a model system, which should be closer to real systems
under experimental conditions, we studied the adsorption of
H2 molecules from the gas phase on carbon-supported Pd21
and compared the results to the H2 adsorption on free Pd21. On
the Pd21 systems molecular H2 adsorption is possible at many
different positions with different coordinations. We have studied
six different positions for molecular H2 adsorption, which are
shown in Fig. 15. The corresponding adsorption energies DEads
for the free and for the carbon-supported Pd21 clusters are shown
in Tables 6 and 7.

For the free Pd21 cluster the different H2 positions are quite
similar to each other. The adsorption energies range from
�21.1 kJ mol�1 to �55.9 kJ mol�1. In general, the positions
at the top of the cluster (green and light blue) are preferred.

The carbon support material reduces the adsorption energies of
the positions colored in green, light blue and pink as well as it
increases the corresponding adsorption energies for the dark blue
and red positions. The position at the bottom of the cluster
(yellow) is not stable, due to steric hindrance by the support
material. The adsorption energies for the carbon-supported Pd21
cluster range from�30.1 kJ mol�1 to�45.6 kJ mol�1. Accordingly,
the most attractive positions for molecular H2 adsorption on
carbon-supported Pd21 clusters are around 10 kJ mol�1 less
favourable than that on free Pd21. However, the support material
decreases the range of adsorption energies to only 15.5 kJ mol�1

and therefore levels out the differences between the different
positions.

Fig. 16 shows the electron density difference plot for the H2

molecular adsorption on carbon-supported Pd21. As one would
expect, it looks very similar to the electron density difference
plot for the H2 adsorption on a Pd atom. Also here, there is an
electron density gain for the 5s Pd and the su* H2 orbital and a
decreased electron density for the 4dxz Pd orbital and the sg H2

orbital. However, it can be observed that, compared to the Pd
atom, the Pd cluster allows a partial depopulation of the 4dz2

Table 5 Incremental dissociation energies DEdiss and Gibbs free enthal-
pies DGdiss in kJ mol�1 for an increasing number of H2 molecules on
carbon-supported Pd6

Number of H2 DEdiss DGdiss

1 �100.0 �51.0
2 �62.8 �28.9
3 �106.1 �51.3

Fig. 14 The geometry of three dissociated hydrogen molecules on
carbon-supported Pd6 before and after geometry optimization. The carbon
support material located below the clusters is not shown.

Fig. 15 Studied positions for molecular hydrogen adsorption on Pd21.

Table 6 Adsorption energies DEads in kJ mol�1 for the different positions
studied on free Pd21

Position colored in DEads

Green �55.9
Light blue �45.6
Pink �40.6
Yellow �34.8
Dark blue �29.9
Red �21.1

Table 7 Adsorption energies DEads in kJ mol�1 for the different studied
positions on carbon-supported Pd21

Position colored in DEads

Green �45.6
Light blue �42.9
Pink �34.4
Yellow Not stable
Dark blue �32.6
Red �30.1
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orbital in favour of some other orbitals in the Pd cluster,
decreasing the repulsive effect of the 4dz2–sg interaction.

The details of the electronic effect of the carbon support
material on the molecular hydrogen adsorption are provided in
Fig. 17 showing the electron density difference plot for the
interaction between the carbon support and the most stable
Pd21–H2 system. We observe that the supported system has a
higher population of the 4dz2 orbital of the Pd atom that
adsorbed the H2. This increases the repulsion between the
4dz2 Pd orbital and the sg H2 orbital and, therefore, destabilizes

the Pd–H2 bond and reduces the adsorption energy relative to
the unsupported system. The increased adsorption energies
for the dark blue and red H2 positions are probably due to some
favorable changes in the geometries. Together these effects
reduce the differences between the adsorption energies at the
different sites and increase the mobility of the hydrogen on the
Pd cluster.

Also on Pd21 molecular adsorbed H2 can undergo dissociative
chemisorption. A possible reaction pathway for the H2 dissociation
on a carbon-supported Pd21 cluster is shown in Fig. 18. In the first
step the H2molecule is adsorbed at themost favourable site (green
position in Fig. 15) releasing an energy of DEads = �45.6 kJ mol�1.
Starting from this minimum, the system goes through a transition
state with an energy barrier of 22.5 kJ mol�1 and then forms the
fully dissociated hydrogen product, in which the two hydrogen
atoms are located at the adjacent fcc sites. The overall dissociation
energy DEdiss is �108.8 kJ mol�1. The corresponding pathway on
free Pd21 looks very much the same. However, the reaction
energies are slightly different. As mentioned above, the adsorption
energy of H2 at the most favourable position for the free cluster is
�55.9 kJ mol�1 and, therefore, higher than that for the carbon-
supported cluster. Also the dissociation energy is higher for the
free cluster (�127.9 kJ mol�1). In contrast to this, the activation
energy barrier is slightly reduced to 11.3 kJ mol�1 which
corresponds to a free activation enthalpy of 2.7 kJ mol�1. Close
to the transition state the potential energy surface of the system
is very flat. Thus, a full transition state optimization was not
possible and the vibrational analysis of the transition state
described here still shows three negative eigenvalues. However,
we expect the errors introduced by this to be negligible. For
the calculation of the free activation enthalpy, the additional
negative eigenvalues have not been included in the zero-point
vibrational energy.

It is important to note that the hydrogen dissociation path-
ways on carbon-supported Pd6 and carbon-supported Pd21 are
very similar to each other. Even the observed adsorption and
dissociation energies and the activation barriers agree very well.
Also hydrogen dissociation on a carbon-supported Pd21 cluster
can occur spontaneously at room temperature.

Fig. 16 Electron density difference plot for the H2 molecular adsorption
on carbon-supported Pd21 from two different perspectives. Density gain is
colored in blue; density loss is colored in grey.

Fig. 17 Electron density difference plot for the interaction between the
carbon support and the most stable Pd21–H2 system. Density gain is
colored in blue; density loss is colored in grey.

Fig. 18 A possible hydrogen dissociation pathway on carbon-supported Pd21. The carbon support material located below the clusters is not shown.
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On the Pd21 clusters the H2 molecule has different possibilities
to dissociate. We have studied six different configurations for
the two hydrogen atoms, which are shown in Fig. 19. The
corresponding dissociation energies DEdiss for the free and for
the carbon-supported Pd21 clusters are listed in Tables 8 and 9.

For the free Pd21 cluster the different configurations of the
two hydrogen atoms are quite similar to each other. The dissociation
energies DEdiss range from �88.7 kJ mol�1 to �127.9 kJ mol�1. In
general, the positions at the top of the cluster (yellow, red, light blue
and green) are preferred over configurations in which one (pink) or
both (dark blue) hydrogen atoms are located at the side of the
cluster. In the most favourable configuration (yellow) the two
hydrogen atoms are located at the adjacent fcc sites. The effect
of the carbon support material on the dissociation energies is
quite similar to its effect on the H2 adsorption energies. The
dissociation energy for the most favourable configurations is
decreased by around 20 kJ mol�1 compared to the free Pd21
system. The range of dissociation energies is reduced to only
15.3 kJ mol�1. As a conclusion, the carbon support material also
levels out the differences between different configurations of
the hydrogen atoms after H2 dissociation.

The electron density difference plot for the influence of the
carbon support material on the hydrogen dissociation on Pd21
does not show any relevant shifts in the electron density.
However, the H2 dissociation on both free and carbon-supported
Pd21 is connected to quite a strong change of geometry around the
hydrogen atoms. Fig. 20 shows a sketch of the six relevant Pd–Pd
distances for the free and carbon-supported systems each with and
without dissociated H2 at the fcc positions.

If the hydrogen atoms are added to the free cluster, the
Pd–Pd bonds are elongated. The largest change can be observed
at the edge of the cluster, where the bond is elongated by 0.13 Å
from 2.65 to 2.78 Å. The Pd–Pd distances at the top of the cluster
show changes between 0.03 Å and 0.05 Å. For the carbon-
supported cluster a very similar behavior can be observed. There,
the Pd–Pd bonds are elongated by 0.14 Å at the edge of the cluster
and from 0.03 Å to 0.05 Å at the top of the cluster. In general, the
distances on the free and on carbon-supported clusters are nearly
the same, both with and without dissociated H2. However, the
support material hinders the relaxation of the rest of the system
after the Pd–Pd bond elongation and, as can be seen in the
geometry, leads to a deformation of the support material. This
explains the decreased H2 dissociation energy for the carbon-
supported cluster. The increased H2 dissociation energy for
the pink and the dark blue systems is probably due to some
geometrical changes in the H2 positions.

The hydrogen atoms can migrate between the different
positions on the cluster. A possible migration pathway between
the yellow and the red configuration on carbon-supported Pd21
is shown in Fig. 21. The transition state, in which one hydrogen
atom bridges a Pd–Pd bond, has an activation energy barrier of
9.3 kJ mol�1 starting from the less favourable red configuration
and an activation energy barrier of 19.6 kJ mol�1 starting from
the most favourable yellow configuration. Accordingly, hydrogen
atom migration on carbon-supported Pd21 could occur sponta-
neously at room temperature, especially when the hydrogen atoms
are not located in the most stable configuration.

The migration pathway on free Pd21 looks exactly the same as
the pathway on carbon-supported Pd21 in Fig. 21. The activation
energy barrier for the migration from the less favourable red
configuration is 8.3 kJ mol�1 and, therefore, very similar to the
corresponding activation barrier of the carbon-supported system.
However, the activation energy barrier for the migration starting
from the yellow configuration is only 11.6 kJ mol�1.

Fig. 19 Studied configurations for dissociated hydrogen on Pd21.

Table 8 Dissociation energies DEdiss in kJ mol�1 for the different studied
positions on free Pd21

Positions colored in DEdiss

Yellow �127.9
Red �124.6
Light blue �109.1
Green �107.6
Pink �102.4
Dark blue �88.7

Table 9 Dissociation energies DEdiss in kJ mol�1 for the different studied
positions on carbon-supported Pd21

Positions colored in DEdiss

Yellow �108.8
Red �98.5
Light blue �93.5
Green �93.6
Pink �101.5
Dark blue �95.0

Fig. 20 Sketch of the six relevant Pd–Pd distances for the free (top) and
carbon-supported (bottom) systems each with (right) and without (left)
dissociated H2 at the fcc positions.
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The free activation enthalpies are 10.5 kJ mol�1 for the
migration from the red configuration and 6.3 kJ mol�1 for
the migration from the yellow configuration. This confirms the
conclusion drawn from the activation energies that hydrogen
migration on Pd21 clusters should occur spontaneously at room
temperature.

4 Conclusions

The present study provided an in-depth insight into metal–
support interactions for carbon-supported palladium clusters
and their influence on hydrogen adsorption. Palladium clusters
show quite strong attractive palladium–carbon interactions.
The dispersion contribution to the interaction increases with
the system size. The support material has a rather small and
local effect on the electronic structure. No changes in bonding
orbitals can be observed. The metal–support interaction is
based on a shift of electron density from the lowest layer of
the cluster to the support-metal connecting line, indicating
directed partially covalent Pd–C interactions.

In general, hydrogen adsorption on palladium clusters could
at low temperatures proceed stepwise. First, the H2 molecule is
physisorbed. In the second step, the H2 molecule undergoes
dissociative chemisorption. The corresponding reaction path-
ways for the systems with and without carbon support are very
similar to each other. However, the carbon support material
has an effect on the observed energies. In the case of Pd6 the

carbon support increases the adsorption and dissociation
energy and lowers the activation energy barrier. For the Pd21
systems the effect of the carbon support material depends on
the position. All in all, the support decreases the adsorption
energies at the top site by hindering the depopulation of the
4dz2 orbital and also decreases the dissociation energies at
these sites by geometrical constrains. However, destabilization
of the quite attractive palladium–hydrogen interaction might
be in favour of catalytic activity as it increases the mobility of
the hydrogen on the cluster. Furthermore, the support material
reduces the differences between different positions and facilitates
the H2 adsorption and dissociation at different positions on
the cluster. The free activation enthalpies show that at room
temperature H2 dissociation should occur spontaneously both
on free and on carbon-supported palladium clusters.

With and without the carbon support material palladium
clusters can adsorb several hydrogen molecules. If one adds
more than one H2 molecule per palladium atom the palladium
atoms start to share hydrogen molecules. For the carbon-supported
systems the hindrance of the support material reduces the number
of H2 molecules, which can be added to the cluster. Dissociation
of several hydrogen molecules on free and on carbon-supported
palladium clusters is energetically favourable and shows
negative reaction enthalpies at room temperature. The carbon
support material facilitates the dissociation of several hydrogen
molecules on the clusters, especially by stabilizing geometrical
deformations. Hydrogen atom migration can occur spontaneously
at room temperature on free and on carbon-supported palladium
clusters.

In general, Pd6 and Pd21 systems show very similar pathways
and energies. Accordingly, already the quite small carbon-supported
Pd6 clusters are goodmodel systems for reaction pathways. However,
Pd6 cannot model special properties of palladium nanoparticles. So
it does not show the decrease in adsorption and dissociation
energies caused by the carbon support material, which might
increase the catalytic activity of the palladium cluster. Further-
more, the hydrogen atom migration or the differences between
different adsorption sites, which will definitely affect the hydro-
genation process in experiments, cannot be studied on Pd6.
Therefore it is essential to also take larger cluster sizes as Pd21
into account.

The present study on hydrogen adsorption helps to obtain a
deeper understanding of hydrogenation reactions employing
mesoporous carbon as the support material and will be a good
starting point for subsequent studies focusing on the effect of
nitrogen or oxygen doping on the hydrogenation reactions. For
instance, in experiments it can be observed that hydrogen atoms,
which are attached to a carbon-supported metal-nanoparticle, can
migrate from the metal to the support material. This so called
hydrogen spillover especially occurs on nitrogen-doped carbon
support materials and might play an important role in hydrogena-
tion reactions.50 The low energy barriers and low free activation
enthalpies for hydrogen atom migration on Pd21 clusters obtained
in the present study provide some evidence that hydrogen spillover
might actually be possible. We plan to investigate the hydrogen
spillover in more detail in a subsequent study.

Fig. 21 Hydrogen migration pathway from the red to the yellow configu-
ration on carbon-supported Pd21. The carbon support material located
below the clusters is not shown.
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Correction: A quantum chemical study of
hydrogen adsorption on carbon-supported
palladium clusters

Lisa Warczinski* and Christof Hättig

Correction for ‘A quantum chemical study of hydrogen adsorption on carbon-supported palladium clusters’ by

Lisa Warczinski et al., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2019, 21, 21577–21587, DOI: 10.1039/c9cp04606b.

We correct an error to our previous paper,1 which does not affect the key statements of the paper but changes some values and one
minor conclusion. In our previous paper, the calculation of the Gibbs free enthalpies was missing electronic contributions and an
incorrect scaling parameter for the vibrational frequencies was used. Here, we report the corrected values for the Gibbs free
enthalpies including all necessary contributions and employing the correct vibrational frequency scaling parameter of 1.0190 for
the def2-SVP basis set and the TPSS functional.2

The first values we need to correct are the Gibbs free enthalpies of adsorption of several hydrogen molecules on Pd6.
The corrected values are shown in the reproduced Tables 2 and 3. All the corresponding conclusions are still valid.

In contrast to that, the free activation enthalpies for the hydrogen dissociation on Pd6 changed noticeably:
� free Pd6: 40.4 kJ mol�1 (old: 1.4 kJ mol�1)
� carbon-supported cis-configuration: 45.2 kJ mol�1 (old: 3.3 kJ mol�1)
� carbon-supported perpendicular configuration: 22.2 kJ mol�1 (old: 4.1 kJ mol�1)
Therefore, we have to correct our conclusion that hydrogen dissociation on free Pd6 should occur spontaneously at room

temperature. DG‡ is, at 40.4 kJ mol�1, rather high for this. However, this further confirms our result that it is essential to also study
larger cluster sizes (vide infra). Additionally, the conclusion that hydrogen dissociation on carbon-supported Pd6 should occur

Table 2 Incremental adsorption energies DEads and Gibbs free enthalpies DGads in kJ mol�1 for an increasing number of H2 molecules on free Pd6

Number of H2 DEads DGads

1 �49.2 �24.8
2 �43.8 �9.7
3 �43.7 �20.1
4 �37.8 �10.0
5 �33.7 �9.4
6 �24.2 +6.8
7 �64.8 �22.5

Table 3 Incremental adsorption energies DEads and Gibbs free enthalpies DGads in kJ mol�1 for an increasing number of H2 molecules on carbon-
supported Pd6

Number of H2 DEads DGads

1 �56.2 �28.5
2 �33.3 �3.2
3 �33.6 �12.0
4 �66.8 �27.7
4s �30.5 +9.7
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spontaneously at room temperature is still valid. The free activation barrier for the dissociation is smaller than the Gibbs free
enthalpy change for the initial molecular adsorption step.

Also, the values for the Gibbs free enthalpies of dissociation of several hydrogen molecules on Pd6 are affected. However, all the
corresponding conclusions are still valid. Tables 4 and 5 are reproduced here and list the corrected values. Further changes are:

� The third hydrogen molecule has a free dissociation enthalpy 36.7 kJ mol�1 more favourable for the carbon-supported system
compared to the free system (old: 18.8 kJ mol�1).

� If one adds one hydrogen atom of the second hydrogen molecule not to the top, but to the unfavourable lower layer of the
cluster, the cluster deforms and shows a favourable free dissociation enthalpy of �48.3 kJ mol�1 (old: �18.8 kJ mol�1).

Also, the changes for the Pd21 systems are negligible and all conclusions drawn previously are still valid. The following list
reports the changes which occurred due to the correction of the mistake for the Pd21 systems:

� Free activation enthalpy for the hydrogen dissociation on free Pd21: 13.8 kJ mol�1 (old: 2.7 kJ mol�1)
� Free activation enthalpy for the H atom migration from the red configuration: 6.6 kJ mol�1 (old: 10.5 kJ mol�1)
� Free activation enthalpy for the H atom migration from the yellow configuration: 5.0 kJ mol�1 (old: 6.3 kJ mol�1)
The Royal Society of Chemistry apologises for these errors and any consequent inconvenience to authors and readers.
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Table 4 Incremental dissociation energies DEdiss and Gibbs free enthalpies DGdiss in kJ mol�1 for an increasing number of H2 molecules on free Pd6

Number of H2 DEdiss DGdiss

1 �66.7 �36.3
2 �45.7 �15.7
3 �71.5 �42.7
4 �68.8 �32.4

Table 5 Incremental dissociation energies DEdiss and Gibbs free enthalpies DGdiss in kJ mol�1 for an increasing number of H2 molecules on carbon-
supported Pd6

Number of H2 DEdiss DGdiss

1 �100.0 �72.1
2 �62.8 �33.1
3 �106.1 �71.9
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5 Anchoring of Palladium

Nanoparticles on N-Doped

Mesoporous Carbon

In the previous chapter, we have investigated the metal-support interactions in

Pd/CMC. The study in this chapter, which was published in the Journal Physical

Chemistry Chemical Physics, focuses on the properties of Pd/NMC and was

performed in collaboration with the research group of Professor Muhler.

As a first step, we used the model systems for the NMC support material shown in

Chapter 2 (cmp. Figure 2.2) to interpret experimental N 1s X-ray photoelectron

spectra and, therefore, to determine the composition of nitrogen functional groups

in the NMC support. On the basis of these results, we studied the interaction of Pd

with the detected N functional groups. For this purpose, we performed calculations

on the metal-support interactions in the Pd/NMC model systems (cmp. Figures 2.5,

2.6 and 2.7) and analyzed experimental Pd 3d X-ray photoelectron spectra.

Reproduced from Ref. 1051 with permission from the PCCP Owner

Societies.2

1 Article: http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/D0CP03234D
SI: reproduced in the appendix on pages 150 - 215

2 The underlying quantum chemical calculations as well as the writing and submission process
for this publication were under my responsibility, supervised by Professor Hättig and Professor
Muhler. Experimental details, spectra, evaluation and text components were provided by
Dr. Bin Hu, Till Eckhard and Dr. Baoxiang Peng (Muhler Group).
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Anchoring of palladium nanoparticles
on N-doped mesoporous carbon†

Lisa Warczinski, *a Bin Hu, bc Till Eckhard, b Baoxiang Peng, bc

Martin Muhler bc and Christof Hättig a

Pd nanoparticles deposited on nitrogen-doped mesoporous carbon are promising catalysts for highly

selective and effective catalytic hydrogenation reactions. To design and utilize these novel catalysts, it

is essential to understand the effect of N doping on the metal–support interactions. A combined experi-

mental (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) and computational (density functional theory) approach is

used to identify preferential adsorption sites and to give detailed explanations of the corresponding

metal–support interactions. Pyridinic N atoms turned out to be the preferential adsorption sites for Pd

nanoparticles on nitrogen-doped mesoporous carbon, interacting through their lone pairs (LPs) with the

Pd atoms via N-LP – Pd ds and N-LP – Pd s and Pd dp – p* charge transfer, which leads to a change in

the Pd oxidation state. Our results evidence the existence of bifunctional palladium nanoparticles con-

taining Pd0 and Pd2+ centers.

Introduction

Carbon materials are among the most commonly used support
materials for metal nanoparticle catalysts. They are highly
resistant to both acidic and basic media and as a support
material for metal nanoparticles (NPs) they also facilitate an
easy recovery of the metal. Another advantage of carbon mate-
rials is that their surface properties can be fine-tuned with great
precision.1 For industrial heterogeneous catalysis two carbon
support materials have attracted tremendous attention: carbon
nanotubes and mesoporous carbon. Carbon nanotubes are
among the most intensively studied materials in surface chem-
istry in recent years. Due to their unique crystalline structure,
carbon nanotubes show high thermal stability.2 Mesoporous
carbon is a novel promising support material in heterogeneous
catalysis. With its irregular porosity, mesoporous carbon is
characterized by a very large surface area and can be easily
synthesized at a low cost.3

One main focus of carbon research is the modification of
carbon materials. The influence of surface defects, functional
groups and heteroatoms on the structure and functionality of
carbon materials, in the first place on carbon nanotubes, has

been addressed in several studies. It has been shown that these
surface defects, functional groups and heteroatoms also affect
the interaction between a carbon surface and deposited metal
nanoparticles. Nitrogen and oxygen on the surface of carbon
support materials change the properties of the supported metal
nanoparticles. As a consequence, nitrogen- and oxygen-containing
functional groups can be used to tune the dispersion, morphol-
ogy, crystal structure, electronic structure, mobility/stability and
the catalytic performance of the supported nanoparticles.4

One of the most important industrial applications of metal
nanoparticles on carbon support materials in heterogeneous
catalysis is the hydrogenation of aromatic compounds. For
instance, the catalytic hydrogenation of chloronitrobenzenes
produces chloroanilines, which are precursors for many impor-
tant organic materials. The major side reaction, which reduces
the selectivity of these hydrogenation reactions towards chlor-
oanilines, is the process of dechlorination.5 To improve the
selectivity, dehalogenation inhibitors like quinoline have to be
added to the reaction system. We aim at designing novel
catalyst support materials with moderate to strong surface
basicity, which seems to be a promising alternative to adding
basic molecules to the hydrogenation reaction. A key step for
accomplishing this goal is to fully understand the fundamental
processes occurring on the catalyst surface.

The purpose of this study is to shed light on the properties
of Pd nanoparticles deposited on nitrogen-doped mesoporous
carbon (Pd/NMC) compared to Pd on nitrogen-free mesoporous
carbon (Pd/CMC). We aim to identify the preferential adsorp-
tion sites of Pd and to give an in-depth insight into the effect of
nitrogen doping on the corresponding metal–support interactions.
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For this purpose we combine experimental X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) with a computational density functional
theory (DFT) study. As theoretical model systems, we use a
Pd21 cluster on a hydrogen terminated graphene layer, which
has successfully been used as a model system for Pd/CMC in a
previous study.6

Methodology
Synthesis of mesoporous carbon

Mesoporous carbon (CMC) was prepared from fructose (99%
ADM) using ZnCl2 as the template and catalyst.7 N-Containing
mesoporous carbon (NMC) was synthesized via carbonization
of melamine (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and formaldehyde (37 wt%
in water, Sigma-Aldrich) using CaCl2 (495%, Fluka) as the
template according to a previous report.3 The as-prepared NMC
and CMC were purified using a 1.5 MHNO3 aqueous solution at
room temperature for 72 h, followed by washing and filtration
in deionized water several times until the pH of the filtrate
became neutral. The purified NMC and CMC were dried at
80 1C overnight and ground for further use.

Catalyst preparation

Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC were prepared using a sol-immobilization
method. Briefly, an aqueous solution of PdCl2 (99%, Sigma-
Aldrich) of the desired concentration was prepared. Subse-
quently, a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) solution (1 wt%, MW =
9000–10 000 g mol�1) was added (PVA/Pd (wt/wt) = 1.2). After-
wards, a freshly prepared NaBH4 aqueous solution (0.1 M,
10 times excess) was added, which immediately formed a
dark-brown colloidal solution containing the Pd nanoparticles.
As NaBH4 is a very strong reducing agent, the complete
reduction of the Pd2+ precursor to Pd0 has been clearly demon-
strated via UV-vis spectroscopy after the addition of NaBH4 as
reported in the literature.8,9 After 30 min of sol generation, the
powder support was added into the dark-brown colloidal
solution at a proper pH under vigorous stirring. The required
amount of the support was calculated to achieve a Pd loading of
1 wt%. After 2 h, the catalyst was obtained after filtration,
washing with distilled water several times to remove boron and
chloride, and drying at 80 1C overnight.

The supported catalysts and mesoporous supports were
characterized via N2 physisorption, XRD, and TEM and their
properties have been reported in a previous study.10 In brief,
CMC and NMC exhibited comparable mesoporous structures,
for example, similar average pore sizes of 5.0 and 4.9 nm, pore
volumes of 1.2 and 0.7 cm3 g�1, and specific surface areas of
997 and 657 m2 g�1, respectively (Table S1, ESI†). After the
deposition of Pd, the pore sizes, pore volumes, and BET surface
areas of both catalysts were slightly decreased compared with
those of the parent materials. The actual Pd loadings of the
catalysts were found to be ca. 1.0 wt%. Compared with Pd/CMC,
no significant Pd reflections were identified for Pd/NMC via

XRD (Fig. S1, ESI†), suggesting higher Pd dispersion on NMC
and the crucial role of N atoms as strong anchoring sites for Pd

nanoparticles. The mean Pd particle sizes for Pd/NMC and
Pd/CMC were rather similar amounting to 3.4 and 4.2 nm,
respectively (Fig. S2, ESI†), allowing a direct comparison of
metal–support interactions, excluding the effect of particle size.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were
performed in an ultrahigh vacuum setup equipped with a
high-resolution Gammadata Scienta SES 2002 analyzer. A
monochromatic Al Ka X-ray source (1486.6 eV, the anode
operating at 14.5 kV and 30.5 mA) was used as the incident
radiation source. The pressure inside the measuring chamber
was kept in the range of 3.5 to 7 � 10�10 mbar during each
measurement. The slit width of the analyzer was set at 0.3 mm
and the pass energy was fixed at 200 eV for all measurements.
The overall energy was better than 0.5 eV. Charging effects due
to the insufficient conductivity of the carbon materials were
mediated by using a flood gun (SPECS). All spectra were
calibrated based on the C 1s binding energy of 284.5 eV. The
CASA XPS program was used to analyze the XPS spectra, and a
mixed Gaussian–Lorentzian function and Shirley background
subtraction were applied in the fitting of the XPS data. The XPS
survey spectra of the catalysts verified the presence of C, N, O,
and Pd as well as the absence of B and Cl residues (Fig. S3,
ESI†). Elemental analysis and XPS results demonstrated
similar bulk and surface N abundances in NMC and Pd/NMC
(Table S2, ESI†), indicating a homogenous distribution of N in
NMC. Furthermore, CMC and Pd/CMC exhibit comparable but
slightly higher surface oxygen contents compared to NMC and
Pd/NMC (Table S2, ESI†).

Computational methods and model systems

The quantum chemical calculations were performed at the
level of density functional theory (DFT) with the TPSS11/def2-
SVP12 functional and basis set and carried out using the
TURBOMOLE13 program package. For the palladium atoms
Stuttgart–Cologne effective core potentials (def2-ecp)14 were
employed. All calculations include the multipole accelerated
resolution of identity (MARI-J)15 approximation with optimized
auxiliary basis sets16 and Grimme’s D317 correction for London
dispersion interactions.

To obtain an insight into the role of dispersion on the
binding energies, single point energies were calculated with
and without the D3 correction. Zero-point vibrational energy
(ZPVE) corrections from the vibrational analysis were added to
the energy differences.

To study the details of the electronic structure natural
population analyses (NPAs)18 were performed. As the p-system
of the different support materials can be well described using
Hückel theory, we also looked at Hückel-based population
analyses. Furthermore, we calculated electron densities, gener-
ated electron density difference plots and visualized intrinsic
bond orbitals (IBOs),19 for which we used a 1s1p1d subset of
the atomic orbitals in the cc-pVTZ-PP basis set for Pd.20 To
validate the experimental N 1s and Pd 3d XPS spectra, we
calculated the density of states (DOS) based on a Mulliken
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population analysis,21 for Pd with a full electron ansatz
(SVPall22). The absolute orbital energies are usually far away
from experimental ionization energies. However, the Kohn–
Sham eigenvalues provide a good estimate of the core level
binding energy shifts.23 Therefore, qualitative trends and
energy differences for significantly different functional groups
should be in good agreement with the experiment. Previously, it
was shown that also the DSCF method can be used to accurately
estimate N 1s core level binding energies.24,25

To model the Pd/CMC system we chose a Pd21 cluster on a
hydrogen terminated graphene layer of 150 carbon atoms, which
proved to be a reasonable choice in a previous study.6 For the
NMC systems we set up seven support material models for four
different N atom types: graphitic N, pyridinic N, pyrrolic N and
N–O like species (compare Fig. 1).

In the model for graphitic N, one C atom in the graphene
layer was substituted by a N atom (compare Fig. 1a). For
pyridinic N several different atomic arrangements would be
possible. Based on a 2D TOF-SIMS study, which shows that
pyridinic N atoms are usually distributed in domains,26 we
chose a support model system with a high density of pyridinic
N, i.e. a model including a one C atom vacancy surrounded by
three pyridinic N atoms (pyridinic b; compare Fig. 1b). As the
three pyridinic nitrogen atoms show slightly different N 1s
orbital energies, we set up a second support model for pyridinic
N (one N atom replacing a C–H group at the edge of the
graphene sheet; pyridinic c; compare Fig. 1c), which was used
for calibrating the DOS calculations. Based on the results of a
previous study, which show that the N 1s binding energies of
pyridinic N atoms at different positions in the support material
do not significantly differ from each other,27 this should not
introduce any significant uncertainty.

Furthermore it was shown that pyrrolic N atoms at different
positions in the support material do show significantly differ-
ent N 1s binding energies.27 Accordingly, we set up three
different support material models for pyrrolic N: (1) a one C
atom vacancy surrounded by one pyrrolic N–H group and two
pyridinic N atoms (pyrrolic d; compare Fig. 1d), (2) a one C
atom vacancy surrounded by one pyrrolic N–H group and two
C–H groups (pyrrolic e; compare Fig. 1e), and (3) a five-
membered ring at the edge of the graphene sheet including a
N–H group (pyrrolic f; compare Fig. 1f).

For the N–O-like species a model system of a N–O group
replacing a C–H group at the edge of the graphene sheet was set
up (compare Fig. 1g).

As the pyridine-like support model c, the pyrrole-like sup-
port models e and f and the model for the N–O-like nitrogen
atom contain functional groups that are located on the edges of
the support material, which would introduce undesired side
effects in the geometry of the supported nanoparticles, these
systems have only been considered for the DOS calculations
and not as support materials for the Pd21 clusters.

The most stable structures of the support models as well as of
Pd21 on the different support materials were determined via

ground-state geometry optimizations. The model system for
Pd/CMC is shown in Fig. 1. For Pd/NMC two different graphitic
structures, two different pyridinic structures (both on the pyridi-
nic support model b), and one pyrrolic structure (for the pyrrolic
support model d) were investigated (compare Fig. 2–5).

Fig. 1 Model systems for the NMC support material: (a) graphitic N; (b)
pyridinic N b; (c) pyridinic N c; (d) pyrrolic N d; (e) pyrrolic N e; (f) pyrrolic
N f; and (g) N–O-like N.

Fig. 2 Most stable structure of Pd21 on N-free carbon support (the model
for Pd/CMC).
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It has been well established by combined experimental and
DFT studies that the oxygen functionalization of carbon nano-
tubes enhances the binding energy of Pd;28–30 however, the
interaction between Pd and surface oxygen is relatively weak.28

Furthermore, considering the similar surface oxygen contents
in Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC (Table S2, ESI†) and the same type of
oxygen functional groups originated from the HNO3 treatment,
the influence of surface oxygen is neglected in the present study.

Results and discussion
Preferential adsorption sites

The N 1s core level XPS spectra of NMC and Pd/NMC are
presented in Fig. 6. The deconvoluted N 1s spectrum of NMC
reveals that nitrogen is embedded into the carbon structure in
four different forms.3,31 The first peak at 398.0 eV refers to the
pyridine-like N atoms (N1). The second peak at 399.8 eV (N2) is
tentatively assigned to N atoms in the pyrrole-like configu-
ration, but considering previous studies32 this may need to be
further confirmed. The third peak at 401.0 eV (N3) can be
assigned to quaternary-like N atoms, and the fourth peak at

402.0 eV (N4) to oxidized or NO-like N atoms.33 This can further
be validated by the N 1s binding energies obtained from our
DOS calculations. The total DOS energies differ from the
experimental results by an approximately constant shift of
about 14 eV. Therefore, we used the pyridinic support model c
to calibrate the calculations and shifted all the calculated
binding energies by 14.3 eV (compare Table 1.). The energy
trend and the energy differences between the different nitrogen
species match very well. There are debates on whether pyrrolic
and graphitic N can be distinguished in literature reports.32

Because of the much better deconvoluted results as well as the
better agreement of binding energies between the experimental
and calculated values (Table 1), we decided to use 4 peaks for
the N 1s XPS deconvolution in the present study.

The relative chemical abundance of each N functional group
on the NMC surface was determined from the XPS data using
tabulated theoretical photoelectron cross sections34 and is
summarized in Table 2. It shows that the embedded N is
mainly in the state of pyridinic (N1, 45%) and pyrrolic (N2,
46.1%) groups, which are basic. The overall N abundance,
especially the abundance of the N1 species, slightly decreases
due to Pd loading, suggesting that pyridinic nitrogen species
are probably the preferential anchoring sites for Pd NPs.

Fig. 3 Most stable structures of Pd21 on graphitic N carbon support: 1
(left; graphitic N on the side of Pd21) and 2 (right; graphitic N below Pd21)
(models for Pd/NMC).

Fig. 4 Most stable structures of Pd21 on pyridinic N carbon support b: 1
(left; one pyridinic N connected to Pd21) and 2 (right; two pyridinic N
connected to Pd21) (models for Pd/NMC).

Fig. 5 Most stable structure of Pd21 on pyrrolic N carbon support d
(model for Pd/NMC).

Fig. 6 N 1s regions of the deconvoluted XPS results for NMC and
Pd/NMC.

Table 1 N 1s binding energies (eV) for the different N species

Model system Calibrated DOS calculation Experimental value

Pyridinic b 397.6–397.9 N1, 398.0
Pyridinic c 398.0 N1, 398.0
Pyrrolic d 399.0 N2, 399.8
Pyrrolic e 400.1 N2, 399.8
Pyrrolic f 400.1 N2, 399.8
Graphitic 401.5 N3, 401.0
N–O-like 402.0 N4, 402.0

Table 2 Relative abundance (%) of the components in the N 1s spectra

Sample

Component/binding energy (eV)

N1 N2 N3 N4

398.0 399.8 401.0 402.0

NMC 45.0 46.1 6.0 3.0
Pd/NMC 41.1 44.5 7.6 3.3
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To validate this experimental observation, we calculated the
adsorption energies for the different Pd21 systems shown in
Fig. 2–5. The results are listed in Table 3.

In general, N doping increases the adsorption energy of the
Pd21 cluster on the carbon support material. This effect is, in
the first place, of covalent character, as it was previously
reported for the interaction of platinum nanoparticles with
nitrogen-doped carbon support materials.35 For the graphitic
system, the configuration in which Pd21 is located directly over
the N atom (graphitic N support 2, compare Fig. 3) is more
stable than the configuration with the N atom on the side of the
cluster (graphitic N support 1, compare Fig. 3). The pyrrolic
N system (compare Fig. 5) behaves very similar to the graphitic
N support 1 system.

The adsorption energies for the pyridinic systems are signifi-
cantly higher. The highest adsorption energy can be observed
for the configuration in which two pyridinic N atoms interact
with one Pd atom (pyridinic N support 2, compare Fig. 4).

This confirms that pyridinic nitrogen species should be the
preferential anchoring sites for Pd NPs on NMC, which is in
agreement with previous reports suggesting that N-functionalized
carbon materials can effectively anchor and stabilize the sup-
ported metal NPs.36,37

Details of the metal–support interactions

To understand the details of the previously described metal–
support interactions, we calculated the electron densities for
Pd21 on the graphitic N support 2, on the pyridinic N support 2
and on the pyrrolic N support. The corresponding electron
density difference plots are shown in Fig. 8–10. For comparison,
we reproduce the electron density difference plot for the N-free
system from our previous study6 (compare Fig. 7), showing that
the electron density is shifted from the lower layer of the cluster
to the Pd–C connecting lines. This indicates directed partially
covalent metal–support interactions.

In the plot for the graphitic N support 2 shown in Fig. 8 no
direct Pd–N bond can be observed. However, close to the
graphitic N atom even more electron density is shifted to the
Pd–C connecting lines compared to the N-free carbon support.
This is in agreement with our result that the binding of Pd21 on
N-doped support materials is more covalent. To explain this
phenomenon, we performed a natural population analysis for
the Pd21/graphitic N support 2 model system as well as a
Hückel-based population analysis for the support material.
Based on these results, the stronger covalent Pd–C binding
can be explained by two facts: (1) The graphitic N atom brings

in an additional electron, which in the interacting system is
(partially) located on the Pd21 cluster. The, in general, positive

Table 3 Calculated adsorption energies for the different Pd21 systems shown in Fig. 2–5

Model system
Adsorption energy
with D3 (kJ mol�1)

Adsorption energy
without D3 (kJ mol�1)

Dispersion energy
(kJ mol�1)

Dispersion
contribution (%)

Pd21/carbon support 549.7 248.2 301.5 54.9
Pd21/graphitic N support 1 574.3 278.1 296.2 51.6
Pd21/graphitic N support 2 607.9 296.9 311.0 51.2
Pd21/pyridinic N support 1 657.4 367.5 289.9 44.1
Pd21/pyridinic N support 2 704.8 401.1 303.7 43.1
Pd21/pyrrolic N support 579.1 272.2 306.9 53.0

Fig. 7 Change in the electron density induced by the interaction between
the Pd21 cluster and the N-free support material. Density gain is colored in
green; density loss is in grey.

Fig. 8 Change in the electron density induced by the interaction between
the Pd21 cluster and the graphitic N support material 2. Density gain is
colored in green; density loss is in grey.

Fig. 9 Change in the electron density induced by the interaction between
the Pd21 cluster and the pyridinic N support material 2. Density gain is
colored in green; density loss is in grey.
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charge of the carbon supported Pd21 cluster is decreased. (2)
The graphitic N atom and the neighboring C atoms are posi-
tively charged, which leads to an additional electrostatic con-
tribution to the binding energy.

The plot for the pyrrolic N support system in Fig. 10 is very
similar to that for graphitic N support 2. Also for this system no
direct Pd–N bond and a stronger electron density shift to the
Pd–C connecting lines compared to the N-free carbon support
can be observed. However, this effect is slightly smaller com-
pared to the effect of the graphitic N support 2 and can mainly
be explained by the induced positive charge at the neighboring
carbon atoms.

The plot for the pyridinic N support 2 (compare Fig. 9) shows
a much more complicated electron density difference at the two
pyridinic N atoms bound to the Pd21 cluster. This special
structure can be explained with the help of an intrinsic bond
orbital analysis. Each pyridinic N atom possesses a lone pair
(LP), located in an sp2-orbital lying in the support plane. For the
two pyridinic N atoms directly bound to the Pd21 cluster this
LP sp2-orbital is tilted up by around 51 towards the cluster
(compare Fig. 11), which is associated with an N-LP – Pd ds and
an N-LP – Pd s interaction. Furthermore, a Pd dp – p* inter-
action can be observed.

Moreover, the XP Pd 3d spectra of Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC
were investigated, which help to further understand the metal–
support interactions between Pd and the pyridine-like nitrogen
species. The deconvoluted Pd 3d spectra are shown in Fig. 12. For
Pd/NMC, three different palladium species at 335.2–335.5 eV
(Pd1), 336.8 eV (Pd2), and 337.9 eV (Pd3) can be distinguished
from the 3d5/2 portion of the XP Pd 3d spectra. In comparison,

only Pd1 and Pd2 are observed for Pd/CMC. The relative abun-
dance of these three species is summarized in Table 4.

The Pd1 peak (335.2 eV) for Pd/CMC is slightly shifted to a
higher binding energy with respect to the reported bulk-like
metallic palladium (335.0 eV). Thus, it can be assigned to the
Pd0 nanoparticles with varying extents of interaction with the
carbon surface. Compared to that of Pd/CMC, the Pd1 peak for
Pd/NMC (335.5 eV) is also slightly shifted to a higher binding
energy by around 0.3 eV, which can be attributed to more
pronounced final-state effects in small Pd NPs (2–5 nm).37,38

This observation suggests the predominant existence of smaller
Pd nanoparticles in Pd/NMC compared with Pd/CMC. Accord-
ing to our previous study, the Pd2 species is suggested to be
located on the surface region of Pd nanoparticles/clusters and
is electronically modified by oxygen atoms bound to the sur-
face, resulting in a partial positive charge (Pdd+).39

Compared to the 3d5/2 part of the XP Pd 3d spectra for Pd/
CMC, which is dominated by the Pd1 species, a new Pd3 peak at
337.9 eV is predominant for Pd/NMC. A significant electronic
modification by the N dopants is presumably responsible for
the change of the Pd oxidation state.40 Based on our DOS
calculations, the new peak can be assigned to a divalent Pd
center stabilized by the strong interaction with two pyridine-
like N atoms: for the Pd21/pyridinic N support 2 model, in
which one Pd atom interacts with two pyridinic N atoms, one
3d orbital (delocalized, but with a main contribution of the Pd
atom interacting with two pyridinic N atoms) has a binding
energy of 262.6 eV. This is noticeably higher than the binding

Fig. 10 Change in the electron density induced by the interaction
between the Pd21 cluster and the pyrrolic N support material. Density gain
is colored in green; density loss is in grey.

Fig. 11 Visualization of one N lone pair (IBO) in the pyridinic N support 2
system.

Fig. 12 Pd 3d regions of the deconvoluted XPS results for Pd/CMC and
Pd/NMC.

Table 4 Relative abundance (%) of the components in the Pd 3d5/2
spectra

Sample

Component/binding energy (eV)

Pd1 Pd2 Pd3

335.2 336.8 337.9

Pd0 Pdd+ Pd2+

Pd/NMC 21 25 54
Pd/CMC 68 32 —
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energies of the remaining 3d orbitals and, furthermore, lies in
the region of the Pd 3d orbital energy of an isolated Pd2+ atom
(a DOS energy of around 262.2 eV). Such high binding energies
cannot be observed for the Pd21/carbon, Pd21/graphitic N and
Pd21/pyrrolic N support systems (compare Fig. S4, ESI†). These
results show that pyridinic nitrogen in the support material
stabilizes bifunctional palladium nanoparticles containing
both Pd0 and Pd2+ centers.

Our results are in agreement with a previous study, in which
Pd2+ ions coordinated by nitrogen species of the carbon sup-
port were reported based on a study of XPS and NEXAFS35.
Earlier, Stonkus et al.41 confirmed that the deposition of
palladium on N-functionalized carbon nanofibers contributes
to a change in the redox properties of Pd as compared to that of
Pd on N-free carbon nanofibers.

For Pd/NMC, a better fitting of the N 1s spectrum (Fig. 6) was
obtained, assuming the presence of one more type of nitrogen
species with a binding energy of 398.9 eV (shifted by 0.9 eV).
Based on the DOS for the Pd21/pyridinic N support 2 model
showing two different binding energies (one for the two inter-
acting N atoms and one for the non-interacting N atom)
separated by around 0.7 eV, this new peak could be assigned
to the pyridinic nitrogen species interacting with Pd NPs (the
N–Pd component).

This is also in agreement with a study by Bulusheva and co-
workers,36 who also detected a new peak in the same region
after depositing single Pd atoms on N-functionalized meso-
porous carbon materials. Meanwhile, similar changes in the
NEXAFS spectra of nitrogen after Pd deposition were observed
and the new species could be assigned to the formation of a
bond of palladium atoms with pyridinic nitrogen atoms.

Conclusions

With the combined experimental and computational approach,
we were able to identify the preferential adsorption sites of
Pd nanoparticles on NMC and, furthermore, to provide an
in-depth insight into the corresponding metal–support
interactions.

Nitrogen is embedded into the carbon structure in four
forms: pyridinic, pyrrolic, graphitic and oxidized or NO-like N
species. The majority of the N atoms are in the state of pyridinic
and pyrrolic groups. In general, N doping increases the adsorp-
tion energy of the Pd clusters, which is, in the first place, an
effect of the covalent and electrostatic character. For graphitic
nitrogen this effect can be explained by stronger covalent Pd–
support bonds due to the additional electron and the charge
redistribution introduced by the graphitic N atom. Stronger
covalent Pd–support bonds can also be observed for pyrrolic
nitrogen, which is mainly caused by a charge redistribution.

According to our XPS and DFT results, pyridinic nitrogen
atoms are the preferential adsorption sites for Pd nanoparticles
on NMC. When a Pd cluster is adsorbed on pyridinic nitrogen,
two N atoms interact with one Pd atom via an N-LP – Pd ds and
an N-LP – Pd s as well as a Pd dp – p* charge transfer. This

interaction results in a change in the Pd oxidation state and
leads to a bifunctional palladium nanoparticle containing Pd0

and Pd2+ centers.
In summary nitrogen-doped mesoporous carbon can effec-

tively anchor Pd nanoparticles, especially due to strong inter-
actions with pyridinic nitrogen atoms. These results raise the
question of how N doping affects the catalytic hydrogenation
reactions on carbon-supported Pd nanoparticles. As the major-
ity of the N atoms are in the state of pyridinic and pyrrolic
groups, which are basic, Pd/NMC should provide moderate to
strong surface basicity, desired for highly selective and effective
hydrogenation reactions. Furthermore, the coexistence of Pd0

and Pd2+ centers is expected to influence the mechanisms of
these reactions.
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6 Formic Acid-Assisted Selective

Hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF

over Bifunctional Pd

Nanoparticles Supported on

N-doped Mesoporous Carbon

Like the previous chapter, this chapter also shows a combined experimental and

computational study. The reproduced manuscript1,2, which has been submitted

to the journal Angewandte Chemie, demonstrates how the bifunctionality of Pd

nanoparticles in Pd/NMC proven in the previous chapter can affect hydrogenation

reactions catalyzed on such catalyst systems.

The hydrogenolysis of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) to 2,5-dimethylfuran (DMF)

was studied experimentally. During their investigations, the experimentalists found

a HMF conversion of more than 99.9 % and a DMF yield of more than 97 %

when conducting the experiments on Pd/NMC under an atmosphere of both

H2 and formic acid. To provide some explanation for such a high reactivity and

selectivity, we performed a computational study on the adsorption behavior of H2

and formic acid on Pd/NMC compared to Pd/CMC. We particularly focused on

the bifunctional Pd nanoparticles on NMC, i.e. on the Pd/NMC model system in

which one Pd atom of the Pd21 cluster interacts with two pyridinic N atoms.

1 SI: reproduced in the appendix on pages 216 - 238
2 This manuscript was compiled on the basis of a purely experimental draft of our experimental

collaborators, in which I added, under the supervision of Professor Hättig, sections dealing
with the details, results, analysis and conclusions of the calculations I performed.
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Abstract: Biomass-derived 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) is 

regarded as one of the most promising platform chemicals to produce 

2,5-dimethylfuran (DMF) as a potential liquid transportation fuel. Pd 

nanoparticles supported on N-containing and N-free mesoporous 

carbon materials were prepared, characterized, and applied in the 

catalytic hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF under mild reaction 

conditions. Quantitative conversion of HMF to DMF was achieved in 

the presence of formic acid (FA) and H2 over Pd/NMC within 2 h. The 

reaction mechanism, especially the multiple roles of FA, was explored 

through a detailed comparative study by varying hydrogen source, 

additive, and substrate as well as by applying in situ ATR-IR 

spectroscopy. The major role of FA is to shift the dominant reaction 

pathway from the hydrogenation of the aldehyde group to the 

hydrogenolysis of the hydroxymethyl group via the protonation by FA 

at the C−OH group, lowering the activation barrier of the C−O bond 

cleavage and thus significantly enhancing the reaction rate. XPS 

results and DFT calculations revealed that Pd2+ species interacting 

with pyridine-like nitrogen atoms significantly enhance the selective 

hydrogenolysis of the C−OH bond in the presence of FA due to their 

high ability for the activation of FA and the stabilization of H-. 

Introduction 

The utilization of renewable feedstocks, especially of 
lignocellulosic biomass for the production of biofuels and 
commodity chemicals, has attracted significant attention.1-4 5-
Hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) obtained from biomass-derived 
hexoses via catalytic hydrolysis is regarded as one of the most 
important platform chemicals during biomass transformation.5-10 

Various chemicals and biofuels, such as levulinic acid (LA) 11, 2,5-
dimethylfuran (DMF)12, 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA)13, ethyl 
levulinate (EL)14 and 2,5-diformylfuran (DFF)15, can be produced 
from HMF. The selective hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF is a 
promising utilization route for obtaining biofuel from renewable 
feedstock.16 DMF is considered as a potential liquid transportation 
biofuel, which has a higher octane number (RON =119) than 
ethanol, superior energy intensity (35 MJ kg-1), nearly ideal boiling 
point (92-94 ℃), excellent miscibility with gasoline and 
immiscibility with water (2.3 g L-1).17-19 Moreover, DMF is also a 
renewable source for the production of p-xylene via the Diels-
Alder reaction.20, 21 
The common route to produce DMF is the hydrogenolysis of 
carbohydrates or HMF with hydrogen, for which a large variety of 
catalysts has been investigated. In 2007, Dumesic et al. first 
reported a two-step catalytic process, resulting in 71% yield of 
DMF from fructose via HMF as intermediate over Cu/C at 220 ℃ 
and 6.8 bar H2.12,22 In 2010, Bell et al. reported a two-step 
approach for the conversion of glucose to DMF, achieving 15% 
DMF yield based on Pd/C in ionic liquid under high pressure of H2 
(62 bar).23 Recently, Abu-Omar and co-workers synthesized a 
bimetallic catalyst containing Lewis-acidic Zn and Pd/C species 
and applied it in the hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF, leading to 
99% conversion and 85% DMF selectivity, but the bimetallic 
catalyst suffered from deactivation after the 4th recycle.24 Yang et 
al. reported that Ru-MoOx/C led to a DMF yield of 79% at 180 ℃ 
and 15 bar H2.25 Generally, relative harsh reaction conditions, 
especially high pressures of H2, were employed to obtain 
appropriate conversion due to the low solubility of H2.26 Another 
key challenge for upgrading HMF is to obtain high product  
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Scheme 1. Reaction network for the hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF. 

selectivity. The chemical transformation of HMF to DMF is a 
multistep process, including the hydrogenolysis of the 

hydroxymethyl group and the hydrogenation of the aldehyde 
group (Scheme 1). Importantly, the main side reaction of furan-
ring hydrogenation should be avoided. Overall, the highly 
selective full conversion of HMF to DMF under mild reaction 
conditions is still a challenge. 
Molecular hydrogen is widely employed in hydrogenation 
/hydrogenolysis processes, owing to its high availability and facile 
activation on metal surfaces. Formic acid (FA), which can be 
produced from lignocellulosic biomass or from electrochemical 
reduction of CO2, is being considered for reversible hydrogen 
storage as well as a hydrogen donor for catalytic 
hydrogenation/hydrogenolysis.27,28 Compared with H2, FA not 
only has a higher energy density of 6.4 MJ L-1,29 but also has 
excellent stability with a narrow flammability range (18-57% by 
volume) and low toxicity, which is desirable for safe storage and 
transportation.30,31 Rauchfuss et al. reported the conversion of 
HMF with FA under mild conditions over Pd/C, yielding 95% DMF 
in 15 h.32,33 The key strategy is the utilization of FA, which serves 
multiple roles as acidic catalyst, hydrogen donor, catalyst 
moderator inhibiting decarbonylation and ring hydrogenation, and 
as precursor to formate esters, which are key intermediates that 
are activated toward the selective hydrogenolysis of the C−OH 
bond. Nevertheless, the different roles of FA have not yet been 
elucidated in detail up to now.  
Pd exhibits high catalytic activity in the hydrogenolysis of HMF to 
DMF using FA as the hydrogen source, and it is usually supposed 
to be the optimum metal for the decomposition of formic acid.34,35 
Nitrogen-doped carbon materials have been proven to be 
promising catalytic supports.36 Doping with electron-rich nitrogen 
atoms modifies the surface structure of carbon materials and 
endows improved π-binding ability and enhanced basicity,37 
which enhances the catalytic activity of supported metal catalysts 
(Pd, Pt, Ni, et al.).38-40 For example, isolated Pd2+ cations 
supported on N-doped carbon were identified as active sites for 
the hydrogen production from FA, which showed an enhanced 
reaction rate of 2-3 times compared with Pd supported on N-free 
carbon or unsupported Pd powder.41 It was also demonstrated 
that the Pd2+ species are coordinated by pyridinic nitrogen of the 
support according to XPS, NEXAFS, and STEM studies.41 Arrigo 

et al. reported a detailed study of metal-support interactions of N-
doped carbon nanotubes with Pd2+ species.42 In our previous 
study, we have been able to prove the presence of bifunctional 
Pd nanoparticles (NPs) supported on N-doped mesoporous 
carbon (NMC), containing both Pd0 and Pd2+ active sites.43 
Our present work aims at developing the quantitative conversion 
of HMF to DMF under mild reaction conditions, obtaining a 
comprehensive understanding of the versatile roles of FA, and 
revealing the influence of the bifunctionality of the Pd NPs 
supported on NMC on the reaction. Therefore, a systematic 
comparative study was performed by variation of the catalyst 
support (N-rich vs. N-free mesoporous carbon (CMC)) and the 
hydrogen donor (H2, FA, both H2 and FA). In situ ATR-IR 
spectroscopy was employed to monitor the reaction progress and 
to explore the reaction pathways. Density functional theory (DFT) 
was applied to models of Pd NPs supported on NMC and CMC to 
gain further insight into the bifunctional electronic properties of 
Pd/NMC and its interaction with FA. 

Results and Discussion 

Characterization of the carbon supports and supported Pd 

catalysts. The textural properties and Pd loadings of all the 
supported catalysts and supports are summarized in Table 1. The 
actual Pd loadings of the catalysts determined by AAS were found 
to be ca. 1.0 wt% without significant variation close to their 
theoretical expected values. The isotherms can be classified as 
type IV with H3 hysteresis loops for CMC and NMC representing 
typical mesopores (Figure S1). CMC displays a large specific 
surface area of 997 m2 g-1, while the surface area of N-containing 
NMC is smaller but still exhibits a surface area of 657 m2 g-1. The 
pore volumes of CMC and NMC are 1.2 and 0.7 cm3 g-1, 
respectively. The similar average pore sizes of these two carbon 
materials clearly indicate comparable mesoporous structures. 
After the deposition of Pd, the BET surface areas, pore sizes, and 
pore volumes of both supported Pd catalysts slightly decreased 
compared with those of the parent materials. For comparison, the 
properties of active carbon (AC) and Pd/AC are also listed. 
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Table 1. Physicochemical properties of the carbon materials and supported 

catalysts.  

Sample Pda 

[wt%] 

SBET
b 

[m2g-1] 

Vpore 

[cm3g-1] 

Dpore
c
 

[nm] 

Dparticle
d 

[nm] 

NMC – 657 0.7 4.9 – 

CMC – 997 1.2 5.0 – 

AC – 617 0.5 3.3 – 

Pd/NMC 0.95 625 0.7 4.7 3.4 

Pd/CMC 0.98 971 1.2 4.9 4.2 

Pd/AC 0.98 473 0.4 3.4 7.8 

[a] Pd loading determined by AAS; [b] Specific surface area (BET method); [c] 

Average pore diameter (BJH method); [d] Mean particle size from TEM.  

Table 2. Chemical compositions of NMC, CMC, Pd/NMC, and Pd/CMC.  

Sample Pd (wt/at %)  N (wt/at %)  O (at %) 

bulka surf.b  bulkc surf.b  surf.b 

NMC – –  13.4 10.6  6.3 

CMC – –  – –  11.0 

Pd/NMC 0.95 0.61  13.3 10.9  7.4 

Pd/CMC 0.98 1.83  – –  11.5 

[a] Bulk composition determined by AAS; [b] Surface composition determined 

by XPS; [c] Bulk composition determined by elemental analysis.  

XRD patterns of the mesoporous carbon materials and the 
supported Pd samples are shown in Figure S2. All samples exhibit 
the characteristic reflections of graphitic carbon at ca. 26°. 
Despite similar Pd loadings, Pd/CMC shows clearly visible 
Pd(111) reflections at 40.2°, while no significant Pd reflections are 
identified in Pd/NMC, suggesting a higher Pd dispersion on the 
NMC support and/or a smaller number of larger Pd NPs (> 5 nm), 
which can be detected by XRD.44,45 This result points to the crucial 
role of N atoms in NMC as strong anchoring sites for Pd NPs. The 
observation is in good agreement with previous reports, showing 
that N-functionalized carbon materials and TiO2 can effectively 
anchor metal NPs and enhance their dispersion.46,47 

Figure 1. HAADF-STEM images and Pd particle size distributions for Pd/NMC 

and Pd/CMC. The yellow circles refer to sub-1 nm Pd NPs or clusters. 

Figure 2. Pd 3d regions of the deconvoluted (Pd0, Pdδ+, and Pd2+) XPS results 

for Pd/NMC before and after reaction in the presence of FA and H2. 

The particle size distribution and the morphology of the catalysts 
were investigated using TEM and HAADF-STEM. Pd NPs in the 
range of 2 to 5 nm can be clearly seen in the TEM images of both 
Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC (Figure S3). The mean Pd particle sizes for 
Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC are relatively similar amounting to 2.8 and 
3.6 nm, respectively, allowing a direct comparison of their 
activities for HMF hydrogenolysis. Nevertheless, the HAADF-
STEM images show that there are some sub-1 nm Pd NPs or 
clusters in Pd/NMC, while these sub-1 nm NPs are rarely detected 
in Pd/CMC (Figure 1). The lattice fringe spacings of both catalysts 
are determined to be 0.22 nm representing Pd(111) lattice planes. 
The mesoporous morphology of the catalysts is comparable 
regardless of the N doping. By comparison, Pd/AC has a larger 
mean Pd particle size of 4.4 nm as well as a significantly larger 
number of NPs above 5 nm (Figure S4). 
XPS was employed to investigate the surface chemistry of 
Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC (Figure S6). The bulk and surface 
compositions of the catalysts are summarized in Table 2. The 
surface Pd concentration of Pd/NMC (0.61 at%) is much lower 
than that of Pd/CMC (1.83 at%). As both catalysts have similar 
bulk Pd loadings and Pd/NMC has smaller particle size and better 
dispersion than Pd/CMC according to the STEM measurements, 
the significant difference in the surface Pd concentration implies 
that Pd is presumably homogeneously dispersed both on the 
outer and inner surface of NMC due to the incorporation of N 
atoms, while Pd prefers to interact with the oxygen-functionalized 
groups and deposits on the outer CMC surface. Both bulk and 
surface N abundances in Pd/NMC are similar to those in the NMC 
support, indicating a homogenous distribution of N in NMC. In 
addition, CMC exhibits a higher surface oxygen content than NMC, 
suggesting CMC to be the more oxidized support. Furthermore, 
the N 1s core level XP spectra of NMC demonstrate the presence 
of pyridinic (N1, 45%), pyrrolic (N2, 46%), quaternary-like (N3, 
6%), and oxidized or NO-like N atoms (N4, 3%) in NMC (Figure 
S7).43 For Pd/NMC, a better fitting of the N 1s spectrum was 
obtained when assuming the presence of another nitrogen 
species interacting with Pd NPs (N-Pd component). 
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Figure 3. DFT calculations for Pd/NMC model: (a) most stable structure of Pd21 

on pyridinic carbon support (two pyridinic N connected to Pd21); (b) change in 

the electron density induced by the interaction between the Pd21 cluster and the 

pyridinic nitrogen atoms (green: density gain; grey: density loss). 

In our previous studies, we were able to achieve an in-depth 
insight into the metal-support interactions of Pd/CMC and 
Pd/NMC.43,48 In general, the Pd NPs interact via directed and 
partially covalent Pd–C interactions with the carbon support.48 
Figure 3a shows the most stable structure of a Pd21 cluster with a 
calculated diameter of 0.85 nm on the NMC support determined 
by ground-state geometry optimization. Two pyridinic N atoms are 
interacting with one Pd atom, suggesting pyridinic N atoms as the 
preferential adsorption sites for Pd clusters. The relevant part of 
the corresponding electron density difference is reproduced in 
Figure 3b. The complicated structure can be explained with the 
help of an intrinsic bond orbital analysis, which shows that the 
pyridinic N atoms possess a lone pair (LP), located in a sp2-orbital 
lying in the support plane. When a Pd cluster is adsorbed on 
pyridinic nitrogen, two N atoms are interacting with one Pd atom 
via an N-LP - Pd d𝜎 and an N-LP – Pd s as well as a Pd d𝜋 - 𝜋* 
charge transfer. The interaction of the N-LP orbitals with the Pd 
atom leads to a density loss in the N-LP orbital, while the Pd d𝜋 - 
𝜋

* interaction increases the density in the N 𝜋-orbital and leads to 
a change in the Pd oxidation state to Pd2+. Indeed, only Pd0 at 
335.2 eV and Pdδ+ at 336.8 eV are observed by XPS for Pd/CMC 
(Figure S8), whereas an additional peak at 337.9 eV, which can 
be attributed to a divalent Pd species stabilized by the strong 
interaction with pyridine-like nitrogen atoms42, is observed for 
Pd/NMC (Figure 2). The relative abundance of these three Pd 
species is summarized in Table S1. Pd0 (68%) is the dominant 
species for Pd/CMC, while Pd2+ (50%) is the main species for 
Pd/NMC. These results prove the presence of bifunctional Pd NPs 
containing both Pd0 and Pd2+ active sites, supported by pyridinic 
nitrogen atoms in the NMC.43 The higher oxidation state of Pd in 
Pd/NMC compared with Pd/CMC is also verified by the TPR 
experiments (see the detailed description in supporting 
information and Figure S10).  

XAS spectra were recorded to confirm the oxidation state and to 
investigate the local chemical environment around the Pd centers. 
The analysis of the XANES spectra revealed that Pd/NMC and 
Pd/CMC contain a mixture of Pd2+/Pdδ+ and Pd0 (see Figure S11 
and detailed analysis in supporting information). In accordance 
with the XPS results, the slightly higher intensity of the whiteline 
and the slightly larger shift of the edge indicate that a larger 
fraction of Pd is oxidized in Pd/NMC compared with Pd/CMC. The 
best EXAFS structure fitting was obtained assuming two different 
shells of backscatterers (Table 3). The first shell consisted of light 
backscatterers (N, O or C) and was found at 2.02 and 2.06 Å for 
Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC, respectively. Although we assumed O and 
N neighbors for the respective materials during the fitting, this 
technique cannot distinguish these elements due to their similar 
backscattering properties. The numbers of backscatterers close 
to 4 is in accordance with a square-planar coordination geometry, 
which is typical for many Pd complexes. The second shell was 
found at 2.76 Å for both materials, which is consistent with Pd 
backscatterers in a Pd0 crystal lattice. The number of Pd 
backscatterers (1.96 for Pd/CMC, 0.80 for Pd/NMC) is small 
compared with a bulk Pd crystal (expected: 12.0),  suggesting that 
very small Pd particles or clusters are present as shown by the 
(S)TEM images. In summary, these results support the assumed 
structure model of small Pd clusters containing oxidized Pdδ+ or 
Pd2+ centers at their edges, which are attached to the support via 
oxygen or nitrogen atoms. 

Table 3. EXAFS fitting results. Detailed results and fitting curves are presented 

in the supporting information (Figure S11, Figure S12 and Table S2). 

Sample Abs-Bsa N(Bs)b R(Abs-Bs)c [Å] σ² d [Å²] 

Pd/CMC Pd – O 3.45 ± 0.85 2.02 ± 0.02 0.0062 ± 0.0034 

Pd – Pd 1.96 ± 0.31 2.76 ± 0.03 0.0048* 

Pd/NMC Pd – N 4.38 ± 0.52 2.06 ± 0.02 0.0031 ± 0.0012 

Pd – Pd 0.80 ± 0.20 2.76 ± 0.03 0.0048* 

a Abs = X-ray absorbing atom, Bs = backscattering atom. b Number of backscattering atoms. 
c Distance between absorbing and backscattering atom. d Debye-Waller factor. * Fixed 

parameter. 

Catalytic conversion of HMF to DMF. The conversion of HMF 
can proceed via two pathways, depending on the sequence of 
hydrogenolysis of the hydroxymethyl group and hydrogenation of 
the aldehyde group (Scheme 1). These two pathways produce 
distinct intermediates: 5-methylfurfural (5-MF) for path A and 2,5-
bis(hydroxymethyl)furan (BHMF) for path B. Both paths A and B 
proceed further to the common intermediate 2-(hydroxymethyl)-5-
methylfuran (MFA) followed by subsequent hydrogenolysis to 
DMF. The hydrogenation of the furan ring leads to undesired 
byproducts. The hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF with different 
hydrogen sources over carbon-supported Pd catalysts was 
investigated at 160 °C. HMF conversion, DMF selectivities, and 
product yields after 3 h are summarized in Table 4.  
When H2 was used for HMF hydrogenolysis, the blank experiment 
led to only 4.6% HMF conversion, and DMF was not observed 
(Table 4, entry 1). The control experiments with NMC and CMC 
resulted in similar conversion as the blank experiment. The 
degrees of HMF conversion over the Pd-based catalysts were 
99.9%, 78.8%, and 19.4% for Pd/NMC, Pd/CMC, and Pd/AC 
(Table 4, entries 2, 3, 4), respectively. The yields of DMF were 
found to be rather similar for the mesoporous carbon-supported
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Table 4. Product distributions of HMF hydrogenolysis over the supported Pd catalystsa. 

Entry Catalysts Hydrogen 

Source 

Conversion 

(mol %) 

DMF Selectivity 

(mol %) 

Product yields (mol %) 

DMF BHMF 5-MF MFA Otherse 

1 - H2
b 4.6 - - 2.2 2.4 - - 

2 Pd/NMC H2
b > 99.9 35.3 35.3 - - 42.0 22.7 

3 Pd/CMC H2
b 78.8 49.2 38.8 - 6.6 18.3 15.1 

4 Pd/AC H2
b 19.4 38.3 7.4 1.9 8.4 0.6 1.0 

5 Pd/NMC FAc 60.8 64.3 39.1 - 11.5 10.2 - 

6 Pd/CMC FAc 21.4 62.9 13.5 - 7.9 - - 

7 Pd/NMC FA+H2
d > 99.9 > 97.0 97.1 - 2.9 - - 

8 Pd/CMC FA+H2
d 90.1 80.0 72.1 - 18.0 - - 

[a] Reaction conditions: 1.5 mmol HMF, 50 mg catalysts, 160 ℃, 3 h; [b] 5 bar H2; [c] 45 mmol FA (30 equiv.) at 5 bar N2 and [d] H2; [e] mainly ring-hydrogenated 

products including 2,5-bis(hydroxymethyl)tetrahydrofuran (BHMTHF), 5-methyltetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol (MTHFA), and 2,5-dimethyltetrahydrofuran (DMTHF).  

 

Figure 4. Time course of the hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF over Pd/NMC with (a) 5 bar H2; (b) FA and 5 bar N2; (c) FA and 5 bar H2. (d) Comparison of DMF 

yields using different hydrogen donors over time. 

Pd catalysts, amounting to 35.3% for Pd/NMC and 38.8% for 
Pd/CMC, while the yield was significantly lower for Pd/AC. The 
poor catalytic activity of Pd/AC is due to the larger Pd particle size 
and the lower Pd dispersion. Besides, mainly furan-ring-
hydrogenation products were obtained as byproducts. The 
hydrogenolysis of HMF over Pd/NMC as a function of time was 
further studied (Figure 4a). The conversion of HMF proceeded 
very fast, obtaining full conversion within 2 h. BHMF and 5-MF 
were the primary intermediates, which reached a maximum yield 
within 1 h and then gradually decreased to zero after 4 h. By 
comparison, the maximum yield of BHMF was much higher than 
that of 5-MF, suggesting that the BHMF reaction pathway (path 
B) excels the 5-MF pathway (path A) for HMF hydrogenolysis in 
the presence of H2. MFA was found to be the secondary 
intermediate, which reached a maximum yield of 42% at 3 h and 
then gradually decreased to 17.8% accompanied by an increase 

in DMF yield to 59.6% after 5 h. Additionally, the ring-
hydrogenation products continuously increased to 20%, which is 
commonly observed using H2 as the hydrogen source in 
accordance with literature reports.49-51 By comparison, the 
product evolution profiles over Pd/CMC are rather similar to that 
over Pd/NMC, but with slightly lower activity (Figure S13).   
When formic acid was used as a hydrogen donor for HMF 
hydrogenolysis, the degrees of conversion and product 
distributions changed significantly for both Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC 
(Table 4, entries 5 and 6). The degrees of HMF conversion 
decreased strongly, and the selectivities to DMF increased by 13-
29%. Ultimately, it resulted in a similar DMF yield (39% vs. 35%) 
over Pd/NMC after 3 h compared to that in H2 atmosphere. 
Notably, the hydrogenation of the furan ring, which commonly 
occurs and is difficult to avoid in the presence of molecular 
hydrogen, is completely suppressed in the presence of FA. This 
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can be explained by the sterically hindered adsorption of the furan 
ring, because the active Pd sites are preferably covered by the 
more strongly bound formate anions. To better understand the 
reaction pathway, the hydrogenolysis of HMF by FA as a function 
of time over Pd/NMC is shown in Figure 4b. In contrast to the 
reaction in H2, BHMF was not detected, while only 5-MF with 
similar concentration (ca. 10%) was observed during the whole 
reaction time. This result suggests that the hydrogenolysis of the 
hydroxymethyl group (path A) precedes the hydrogenation of the 
aldehyde group (path B) in FA. After 5 h, a conversion of 78.1% 
and a DMF yield of up to 60% were obtained. By extending the 
reaction time further to 12 h, the DMF yield increased to almost 
90%. It is worth noting that the yield of the primary intermediate 
5-MF slowly but continuously increased, while the secondary 
intermediate MFA first reached a plateau and then gradually 
decreased after 3 h. This observation suggests that the 
hydrogenation of 5-MF to MFA is the rate-determining step (rds) 
because of the relatively poor hydrogenation ability of Pd/NMC in 
FA.  
In order to enhance the reaction rate of the rds, the conversion of 
HMF with FA was also conducted in the presence of additional 
external H2. The yields of DMF over Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC 
increased strongly to 97.5% and 73.9% (Table 4, entries 7 and 8), 
respectively. In contrast to a previous study reporting the 
formation of ring-hydrogenated products in the presence of FA 
and H2 over Pd/C,33 our results show that the furan ring-
hydrogenation is still inhibited by FA even in the presence of 
additional external H2 over Pd/NMC, pointing to the unique role of 
Pd/NMC in the reaction (vide infra). Similar to the reaction 
progress in FA, Figure 4c shows that BHMF was not detected and 

 

Scheme 2. Quantitative conversion of HMF to DMF with FA and H2 over 

Pd/NMC. 

 

Figure 5. Reusability of Pd/NMC in the hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF in the 

presence of FA and H2 (a), and XRD patterns of Pd/NMC before and after 

reaction (b). 

path A (5-MF) is the main reaction pathway in the presence of 
external H2. The difference is that the change of MFA yield 
occurred concurrently with that of 5-MF, indicating that the 
reaction rate of the hydrogenation of 5-MF to MFA was 
significantly enhanced. Finally, the quantitative conversion of 
HMF to DMF is achieved within only 2 h over Pd/NMC (Scheme 
2). Compared with Pd/CMC, Pd/NMC exhibits superior catalytic 
activity (Figure S13) with doubled TOF values both in FA and in 
H2+FA (Table S3), suggesting strong promoting effects of FA and 
the N species in Pd/NMC. Furthermore, Pd/NMC outperforms 
other reported catalysts in terms of TOF (Table S3), which can be 
attributed to smaller Pd NPs, strong metal-support interactions 
and modified electronic properties by the N species. 
By comparison, the combination of FA and H2 strongly enhances 
the hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF, obtaining excellent HMF 
conversion and DMF yield in short reaction time (Figure 4d). The 
addition of FA changes the reaction pathway from path B to path 
A, enhances the hydrogenolysis ability, and inhibits the ring-
hydrogenation, whereas the presence of H2 ensures the fast 
hydrogenation step.   
The stability and the reusability of Pd/NMC were also evaluated. 
The used catalyst kept its high catalytic activity after three runs, 
and the yield of DMF slightly decreased from 97.5% to 95.1% 
(Figure 5a). The low degree of Pd leaching, which is only 0.06 % 
(0.9 ppm) of the total Pd, indicates an efficient stabilization of the 
Pd NPs by the NMC support. Furthermore, the recycled catalyst 
was characterized by XRD, TEM, and XPS (Figures 5b, S5, and 
2). The Pd(111) reflection at 40.2° in the used catalyst is still 
hardly visible without significant changes as compared to the 
fresh catalyst. The mean Pd particle size only increased slightly 
from 2.8 to 2.9 nm and the sub-1 nm Pd NPs are still visible. After 
reaction, the relative abundance of Pd0 in Pd/NMC increased from 
36 to 59%, while Pd2+ decreased from 50 to 30% (Figure2, Table 
S1). For comparison, Pd/CMC was almost completely reduced to 
Pd0 (91%) after reaction. The moderate reduction of Pd/NMC 
even in the presence of FA and H2 is ascribed to the strong 
anchoring by pyridinic N species. In conclusion, Pd/NMC is highly 
stable during the reaction and exhibits excellent reusability. 
 
Reaction mechanism. In situ ATR-IR spectroscopy was 
employed to investigate the reaction pathway and product 
distributions with different hydrogen donors. Figure 6a and 6b 
depict the time-resolved ATR-IR spectra collected during the 
hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF over Pd/NMC at 160 °C by H2 and 
by H2+FA, respectively. The reference spectra of the main 
compounds, including HMF, DMF, 5-MF, and BHMF, are shown 
in Figure S14.  
The assignment of the characteristic bands to the reactant and 
intermediates is summarized in Table S4. Due to the similarity of 
the intermediates and the reactant, the differentiation of C=O and 
C=C stretching vibrations is impossible, and therefore, the bands 
of out-of-plane C−H bending were compared in detail, using the 
characteristic C−H bending vibrations for HMF (805, 779, 767 and 
756 cm-1), DMF (781 cm-1), 5-MF (796 and 765 cm-1), and BHMF 
(792 cm-1).  
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Figure 6. In situ ATR-IR spectra and qualitative trends of peak heights during the hydrogenolysis HMF over Pd/NMC in (a) (c) 10 bar H2 after subtraction of the 

background of THF at 160 ℃; (b) (d) 15 mL FA at 10 bar H2 after subtraction of the background of THF and FA at 160 ℃. Reaction conditions: 45 mmol HMF, 500 

mg catalysts, 120 mL THF, 10 bar H2, 160 ℃, 500 rpm. 

Using H2 as the hydrogen donor, the intensity of the IR bands at 
805 and 756 cm-1 (HMF) continuously declined, whereas the 
intensity of the IR band at 781 cm-1 (DMF) gradually increased. 
The IR peak of 5-MF was not detected probably due to the low 
concentration, while the peak at 792 cm-1 (BHMF) first formed and 
then declined. The time-resolved evolution of these peaks is 
presented in Figure 6c, which once again verifies the conclusion 
that Pd/NMC tends to catalyze the hydrogenation of the aldehyde 
group (path B) compared with the hydrogenolysis of the 
hydroxymethyl group (path A) in the presence of H2.   
In the case of FA and H2 as hydrogen donors, the consumption of 
HMF and the formation of DMF were still observed as a function 
of reaction time (Figure 6b). Nevertheless, the intensities of the IR 
bands at 765 and 796 cm-1 (5-MF) increased significantly without 
the formation of BHMF in good agreement with the GC results 
(Table 4, Figure 4). These bands were deconvoluted to determine 
the changes of individual bands, which are plotted in Figure 6d. 
The decrease of HMF as well as the increase of DMF and the 
primary intermediate 5-MF (path A) can be clearly observed in the 
presence of both FA and H2.  
With respect to the mechanism, FA not only changes the 
dominant reaction pathway from path B to path A, but also 
significantly improves the conversion of HMF to DMF over 
Pd/NMC, which is proposed to proceed via the enhancement of 
the hydrogenolysis of the C−OH bond (path A). On the contrary, 
path B was identified as the main reaction pathway over Pd/C in 
the presence of FA and H2 in a previous report,33 implying that 
Pd/NMC may also play a role in the shift of reaction pathway. 
Formic acid is considered to serve multiple roles: it acts as a mild 
hydrogen source, a catalyst moderator inhibiting ring 
hydrogenation, and a precursor to formate esters as key 
intermediates that are activated toward selective hydrogenolysis 
of C−OH bonds.32,33 The role of FA as a hydrogen source in the 

absence of external H2 is rather clear. The suppression of ring-
hydrogenation resulting in improved selectivity has been clearly 
observed in the present study, but the differentiation or 
clarification of other roles affecting catalytic activity has not been 
investigated yet. Therefore, further experiments were conducted 
to probe the influence of FA on the hydrogenolysis and 
hydrogenation of furanic substrates catalyzed by Pd/NMC with 
additional external H2 (Table 5). When strongly decreasing the 
molar ratio of FA to HMF from 30 via 3 to 0.3, only a slight 
decrease of HMF conversion and DMF yield was observed (Table 
5, entries 3, 4, 5), implying that FA only has a limited role as a 
hydrogen source in the presence of external H2. Furthermore, by 
addition of only 0.3 equiv. FA, the yield of DMF increased 
significantly from 35.3% to 76.0%. Although ester formation was 
restricted using such a low concentration of FA, excellent DMF 
yield was still obtained. This result suggests that the formate ester 
pathway might not be the main route for HMF hydrogenolysis 
under the employed reaction conditions. In order to further verify 
the role of the formate ester, the conversion of 5-
[(formyloxy)methyl]furfural (FMF) to DMF was investigated (Table 
5, entries 8, 9, 10). Compared with the conversion of HMF using 
different hydrogen donors, lower degrees of conversion and DMF 
yields were obtained for all cases. Thus, it can be concluded that 
the reaction pathway of formate ester as an intermediate is a 
minor route for the hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF. Note that FMF 
was not detected in all experiments, probably because the 
conversion of FMF to DMF is much faster than the formation of 
FMF under the present reaction conditions.  
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Table 5. Effect of additives on the conversion of HMF and FMF to DMFa. 

Entry Catalysts Reactant Additiveb Gas Phase Conversion 

(mol %) 

DMF Yield 

(mol %) 

1 Pd/NMC HMF - H2 > 99.9 35.3 

2 Pd/NMC HMF FA   N2  60.8 39.1 

3 Pd/NMC HMF FA  H2 > 99.9 > 97.0 

4 Pd/NMC HMF FA (3 equiv.)   H2 92.0 89.3 

5 Pd/NMC HMF FA (0.3 equiv.)  H2 82.1 76.0 

6 Pd/NMC HMF AcOHc  N2 10.6 Trace 

7 Pd/NMC HMF AcOHc  H2 95.1 85.5 

8 Pd/NMC FMF - H2 66.1 46.0 

9 Pd/NMC FMF FA N2 34.2 20.5 

10 Pd/NMC FMF FA H2 83.1 67.3 

 [a] Reaction conditions: 1.5 mmol HMF or FMF, 50 mg catalysts, 160 ℃, 5 bar H2 or N2, 3 h; [b] 45 mmol FA (30 equiv.); [c] 45 mmol acetic acid (30 equiv.).  

Furthermore, the addition of acetic acid (pKa 4.74 vs. 3.77 for FA) 
instead of FA led to only 10.6% HMF conversion and traces of 
DMF (Table 5, entry 6), demonstrating that acetic acid cannot be 
used as the hydrogen donor under the present conditions. 
Nevertheless, excellent HMF conversion and DMF yield of 85.5% 
were obtained in the presence of acetic acid and additional 
external H2 (Table 5, entry 7). In addition, 5-MF was detected as 
primary intermediate and BHMF was not detected in good 
agreement with the result using FA. These results suggest that 
the acids probably enhance the hydrogenolysis of the RCH2-OH 
bond via an acid-catalyzed route. Assary et al.52 reported an 
investigation of the reaction mechanism of fructose dehydration 
to HMF using high-level quantum chemical methods. It was 
demonstrated that the acidity of the solution is essential to lower 
the activation energy barrier by involving initial protonation. 
Moreover, Lercher et al.53 reported a catalytic pathway for the 
cleavage of the C−O bond in benzyl phenyl ether using Ni- and 
zeolite-based catalysts. DFT calculations suggested that the 
ether is initially protonated rather than the direct cleavage of the 
ether bond in the proposed C−O bond cleavage mechanisms due 
to the lower activation energy. Combining our experimental 
observations and these literature reports, we propose that the 
hydrogenolysis of RCH2-OH in the presence of acids also 
proceeds via a similar protonation process initially, which can 
lower the activation barrier of the C-O bond cleavage. 
Overall, FA serves multiple roles in the hydrogenolysis of HMF to 
DMF: 1) suppressing ring-hydrogenation to improve the DMF 
selectivity, 2) acting as a mild hydrogen source, 3) producing the 
formate esters as intermediates, 4) forming a protonated 
intermediate and thus lowering the activation barrier of the C-O 
bond cleavage. Functions 2-4 contribute together to the activity 
improvement, among which the protonation mechanism results in 
the reaction pathway shift from path B to path A, being the main 
reason for the significant catalytic activity enhancement.  
The catalytic performance of the hydrogenolysis of HMF over 
Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC with different hydrogen donors is 
presented in Figure 7. A significant difference in the reaction rate 
of the hydrogenolysis of the C−O bond was observed for N-
functionalized and N-free carbon-supported Pd catalysts. When 
H2 was employed, Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC led to similar DMF yields, 
implying their comparable catalytic activities for the 
hydrogenolysis of HMF in H2. Using FA as the hydrogen source, 
Pd/NMC resulted in both higher activity and DMF yield compared 

to Pd/CMC. In FA and H2, much higher conversion and yield over 
Pd/NMC were also obtained. As the main reaction pathway is the 
hydrogenolysis path A in the presence of FA or FA+H2, the higher 
catalytic activity of Pd/NMC can be attributed to the improved 
activity of the hydrogenolysis of the C−OH bond. Since Pd/NMC 
and Pd/CMC exhibit similar Pd particle sizes and mesoporous 
structures, the nature of the nitrogen atoms and different oxidation 
states of Pd species caused by strong metal-support interactions 
should provide a clue. 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Comparison of Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC with respect to the conversion 

of HMF to DMF using different hydrogen sources after 3 h.  

To further identify the effect of FA and of the N doping of the 
support material on the hydrogenolysis of the C−O bond, a DFT 
study of hydrogen and FA on Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC was 
performed (see Supporting Information for detailed procedures 
and results). The DFT calculations support the hypothesis that FA 
does not only act as a mild hydrogen source (function 2), but also 
can form protonated intermediates (function 4), as it interacts with 
carbon-supported Pd NPs in two ways: a)  FA binds via the C 
atom (Figure 8a), subsequently decomposing into H2 and CO2; b) 
FA binds via the C=O group (Figure 8b), subsequently 
decomposing into the formate anion and H+. 
At the Pd21 cluster bound to NMC, we find that at the Pd2+ centers 
FA binds exclusively via the C=O bond and decomposes with a 
small activation energy (∆E = 5.3 kJ mol-1, neglecting solvation 
effects) into the formate anion and H+. The adsorption via the C 
atom as well as the reaction pathway to the formation of  
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Figure 8. Two different binding configurations of FA on carbon-supported Pd21 

(model for Pd/CMC): (a) FA binds via the C atom; (b) FA binds via the C=O 

group.    

H2 and CO2 are unfavorable (Table S5). Accordingly, the bond to 
the positively charged center enhances the acidity of FA, which 
facilitates the hydrogenolysis of the C−OH bond of HMF. This is 
in agreement with previous studies, in which Pd2+ species were 
identified as the active sites for the selective decomposition of 
formic acid.41,54 For example, Pd2+ species supported on N-
functionalized mesoporous carbon showed 3 times higher 
catalytic activity in FA decomposition compared with the activity 
of Pd supported on N-free carbon.41 The isolated Pd2+ species 
stabilized by the pyridinic nitrogen atoms were identified as the 
active sites.  
Furthermore, H- formed by heterolytic H2 dissociation on the Pd 
nanoparticle binds significantly stronger to Pd/NMC compared 
with Pd/CMC, preferring positions close to the Pd2+ center (Table 
S6). This can be explained by the higher positive charge of Pd 
NPs on NMC, especially close to the Pd2+ center. The stabilization 
of H- on Pd/NMC increases the nucleophilicity, and, therefore, 
also the selectivity of hydrogen as a reducing agent.   
In summary, the remarkable catalytic activity of Pd/NMC for HMF 
conversion in FA can be attributed to the shift to reaction path A 
and to the presence of Pd2+ species, showing higher catalytic 
activity in the FA dissociation to the formate anion and H+ as well 
as in the H- stabilization, which jointly improve the hydrogenolysis 
of the C−OH bond significantly.  
Based on the kinetic, spectroscopic and computational results, 
the following reaction pathway for the bifunctional Pd/NMC in FA 
is proposed (Scheme 3). First, formic acid is activated via Pd2+ 
species and Pd NPs. The reversible reaction between HMF and 
FMF exists in the presence of FA, but the HMF pathway is the 
main route instead of the formate ester pathway. Then, Pd2+ 
species bind the oxygen atom of the C−OH group, which is 
protonated by formic acid. The hydrogenolysis of the 
hydroxymethyl group occurs via the cleavage of the C-OH bond 
forming 5-MF. During the process, Pd2+ species and FA cooperate 
synergistically in the hydrogenolysis of the C−OH bond. 
Furthermore, Pd0 NPs bind the C=O double bond leading to the 
fast hydrogenation of 5-MF to MFA. Subsequently, MFA is directly 

converted to DMF via a similar process like the hydrogenolysis of 
HMF to 5-MF.  In the case of FA and H2 as hydrogen donors, H2 
is activated by the Pd0 NPs supported on NMC, which are more 
active for hydrogenation steps such as 5-MF to MFA and HMF to 
BHMF. H2 may also directly contribute to the hydrogenolysis 
reactions, but probably plays a minor role in the presence of FA. 

 

Scheme 3. Proposed reaction pathway for the conversion of HMF to DMF over 

Pd/NMC using formic acid. 

Conclusion 

Pd NPs supported on N-doped and N-free mesoporous carbon 
materials (Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC) were successfully synthesized 
via the immobilization method and characterized by N2 
physisorption, XRD, TEM, XPS and XAS. These catalysts exhibit 
similar Pd particle sizes, but sub-1 nm Pd NPs or clusters were 
only observed in Pd/NMC. DFT calculations and XPS 
measurements revealed the strong metal-support interactions 
between Pd2+ species and pyridine-like N atoms for Pd/NMC. The 
hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF over the Pd-based catalysts was 
systematically investigated by varying different hydrogen sources. 
A favorable HMF conversion of > 99.9%, DMF yield of > 97% and 
a higher TOF of 150 h-1 were obtained with Pd/NMC in the 
presence of FA and H2 after 2 h.  
Detailed comparative studies mainly by varying hydrogen source, 
additive, and reactant as well as by applying in situ ATR-IR 
spectroscopy and DFT calculations were performed to explore the 
reaction mechanism. FA tunes not only the reactivity of HMF but 
also its reaction pathways, serving multiple roles, such as 
suppressing ring-hydrogenation, acting as a mild reducing agent, 
producing the formate esters as intermediates, and forming a 
protonated intermediate, thus lowering the activation barrier of the 
C-OH bond cleavage. Protonation results in a reaction pathway 
shift from the hydrogenation of the C=O bond (path B) to the 
hydrogenolysis of the C–OH bond (path A) and is the main reason 
for the significant catalytic activity enhancement. Furthermore, a 
synergistic effect between FA and the Pd2+ species of Pd/NMC 
was observed for the hydrogenolysis of the C−OH bond, with Pd2+ 
exhibiting higher catalytic activity for the activation of FA and 
stabilization of H-. 
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Quantitative conversion of HMF to DMF was achieved in the presence of formic acid and H2 over the bifunctional Pd/NMC catalyst 
within 2 h. Experimental investigation and DFT calculation revealed that formic acid significantly enhances the reaction rate and shifts 
the dominant reaction pathway from the hydrogenation of the aldehyde group to the hydrogenolysis of the hydroxymethyl group via its 
protonation. 
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7 How N Doping Affects Hydrogen

Spillover on Carbon-Supported

Pd Nanoparticles: New Insights

from DFT

This chapter presents a manuscript1,2 which deals in detail with the process of

hydrogen spillover on Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC. The aim of this study was to

validate if hydrogen spillover on such catalyst systems could actually be possible.

In a first step, we investigated the properties of spillover hydrogen on the CMC

support material. For this purpose, we studied the binding of hydrogen to a carbon

atom of our smaller CMC model system (cmp. Figure 2.1a) and analyzed the

corresponding H2 dissociation energy, its interaction with water molecules as well

as the corresponding electronic structure including analysis of partial charges,

electron densities and effects on the π-system. Secondly, we investigated how

the doping of the CMC support material with nitrogen functional groups affects

the properties of spillover hydrogen and focused on spillover hydrogen close to

graphitic and pyridinic nitrogen atoms. Additionally, we studied the pathways of

the hydrogen spillover process on Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC, using our model system

of carbon-supported Pd21 (cmp. Figure 2.4) and the two Pd/NMC model systems

including graphitic N and pyridinic N carbon support materials (cmp. Figures 2.5

and 2.6). As Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC are also expected to be promising materials

for hydrogen storage, spillover hydrogen atom diffusion and spillover hydrogen

desorption have also been taken into account.

1 SI: reproduced in the appendix on pages 239 - 247
2 The writing of this manuscript and all underlying calculations and analyses have been

performed by me under the supervision of Professor Hättig.
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Abstract

The process of hydrogen spillover on metal nanoparticle decorated carbon sur-

faces has been discussed for many years due to its importance for heterogeneous

catalysis and hydrogen storage. The present density functional theory (DFT)

study supports recent experimental observations of the hydrogen spillover pro-

cess. Using model systems of carbon-supported palladium nanoparticles the

details of hydrogen spillover are investigated and the effects of nitrogen doping

on such processes are elucidated. It was found that graphitic nitrogen atoms

significantly facilitate the hydrogen spillover reaction and serve as anchoring

sites for the spillover hydrogen atoms.

Keywords: Density functional theory (DFT), Hydrogen spillover, Hydrogen

storage, Carbon support, Nitrogen doping, Palladium, Nanoparticles

1. Introduction

In a hydrogen spillover process activated hydrogen species adsorbed or formed

on a first surface are moved to a second surface, on which, under the same

conditions, these activated hydrogen species could not adsorb or form[1]. For

the first time, the hydrogen spillover effect was reported in 1964 by Khoobiar,5
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who observed a transport of hydrogen atoms from Pt to WO3[2]. In the last

decade, hydrogen spillover from metal nanoparticles onto carbon materials has

attracted tremendous attention as the spillover effect significantly enhances the

carbon material’s capability of storing hydrogen[3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. This opens up

the possibility of using metal nanoparticle decorated carbon materials as hy-10

drogen storage in future fuel cell systems. Also the usage of reversibly stored

spillover hydrogen for heterogeneous catalyzed reactions, e.g. for hydrogenation

reactions, is of high interest.[8]

Up to the present, several experimental studies have tried to shed light on the

details of the hydrogen spillover mechanism, which turned out to be quite dif-15

ficult due to the complicated characterization of the carbon support and the

hydrogen spillover species[2]. In recent years, Li et al.[9] and Wang et al.[10]

observed that surface functional groups and residual moisture significantly en-

hance the spillover process. In a comprehensive study on hydrogen spillover

on platinum/nitrogen-doped mesoporous carbon (NMC) composites from the20

year 2018, Yang et al.[8] provided novel insights into the hydrogen spillover ef-

fect. They were able to generate and to give experimental evidence of spillover

hydrogen on the nitrogen-doped carbon support material. Furthermore, they

characterized spillover hydrogen as a mobile and reversibly stored hydrogen

species, present in a chemically inactive state. Based on these observations they25

suggested that spillover hydrogen is adsorbed as protons on the carbon support

material, which might be further stabilized by water molecules.

In general, it is very difficult to detect spillover hydrogen species in experi-

ments[1, 11, 12]. Several experimental results on the hydrogen spillover effect

were later proven to be erroneous[2]. Therefore, the purpose of the present study30

is to use quantum chemistry to support the recent experimental observations[8,

9, 10] and to improve the understanding of the hydrogen spillover process and

of the properties of spillover hydrogen. We particularly aim to shed light on

the effect of different nitrogen functional groups on the properties of spillover

hydrogen and to elucidate how nitrogen doping could enhance the hydrogen35

spillover on carbon-supported metal nanoparticles. Furthermore, we study the
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interaction of spillover hydrogen atoms with water molecules. For this purpose,

we apply density functional theory (DFT) to models of mesoporous carbon

supported palladium nanoparticles, in which a Pd21 cluster is supported on a

hydrogen terminated graphene layer. As we have shown that graphitic nitrogen40

(6 % relative abundance in the NMC support material) and pyridinic nitrogen

species (45 % relative abundance in the NMC support material) significantly

tune the properties of the anchored Pd nanoparticles in a previous study[13],

the nitrogen doping is modelled by incorporated graphitic and pyridinic nitrogen

atoms.45

Similar approaches have been used in several studies and have provided valu-

able insights into the properties of carbon-supported Pd nanoparticles. However,

most of these studies used single Pd atoms or very small Pd clusters.[14, 15, 16]

As an example, Rangel et al.[17] investigated the hydrogen spillover process

on Pd4 clusters. One of our previous studies[18] has demonstrated that it is50

essential to also consider larger cluster sizes like Pd21, which are closer to Pd

nanoparticle sizes present in experimental systems.

In general, the experimentally observed hydrogen spillover is a complex

multi-step process, influenced by several aspects as hydrogen pressure, tem-

perature, impurities and catalyst morphology. The experimental Pd/CMC and55

Pd/NMC catalyst systems include surface deformations, further defects like five-

and seven-membered rings, or surfactants. As studying all these aspects at the

same time would introduce too many degrees of freedom, the present study uti-

lizes model systems and deals with the different steps of the hydrogen spillover

process separately. As a consequence, we focus on qualitative observations and60

do not compare our results to specific experimental values. Elucidating the

energetics of the individual steps constitutes an important step towards a bet-

ter understanding of hydrogen spillover and of the effect of nitrogen doping on

such processes. Furthermore, the present study can give some computational

evidence if hydrogen could actually be reversibly stored on Pd/NMC.65
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2. Computational details

2.1. Model systems

To model the pure mesoporous carbon support material (CMC) we chose a

hydrogen terminated graphene layer comprising 96 carbon atoms (cmp. Figure

1). In nitrogen-doped mesoporous carbon the nitrogen atoms can be present70

in four forms: graphitic N, pyridinic N, pyrrolic N, and N-O like species.[13]

As pyrrole- and N-O-like nitrogen atoms are either located on the edges of

the support material or include large surface deformations, which both would

introduce undesired side effects in the electronic structure calculations of the

reactions, these systems have not been considered. Accordingly, to model the75

NMC support material, one (graphitic N, cmp. Figure 2a) or three (pyridinic N,

cmp. Figure 2b) carbon atoms of the graphene layer were replaced by nitrogen

atoms.

Figure 1: Model system for the pure mesoporous carbon support material (CMC).

4
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Figure 2: Model systems for the the nitrogen-doped mesoporous carbon support material

(NMC): (a) graphitic N support; (b) pyridinic N support.

To model the carbon-supported palladium nanoparticles (Pd/CMC) we chose

a Pd21 cluster supported by a hydrogen terminated graphene layer of 150 carbon80

atoms (cmp. Figure 3). The Pd21 cluster possesses a diameter of around 0.85

nm, corresponding to sizes at the lower boundary of experimentally determined

particle size distributions for Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC, which show nanoparticles

of 1 to 8 nm as well as some sub-1 nm Pd particles[19].

Again, for the nitrogen-doped systems (Pd/NMC) one or three carbon atoms85

were replaced by nitrogen atoms to model, respectively, graphitic or pyridinic N-

sites. The configurations of Pd21 on the supports with graphitic and pyridinic N

for the present study, which have before been validated and used in two previous

studies[13, 19], are shown in Figure 4.

5
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Figure 3: Model system for Pd on the mesoporous carbon support material (Pd/CMC).

Adapted from Ref. 13 with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.

Figure 4: Model systems for Pd on the nitrogen-doped mesoporous carbon support material

(Pd/NMC): (a) Pd on graphitic N support; (b) Pd on pyridinic N support. Adapted from

Ref. 13 with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.

2.2. Methodology90

The present density functional theory (DFT) study was performed using the

TURBOMOLE[20] program package with the TPSS[21] functional and the def2-

SVP[22] basis set. Stuttgart-Cologne 28-electron effective core potentials (def2-

6
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ecp)[23] were used for the Pd atoms. All calculations included the multipole

accelerated resolution of identity (MARI-J)[24] approximation with optimized95

auxiliary basis sets[25] and Grimme’s D3[26] correction for London dispersion

interactions. The most stable structures of our model systems as well as the

minima of hydrogen on these systems were determined by ground-state geom-

etry optimizations. To obtain accurate relative energies, single point energies

were combined with zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVEs) from vibrational100

analysis.

At this level, results from DFT with different functionals and basis sets can

differ in the range of some kJ mol-1 per bond. In a previous study[18] we have

shown that moving to a larger basis set or to other DFT functionals does affect

the DFT energetics of the catalyst systems, but calculated energy differences are105

similar and the observed trends of the energy differences are essentially the same.

Due to the limited comparability of our idealized model systems to experimen-

tal catalysts, we anyway limit our conclusions to qualitative observations and

omit comparisons to specific experimental values. Our choice of the meta-GGA

TPSS functional and the def2-SVP basis set has been shown to be reasonable in110

several previous studies, as it shows a very good cost/performance ratio for the

systems under consideration[27, 28, 18, 19, 13]. A comparison of some exem-

plary TPSS/def2-SVP energy differences with those from PBE/def2-SVP and

TPSS/def2-TZVP on the basis of TPSS/def2-SVP geometries, which document

the good agreement of energetics calculated with different functionals and basis115

sets for our systems, can be found in the supporting information (cmp. Tables

S1-S3).

Reaction pathways were predicted using the chain-of-state method imple-

mented in the woelfling module of TURBOMOLE [29] and the found initial

transition state structures were then further optimized with the eigenvalue fol-120

lowing trust-region image minimization (TRIM)[30] algorithm. All transition

states were finally validated by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)[31] calcu-

lations. To allow for a qualitative comparison of the calculated results to ex-

perimental studies, Gibbs free reaction enthalpies and free activation enthalpies

7
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were determined within the harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor approximation125

under reaction conditions of 473.15 K and 0.1 MPa with a scaling factor of

1.0190 for the TPSS functional[32]. Favorable adsorption energies and disso-

ciation energies are provided with a negative sign, energy barriers like activa-

tion barriers with a positive sign. To arrive at a deeper understanding of the

relevant metal-support, hydrogen-support and metal-hydrogen interactions, we130

studied intrinsic bond orbitals (IBOs)[33], intrinsic atomic orbital (IAO) charge

analyses[33] as well as electron density differences. As the π-system of the dif-

ferent support materials can be described well by Hückel theory (cmp. Figure

S1 for a validation of Hückel vs. DFT), we had a closer look at Hückel orbital

energies and population analysis. To model the molecular system after spillover135

of hydrogen to the support materials within Hückel theory, the carbon atom

attached to the spillover hydrogen was deleted from the π-system.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Electronic properties of spillover hydrogen

As a first step, we investigated the electronic properties of spillover hydrogen.140

When a hydrogen atom spills over to the carbon support material it binds to

one carbon atom. In this configuration the corresponding carbon atom comes

out of the support plane and changes its hybridization partially from sp2 to

sp3 (cmp. Figure 5a). Consequently, the intrinsic bond orbital (IBO) analysis

shows an sp3 hybrid C-H bonding orbital (cmp. Figure 5b).145

Figure 5: Spillover hydrogen on the graphene support material: (a) geometry; (b) sp3 hybrid

C-H IBO.
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Besides the local change of the carbon support geometry also the electronic

structure of the support material is affected as the carbon atom attached to the

spillover hydrogen does not contribute to the π-system any more. Accordingly,

the spillover hydrogen disturbs the π-system of the support material, which leads

to a very unfavorable free H2 dissociation enthalpy (H2 + 2 CMC → 2 H-CMC)150

of ∆Gdiss = + 362.0 kJ mol-1. The perturbing effect of spillover hydrogen on

the π-system can further be validated with the Hückel orbital energies, which

show that the spillover hydrogen shifts the highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO), containing an unpaired electron, up to the Fermi-level (cmp. Figure

S2 a).155

To get further insight into the properties of spillover hydrogen itself, we cal-

culated the electron density difference for spillover hydrogen on the graphene

support material (cmp. Figure 6). Like the IBO analysis, the electron den-

sity difference plot also proposes that a chemical bond between the spillover

hydrogen and one carbon atom is formed as an electron density shift from the160

π-bonds of the bound carbon atom to an sp3 hybrid C-H bonding orbital can be

observed. Moreover, the plot shows that electron density is shifted from the H s

orbital to the π orbitals of the surrounding C atoms. This suggests that spillover

hydrogen is positively charged. Based on IAO atomic charge analyses, we found

that the partial charge of spillover hydrogen (q = + 0.16) is more positive than165

the partial charge of hydrogen atoms located at the edge of the support material

or of the hydrogen atoms in the methane molecule (both q = + 0.13).

In contrast to the suggestion of Yang et al.[8], we do not find the spillover

hydrogen in the state of a ‘real’ proton, as the electron of the spillover hydrogen

atom is localized in an sp3 hybrid C-H bonding orbital with the H nucleus170

located at a position where the electron density is higher than for an isolated H

atom (cmp. Figure 6c). However, spillover hydrogen atoms possess a relatively

high positive partial charge due to electron density shifted from the H s orbital

to the π-system.

9
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Figure 6: Electron density difference plot for spillover hydrogen on the graphene support

material: (a) top view; (b) side view; (c) side view represented with a mesh to reveal inside

changes. Density gain is colored in green; density loss is colored in grey.

Furthermore, we studied the effect of nitrogen doping on the properties of175

spillover hydrogen. Doping with pyridine-like nitrogen atoms slightly increases

the positive Gibbs free enthalpy for the H2 dissociation (for a spillover hydrogen

next to the pyridinic N) to ∆Gdiss = + 364.8 kJ mol-1. As the electronegative

character of the pyridinic N leads to a positive charge at the neighboring carbon

atoms, one would expect that doping with pyridine-like nitrogen atoms would180

more significantly hinder the binding of a hydrogen radical. However, the higher

structural flexibility at the defect allows for geometrical deformations of the

support and, therefore, allows for a H-C bond with a stronger sp3 character,

which compensates for the unfavorable electronic effect of the pyridinic N.

In contrast to doping with pyridinic nitrogen, doping with a graphitic ni-185

trogen atom significantly decreases the free enthalpy for the dissociation of H2

to ∆Gdiss = + 150.4 kJ mol-1. This observation can again be explained using

10
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Hückel theory: The graphitic nitrogen atom possesses an additional (in compar-

ison to C) electron in the π-system, which is unpaired and facilitates the binding

of a hydrogen radical. This can be validated with the Hückel orbital energies,190

which show a highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) doubly occupied and

significantly below the Fermi-level (cmp. Figure S2 b). Furthermore, in the

electron density difference it can be observed that the graphitic nitrogen atom

leads to a delocalization of shifted electron density from the H s orbital to the

π-system of the support material (cmp. Figure 7; and Figure S3 for electron195

density difference plots for systems with two and six graphitic N atoms).

Figure 7: Electron density difference plot for spillover hydrogen on the graphitic N support

material. Density gain is colored in green; density loss is colored in grey.

It is important to note that the extent of the effect of the graphitic nitrogen

atom on the π-system depends on its position with respect to the spillover

hydrogen (cmp. Figure 8 for a sketch of the different positions). The Hückel

stabilization energies of all different positions with respect to the most stable200

ortho-position is shown in Table 1. Positive relative values indicate a lower

stabilization energy and, therefore, a smaller effect of the graphitic N.

11
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Figure 8: Sketch of spillover hydrogen atom positions on graphitic N-doped graphene support.

spillover hydrogen position Hückel stabilization energy w.r.t. o-position/β

o 0.00

m 0.51

p 0.25

a 0.51

b 0.42

c 0.49

d 0.48

e 0.50

Table 1: Hückel stabilization energy for the different spillover hydrogen positions sketched in

Figure 8 with respect to the most stable ortho-position in units of the resonance parameter

β.

The extent of the effect is very similar to arene substitution patterns and

can be summarized as follows:

• 1st shell > 2nd shell205

• 1st shell: o > p > m

• 2nd shell: b > d > c > e > a
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The decoration of the support material with palladium clusters in general

increases the stability of spillover hydrogen atoms as the cluster takes over most

of the spin density of the hydrogen radical (cmp. Figure 9). The positive free210

enthalpy of the H2 dissociation for a spillover hydrogen atom directly next to

a Pd21 cluster is reduced to +230.0 kJ mol-1 compared to +362.0 kJ mol-1 for

the pure graphene support system.

Figure 9: Plot of the spin density for a spillover hydrogen atom located directly next to a

Pd21 cluster: (a) top view; (b) side view.

3.2. Hydrogen spillover pathways

As a second step, we investigated the hydrogen spillover process on carbon-215

supported Pd nanoparticles. In our previous study[18] it was shown that carbon-

supported Pd clusters can adsorb and dissociate several hydrogen molecules. In

experiments, the Pd cluster is most probably covered with hydrogen before the

hydrogen spillover process takes place.

To elucidate the configuration of several chemisorbed hydrogen molecules on220

the Pd nanoparticles, a geometry of the carbon-supported Pd21 cluster loaded

with 26 hydrogen atoms was optimized (cmp. Figure 10). The most stable

positions of hydrogen atoms on the Pd cluster are triangular positions at the

top of the cluster, bridging three palladium atoms. When, subsequently, several

hydrogen molecules are chemisorbed on the cluster, hydrogen atoms are attached225
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to the side of the cluster and to even less stable bridge positions on top of Pd-

Pd bonds. Several studies on Pd crystals suggest that hydrogen could also be

absorbed inside the cluster.[34]

Figure 10: Geometry of carbon-supported Pd21 loaded with 26 hydrogen atoms.

We determined the reaction pathways for the hydrogen spillover process from

the Pd21 cluster to the three different support materials using a model system230

with (only) one hydrogen atom, which is located in a triangular position at the

side of the cluster. For the system with the lowest activation energy (Pd21 /

graphitic N support), also the pathway from a less stable position, in which the

H atom bridges a Pd-Pd bond at the bottom of the cluster, was considered.

(The corresponding pathways for the pure graphene support and the pyridinic235

N support have not been studied; however, the effect of changing the starting

point from the triangle to the bridge position on the energetics should be very

similar).

A sketch of the hydrogen spillover reaction pathway from Pd21 to the support

doped with graphitic N is shown in Figure 11 (cmp. Figures S4 and S5 for240

the corresponding pathways on graphene and support doped with pyridinic N).

Table 2 shows the activation energies (∆Eact) and the free activation enthalpies

(∆Gact) for the hydrogen spillover from Pd21 on the three different support

materials. For the graphitic N support, also the activation energy and free

activation enthalpy from the less stable reactant are listed. Table 3 shows the245

corresponding reaction energies (∆Ereact) and free reaction enthalpies (∆Greact).
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Figure 11: Hydrogen spillover pathway from Pd21 to the graphitic N support material from

two different initial sites.

model system ∆Eact/kJ mol-1 ∆Gact/kJ mol-1

Pd21 on graphene support; triangle site 130.8 140.8

Pd21 on graphitic N support; triangle site 94.8 97.9

Pd21 on graphitic N support; bridge site 46.8 50.4

Pd21 on pyridinic N support; triangle site 193.8 200.3

Table 2: Activation energies and free activation enthalpies for the hydrogen spillover from

Pd21 onto different support materials.
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model system ∆Ereact/kJ mol-1 ∆Greact/kJ mol-1

Pd21 on graphene support; triangle site 129.2 143.4

Pd21 on graphitic N support; triangle site 86.0 94.4

Pd21 on graphitic N support; bridge site 38.0 47.0

Pd21 on pyridinic N support; triangle site 187.9 187.4

Table 3: Reaction energies and free reaction enthalpies for the hydrogen spillover from Pd21

onto different support materials.

On the pure graphene support material the hydrogen spillover reaction start-

ing from the triangle site shows quite a high activation energy and free activation

enthalpy. Even if one assumes that starting from the less stable bridge position

will decrease the Gibbs free reaction enthalpy by around 45 kJ mol-1 (approxi-250

mated from the result for the graphitic N system), it still mounts up to around

100 kJ mol-1. This indicates that the hydrogen spillover to pure carbon sup-

port materials is kinetically difficult, which is also in agreement with previous

ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations, that have not found a single

case of hydrogen spillover from Pd6 or Pd13 clusters to pure graphene[35].255

Doping with graphitic N atoms significantly decreases the activation energy

and free activation enthalpy of the spillover reaction (for the triangle site to

around 95 kJ mol-1; for the bridge site to around 50 kJ mol-1). This effect can

be explained on the basis of Hammond’s postulate: In general, the hydrogen

spillover reaction is an endothermic reaction (cmp. Table 3). The transition260

state is very similar to the product state, which is called ‘late’ transition state.

As the doping with graphitic N atoms decreases the positive reaction energy

and, therefore, stabilizes the product state (due to its additional electron; cmp.

previous section), the doping also stabilizes the transition state.

Analogous to the explanation for the decrease of the activation energy for the265

graphitic N system, also the increase of the activation energy for the pyridinic

N system can be explained using Hammond’s postulate. As described in the

previous section, the positively charged carbon atoms next to the pyridinic N
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significantly hinder the binding of the spillover hydrogen. In comparison with

the free support material, the binding of the Pd cluster on the surface defect270

prevents a change of the support geometry. Accordingly, doping with pyridinic

nitrogen destabilizes the product of the hydrogen spillover (cmp. Table 3) and,

therefore, also increases the activation energy.

In general, our calculations reveal that the hydrogen spillover is significantly

facilitated by graphitic N atoms. The free activation enthalpy for the spillover275

from the less stable bridge site is only around 50 kJ mol-1. According to the

Arrhenius law

ν = ν0 exp

[

−∆Eact

kBT

]

(1)

with the activation energy ∆Eact = 46.8 kJ mol-1 and a common estimate of

the pre-exponential value of ν0 = kBT

h
= 1 ·1013 s-1 [17, 36, 37] one can expect a

hydrogen migration rate of ν ∼ 7 ·107 s-1 at 473.15 K. This sufficiently high rate280

gives some evidence that doping with graphitic nitrogen atoms could actually

enable the hydrogen spillover process on Pd/NMC, which is also in agreement

with the experimental observation of hydrogen spillover on Pt/NMC by Yang

et al.[8].

3.3. Hydrogen bonds formed by spillover hydrogen and water molecules285

To get an insight into the interaction of spillover hydrogen with residual

moisture, we optimized the geometry of a water molecule close to spillover hy-

drogen. The equilibrium geometry indicates that the spillover hydrogen atom

somehow interacts with the oxygen atom of the water molecule (cmp. Figure

12). However, the intrinsic bond orbital (IBO) analysis does not find any C-H290

- O bonding orbital. Accordingly, the spillover hydrogen atom is not strongly

acidic, i.e. it does not protonate H2O to form H3O
+, which is in agreement with

our previous findings, showing that spillover hydrogen is positively charged but

is not in the state of acidic protons.
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Figure 12: Equilibrium geometry of water on a spillover hydrogen.

To elucidate the details of the C-H - O interaction, we calculated the electron295

density difference of the spillover hydrogen - water system (cmp. Figure 13a)

and compared it to the electron density difference of the water dimer (cmp.

Figure 13b). The electron density differences of these two systems are nearly

equivalent. This indicates that the previously found positive partial charge of

spillover hydrogen is high enough so that it can form hydrogen bonds with water300

molecules. The energy of such a hydrogen bond is Ehbond = −37.0 kJ mol-1 at

a hydrogen bond length of rb = 2.24 Å; compared to Ehbond = −28.7 kJ mol-1

and rb = 1.90 Å for the water dimer. This is in agreement with the experimental

studies of Yang et al.[8], Li et al.[9] and Wang et al.[10], which propose that

spillover hydrogen is stabilized by water molecules.305

Figure 13: Electron density difference plots: (a) interaction of water with a spillover hydrogen;

(b) interaction of the water dimer. Density gain is colored in green; density loss is colored in

grey.
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3.4. Diffusion of spillover hydrogen

To investigate if spillover hydrogen can play a role in hydrogenation reactions

and if it lends itself for the purpose of hydrogen storage, it is important to

also study the diffusion of spillover hydrogen on the support material. Table 4

lists the activation energies (∆Eact) and the free activation enthalpies (∆Gact)310

for the diffusion pathways on the three different support materials, which are

sketched in Figure 14. In all these pathways the spillover hydrogen diffuses in

a chemisorbed state from one to the neighboring carbon atom, surpassing a

transition state in which the H atom bridges a carbon-carbon bond.

Figure 14: Sketch of spillover hydrogen diffusion pathways: (a) diffusion on pure graphene

support material; (b) diffusion on graphitic N support material; (c) diffusion on pyridinic N

support material.

diffusion pathway ∆Eact/kJ mol-1 ∆Gact/kJ mol-1

a: on pure graphene support material 105.0 107.6

b: on graphitic N support material 121.5 123.9

c: on pyridinic N support material 45.1 46.9

Table 4: Activation energies and free activation enthalpies for spillover hydrogen diffusion on

different support materials.
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diffusion pathway ∆Ereact/kJ mol-1 ∆Greact/kJ mol-1

a: on pure graphene support material ∼0.0 ∼0.0

b: on graphitic N support material -62.6 -62.3

c: on pyridinic N support material -53.4 -32.5

Table 5: Reaction energies and free reaction enthalpies for spillover hydrogen diffusion on

different support materials.

On the pure graphene support material the chemisorbed diffusion pathway315

(pathway a) shows a quite high activation energy and Gibbs free activation en-

thalpy. An IBO analysis and an IAO charge calculation reveal that the spillover

hydrogen in the transition state is bound to two carbon atoms and is significantly

stronger positively charged compared to spillover hydrogen in the equilibrium

geometry (q = + 0.25 compared to q = + 0.16). Due to the bridging posi-320

tion of the spillover hydrogen the valence electrons of two carbon atoms are

partly taken out of the π-system, which explains the unfavorable energy of the

transition state. However, the activation energy and free activation enthalpy of

the chemisorbed diffusion pathway can be significantly reduced by a hydrogen

bonded water molecule via a Grotthus-like mechanism (∆Gact1 = 77.7 kJ mol-1;325

cmp. Figure S6 and Table S4 for the reaction pathway).

The smallest activation energy and free activation enthalpy can be observed

for pathway c, in which the spillover hydrogen atom is located close to a pyridinic

nitrogen atom. The found Gibbs free activation enthalpy is only 46.9 kJ mol-1,

which corresponds to an expected hydrogen migration rate of ν ∼ 1 · 108 s-1 at330

473.15 K (cmp. eqn (1)). According to the IBO analysis, the spillover hydro-

gen in the transition state is solely bound to the carbon atom of the product

state. In contrast to the pure graphene support material, it is not symmet-

rically bound to the two carbon atoms of reactant and product. This effect

can be explained by the different charges of the carbon atoms (reactant: posi-335

tively charged; product: negatively charged), induced by the pyridinic nitrogen

dopant. As a consequence, the perturbation of the π-system, and therefore also
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the activation energy and free activation enthalpy, is significantly lowered.

Close to graphitic N dopants the calculated activation energy and Gibbs

free activation enthalpy for the spillover hydrogen diffusion are very high, which340

is a consequence of its significant spillover hydrogen stabilization. This result

indicates that spillover hydrogen will accumulate close to graphitic N atoms in

the support material.

When we studied the diffusion of hydrogen spillover to the next but one

neighboring carbon atom on the pure graphene support material, we observed345

that the chemisorbed spillover hydrogen first desorbs via a first transition state

to a physisorption minimum, diffuses in this well, and then adsorbs at the next

but one neighboring carbon atom, surpassing a second transition state (cmp.

Figure 15). According to IBO analyses and IAO charge calculations, in both

transition states the spillover hydrogen is physisorbed as a hydrogen atom and350

not bound in a chemisorbed state. In the physisorption minimum the hydrogen

atom is in a doublet spin state (the corresponding spin density is shown in

Figure S7).

Figure 15: Spillover hydrogen diffusion pathway via a physisorption minimum.
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It is important to note that the activation energy and free activation enthalpy

for the change of spillover hydrogen from the chemisorbed state to the physisorp-355

tion minimum is significantly lower compared to the activation energy and free

activation enthalpy of the chemisorbed diffusion (∆Eact = 68.5 kJ mol-1 and

∆Gact = 70.2 kJ mol-1 compared to ∆Eact = 105.0 kJ mol-1 and ∆Gact = 107.6

kJ mol-1). This observation is in agreement with previous studies, reporting

on barrierless diffusion of physisorbed spillover hydrogen atoms.[38, 36] Com-360

pared to the chemisorbed diffusion, the hydrogen atom in the transition state

of the change to the physisorbed state is not chemisorbed at two, but only ph-

ysisorbed at one carbon atom, leading to a smaller perturbation of the π-system

and, therefore, to a significantly reduced activation energy and free activation

enthalpy. Accordingly, on the pure graphene support material, hydrogen diffu-365

sion should occur via a physisorption pathway. The free activation enthalpy for

the change of the hydrogen atom from the chemisorbed to the physisorbed state

is 70.2 kJ mol-1, which corresponds to an expected rate of ν ∼ 3.5 · 105 s-1 at

473.15 K (cmp. eqn (1)).

Based on these observations we also studied the change from the chemisorbed370

to the physisorbed state for the initial configurations of the nitrogen-doped

systems in pathways b and c. The corresponding activation energies and free

activation enthalpies for all systems are summarized in Table 6.

model system ∆Eact/kJ mol-1 ∆Gact/kJ mol-1

pure graphene support 68.5 70.2

pyridinic N support 80.0 76.3

graphitic N support 107.6 107.4

Table 6: Activation energies and free activation enthalpies for the change from the chemisorbed

to the physisorbed state.

Close to a pyridinic N atom the activation energy and free activation en-

thalpy is slightly higher compared to the pure graphene system, which can be375

explained with the slightly more stable reactant in the pyridinic system. As the

transition state of the chemisorbed diffusion pathway is significantly favored
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(H atom solely bound to the C atom of the product state), spillover hydrogen

diffusion, close to pyridinic N atoms, should occur via a chemisorbed diffusion

once H was bound at such a position.380

Close to a graphitic N atom the activation energy and free activation en-

thalpy is significantly higher compared to the pure graphene system. This

can also be explained with the high stability of the reactant. Even though

the physisorbed diffusion pathway is noticeable facilitated compared to the

chemisorbed diffusion pathway (H atom physisorbed at one C atom compared385

to chemisorption at two C atoms in the transition state), the free activation en-

thalpy for the change from the physisorbed to the chemisorbed state still mounts

up to 107.4 kJ mol-1.

The expected rates of ν ∼ 1 · 108 s-1 for the hydrogen atom migration in

the vicinity of pyridinic nitrogen atoms and of ν ∼ 3.5 · 105 s-1 for the change390

from the chemisorbed to the physisorbed state on the pure graphene support

material indicate that spillover hydrogen atoms should be mobile on the carbon

surface. This was also experimentally proposed by Yang et al.[8]. Moreover,

spillover hydrogen will accumulate close to graphitic N atoms.

3.5. Desorption of spillover hydrogen395

To further clarify the possible usage of spillover hydrogen in the context of

hydrogen storage, also the desorption of two neighboring spillover hydrogens

to H2 has to be considered. The Tables 7 and 8 show the activation energies

(∆Eact) and free activation enthalpies (∆Gact) as well as the reaction energies

(∆Ereact) and free reaction enthalpies (∆Greact) of the desorption pathways on400

the different support materials (cmp. Figures S8, S9 and S10 for the reaction

pathways).

It is observed that the spillover hydrogen desorption is highly kinetically

hindered on all support materials. Based on the previous observation that

the change from the chemisorbed to the physisorbed state for spillover hy-405

drogen on the graphene support material shows an activation energy of only

68.5 kJ mol-1, also the hydrogen desorption via an intermediate in which one
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support material ∆Eact/kJ mol-1 ∆Gact/kJ mol-1

graphene support 232.0 231.2

graphitic N support 128.4 128.3

pyridinic N support 176.8 169.2

Table 7: Activation energies and free activation enthalpies for spillover hydrogen desorption

on different support materials.

support material ∆Ereact/kJ mol-1 ∆Greact/kJ mol-1

graphene support -199.9 -370.2

graphitic N support -138.4 -194.3

pyridinic N support -183.8 -243.8

Table 8: Reaction energies and free reaction enthalpies for spillover hydrogen desorption on

different support materials.

hydrogen atom is physisorbed should be considered. It is important to note

that the change from the chemisorbed to the physisorbed state is significantly

hindered by a neighboring hydrogen atom and the activation energy is increased410

up to 163.2 kJ mol-1 for the graphene support system. This can be explained

by the fact that the reactant of a chemisorbed spillover hydrogen is stabilized

by a neighboring chemisorbed spillover hydrogen atom, as the second hydrogen

atom cancels out the radical state of the system. Accordingly, also the hydrogen

desorption via a physisorbed intermediate is unfavorable and the formation of415

spillover hydrogen atom domains is very likely.

Of course, two physisorbed spillover hydrogen atoms coming close together

could easily desorb as H2. However, as the free activation enthalpy for the

diffusion from the support material back to the Pd cluster is very small (e.g.

3.5 kJ mol-1 for the spillover on the graphitic N support material), spillover420

hydrogen will rather diffuse back to the Pd cluster than desorb. These results

suggest that, if hydrogen spillover on Pd/NMC occurs, the spillover hydrogen

would be reversible stored on the carbon support material. This is in agreement

with the study of Yang et al.[8], which gives experimental evidence of reversibly
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stored spillover hydrogen species on Pt/NMC.425

4. Conclusions

Using quantum chemistry we were able to provide an in-depth inside into

the hydrogen spillover process on carbon-supported palladium nanoparticles and

into the effect of doping with graphitic and pyridinic nitrogen on such pro-

cesses. We found that the hydrogen spillover reaction is significantly facilitated430

by graphitic nitrogen atoms, leading to a relatively low Gibbs free activation

enthalpy of around 50 kJ mol-1 and a feasible migration rate of around 7 ·107 s-1

for the spillover of a hydrogen atom from a Pd-Pd bridge position at reaction

conditions of 473.15 K and 0.1 MPa. This observation can be explained on the

basis of Hammond’s postulate as the graphitic nitrogen stabilizes the product435

state. Diffusion of spillover hydrogen atoms takes place with feasible migration

rates at pure graphene support via a physisorbed pathway and in the vicinity of

pyridinic nitrogen atoms via a chemisorbed pathway. Close to graphitic nitro-

gen atoms no diffusion should be observed, as the graphitic nitrogen stabilizes

the spillover hydrogen binding due to its additional electron distributed to the440

π-system. Spillover hydrogen desorption is kinetically hindered on all support

materials.

Based on these results and the results of our previous study[13] the following

can be concluded: Hydrogen spillover from Pd to pure carbon support materials

(as in Pd/CMC) is kinetically difficult. In Pd/NMC the palladium nanoparti-445

cles are preferentially anchored on pyridinic nitrogen atoms. Graphitic nitrogen

atoms, which make up around 6 % of the N functional groups of the NMC sur-

face used in Ref. 13, significantly reduces the barriers of the hydrogen spillover

process. This gives some evidence that graphitic nitrogen atoms could actu-

ally enable the hydrogen spillover process on Pd/NMC. The calculated positive450

Gibbs free reaction enthalpies for all spillover reaction pathways are due to the

fact that our calculations just include one hydrogen atom on the cluster. In the

chemical equilibrium of a high hydrogen coverage on the supported Pd nanopar-
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ticle, as it is present when the hydrogen spillover occurs, ∆G of the hydrogen

chemisorption on the Pd cluster should be zero. The calculated free chemisorp-455

tion enthalpy of H2 on our model system is in the order of −60 kJ mol-1, which

will compensate for the remaining positive free reaction enthalpy of the spillover

process. Moreover, in the chemical equilibrium the supported Pd cluster is most

probably (after hydrogen spillover) continuously reloaded with hydrogen from

the gas phase, which changes the overall reaction equation.460

Besides their effect on the spillover process, graphitic nitrogen atoms can

serve as anchoring sites for the spillover hydrogen species. When the hydrogen

spillover process actually occurs on Pd/NMC, the spillover hydrogen will be re-

versibly stored on the carbon support material as the barriers for migrating back

from the carbon support to the Pd nanoparticle are quite small and spillover465

hydrogen desorption is unlikely.

In general, we do not find that spillover hydrogen is in the state of ‘real’ pro-

tons. However, the spillover hydrogen is positively charged and can be stabilized

by water molecules of residual moisture via hydrogen bonds.
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Preliminary Results and Concluding

Remarks





8 Preliminary Study: Ethylene

Hydrogenation on

Carbon-Supported Pd

Nanoparticles and Reactivity of

Spillover Hydrogen

8.1 Introduction

Around the year 1897, Paul Sabatier observed that solid nickel can significantly

facilitate the hydrogenation of alkenes with H2 at low temperatures [106]. This

was the first report on heterogeneous catalyzed alkene hydrogenation and was

later acknowledged with the Nobel Prize in Chemistry [107]. In 1934, Horiuti

and Polanyi [108] studied the hydrogenation of ethylene and benzene on platinum

black and on an active nickel catalyst. Based on their experimental observations

they proposed the fundamental mechanism of heterogeneous catalyzed alkene

hydrogenation. The so-called ‘Horiuti-Polanyi mechanism’ follows four steps:

I.) chemisorption of hydrogen, resulting in adsorbed hydrogen atoms on the cata-

lyst; II.) alkene adsorption on the catalyst; III.) hydrogen atom transfer to one

carbon atom; IV.) hydrogen atom transfer to a second carbon atom. [108]

Since that time, plenty of studies on heterogeneous catalyzed alkene hydrogenation

have been published. Today, common heterogeneous catalysts for alkene hydro-

genation are supported metal nanoparticles. [107]

In the studies presented in the previous chapters, we have investigated mesoporous

carbon supported Pd nanoparticles (Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC) as catalysts for

hydrogenation reactions. We observed that these catalyst systems can adsorb and

dissociate several hydrogen molecules (cmp. Chapter 4) and can provide excellent

catalytic activity and selectivity (cmp. Chapter 6). Additionally, in our previous
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study (cmp. Chapter 7) and in the study of Yang et al. [37], theoretical as well

as experimental evidence for spillover hydrogen as a reversibly stored hydrogen

source on the Pd nanoparticle decorated carbon support was found. However,

Yang et al. proposed that these spillover hydrogen atoms are chemically inactive

and are not accessible for hydrogenation reactions while located on the carbon

support material.

This chapter shows a preliminary study on the hydrogenation of ethylene on

mesoporous carbon supported Pd nanoparticles. In this study, we compare the

reactivity of hydrogen located on the Pd nanoparticles to the reactivity of spillover

hydrogen atoms. As a first step, we investigate the hydrogenation of ethylene

with two adsorbed hydrogen atoms on carbon-supported Pd21 and reveal if the

alkene hydrogenation on this system also follows the Horiuti-Polanyi mechanism.

Secondly, we study the equivalent reaction with spillover hydrogen atoms. We

aim to verify if spillover hydrogen can actually hydrogenate alkenes while located

on the carbon support material. As our computational study on the hydrogen

spillover process in Chapter 7 showed that graphitic nitrogen species serve as

anchoring sites for spillover hydrogen atoms, we also consider spillover hydrogen

located next to a graphitic nitrogen atom.

8.2 Computational Details

Like all of our previous studies (cmp. Chapters 4 to 7) the present study on ethylene

hydrogenation is also performed using density functional theory (DFT), the

TPSS [66] functional, the def2-SVP [65] basis set with Stuttgart-Cologne 28-electron

effective core potentials (def2-ecp) [87] for the Pd atoms, and the TURBOMOLE [67]

program package. Again, the multipole accelerated resolution of identity (MARI-J)

approximation [98] with optimized auxiliary basis sets [109] and Grimme’s D3 [95]

correction for London dispersion interactions are included.
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8.2 Computational Details

To model the hydrogenation of ethylene on carbon-supported palladium nano-

particles, we chose a Pd21 cluster supported on a hydrogen terminated graphene

layer of 150 carbon atoms with two hydrogen atoms adsorbed at the fcc positions

of the cluster (cmp. Figure 8.1), which was previously shown to be the most stable

configuration of two hydrogen atoms on carbon-supported Pd21 (cmp. Chapter 4).

The corresponding pathway with spillover hydrogen is modeled on the basis of

two neighboring spillover hydrogen atoms attached to a hydrogen terminated

graphene layer of 96 carbon atoms (cmp. Figure 8.2a). The chosen configuration

of two neighboring spillover hydrogen atoms is relatively stable as one hydrogen

atoms cancels out the radical state induced by the other one (cmp. Chapter 7)

and, therefore, should also be present in experimental catalyst systems. For the

graphitic nitrogen doped system a carbon atom next to the spillover hydrogen

species is replaced by a nitrogen atom (cmp. Figure 8.2a).

Figure 8.1: Model system for ethylene hydrogenation on carbon-supported Pd21

with two H atoms located at the fcc positions.

Figure 8.2: Model systems for ethylene hydrogenation with two neighboring
spillover H atoms: (a) pure graphene support material; (b) graphitic
nitrogen doped graphene surface.
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The adsorption minima of ethylene and ethane on these three model systems were

determined by ground-state geometry optimizations. All given relative energies

include zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVEs) from vibrational analysis.

The reactions pathways of the ethylene hydrogenation were determined using the

chain-of-states method implemented in the woelfling module of TURBOMOLE [110].

The found transition state structures were then further optimized with the ei-

genvalue following trust-region image minimization (TRIM) [111] algorithm and

finally validated by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) [112] calculations. Gibbs

free reaction enthalpies and free activation enthalpies were determined within the

harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor approximation under reaction conditions of

433.15 K and 0.5 MPa using a scaling factor of 1.0190 appropriate for the TPSS

functional [113]. In general, favorable energy differences like adsorption energies are

given with a negative sign, while energy barriers like activation barriers have a

positive sign.

To obtain an in-depth insight into the reaction mechanisms, we investigated the

details of electronic structure using intrinsic bond orbitals (IBOs) [114], natural

population analyses (NPAs) [115] as well as electron density differences.

8.3 Results and Discussion

8.3.1 Ethylene Hydrogenation on Carbon-Supported Pd21

To evaluate the reactivity of spillover hydrogen atoms in the hydrogenation of

ethylene, we first studied the ethylene hydrogenation on the supported Pd21 cluster

as a reference. As the first step of the reaction, i.e. the H2 dissociation on the Pd

nanoparticle, was already the subject of our study presented in Chapter 4, we

have investigated the reaction mechanism after dissociative hydrogen adsorption

(skipping step I) and for the hydrogen dissociation we only show the corresponding

reaction energy and Gibbs free reaction enthalpy. Consequently, we have chosen,
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as a starting point for the reaction pathway optimization, a carbon-supported

Pd21 cluster with two hydrogen atoms adsorbed at the fcc sites and ethylene in the

gas phase (cmp. Figure 8.3a). As end point a geometry of carbon-supported Pd21

with the ethane molecule in the gas phase was given (cmp. Figure 8.3b). Between

these two points the reaction pathway was optimized without predetermining any

intermediate.

Figure 8.3: Geometries of the starting and end point of our reaction pathway
optimization: (a) carbon-supported Pd21 with two H adsorbed at
fcc sites + ethylene in the gas phase; (b) carbon-supported Pd21 +
ethane in the gas phase.

Figure 8.4 shows the obtained reaction pathway of ethylene hydrogenation on

carbon-supported Pd21 in detail. Table 8.1 summarizes the corresponding energy

and Gibbs free enthalpy differences. For the steps I and II the reaction energies and

Gibbs free reaction enthalpies are calculated on the basis of separated reactants

(carbon-supported Pd21 + H2 in the gas phase; carbon-supported Pd21 + ethylene

in the gas phase). The calculated reaction energy and Gibbs free reaction enthalpy

for step IV is based on separated products (carbon-supported Pd21 + ethane in

the gas phase).
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Figure 8.4: Sketch of a possible reaction pathway for ethylene hydrogenation on
carbon-supported Pd21. The dissociative hydrogen adsorption (step
I) is not shown.

step ∆Ereact/kJ mol-1 ∆Greact/kJ mol-1 ∆Eact/kJ mol-1 ∆Gact/kJ mol-1

I -111.1 -80.1 / /

II -113.1 -59.2 / /

III 31.8 44.0 92.3 166.7

IV 57.9 2.6 67.8 58.7

II-IV -23.4 -12.5 / /

Table 8.1: Energy and Gibbs free enthalpy differences for ethylene hydrogenation
on carbon-supported Pd21.

After the dissociative hydrogen adsorption (step I) the found reaction mechanism

consists of the following steps:

II. Ethylene adsorption

The ethylene molecule adsorbs at the central top Pd atom of the Pd21 cluster,

which releases an energy of 113.1 kJ mol -1. To obtain an in-depth insight

into the interaction of ethylene with Pd21, we calculated the electron density
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difference, which is plotted in Figure 8.5. As a comparison, Figure 8.6 shows the

binding IBOs and the electron density difference for the interaction of ethylene

with one palladium atom.

Figure 8.5: Electron density difference plot for the ethylene adsorption on carbon-
supported Pd21. Density gain is colored in green; density loss is
colored in grey.

Figure 8.6: Visualization of the bonding IBOs and the electron density difference
for the ethylene-Pd system: (a) π-5s IBO; (b) π*-4dxz IBO; (c)
electron density difference (density gain is colored in green; density
loss is in grey).

The IBOs in Figure 8.6a and b reveal that the interaction of ethylene with

a Pd atom consists of the interaction of the empty Pd 5s with the occupied
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ethylene π orbital and the interaction of the occupied Pd 4dxz orbital with

the empty ethylene π* orbital (assuming a coordinate system with the x-axis

parallel to the ethylene double bond and the z-axis parallel to the line from

the Pd atom to the ethylene double bond center). In accordance with this,

the electron density difference in Figure 8.6c shows a density loss for the Pd

4dxz and the ethylene π orbital as well as a density gain for the Pd 5s and the

ethylene π* orbital. Furthermore, repulsive interactions of occupied orbitals can

be expected, especially between the occupied Pd 4dz2 and the occupied ethylene

π orbital.

The electron density difference for the ethylene-Pd21 system is very similar to

the electron density difference plot for the ethylene adsorption on a single Pd

atom. Also here, an electron density loss for the Pd 4dxz and the ethylene π

orbital as well as a density gain for the Pd 5s and the ethylene π* orbital can be

observed. However, in this system the Pd 4dz2 - ethylene π repulsion is reduced

by a depopulation of the Pd 4dz2 orbital and electron density is shifted to some

neighboring Pd atoms.

In general, the adsorption of ethylene on carbon-supported Pd21 is alike the one

of H2 shown in Chapter 4 and is in agreement with the Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson

model for π-complexes between alkenes and metals [116,117], which describes the

alkene-metal interaction as a combination of σ-bonding and π-backbonding.

As proposed in the Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson model, also in the ethylene-Pd21

system the hybridization of the ethylene carbon atoms is slightly changed from

sp2 to sp3, accompanied by a light bending of the hydrogen atoms away from the

Pd, and the C=C bond is elongated (1.40 Å compared to 1.34 Å for gas-phase

ethylene).

III. Hydrogen atom transfer 1

One hydrogen atom migrates from the fcc position to the ethylene molecule,

surpasses an activation energy barrier of 92.3 kJ mol -1 and binds to one of the
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ethylene carbon atoms. The other ethylene carbon atom builds a σ-bond to the

central top Pd atom of Pd21.

IV. Hydrogen atom transfer 2

The second adsorbed hydrogen atom migrates to the ethylene molecule, surpasses

an activation energy barrier of 67.8 kJ mol -1 and binds to the second ethylene

carbon atom. The product ethane desorbs.

In general, the observed mechanism is in accordance with the Horiuti-Polanyi

mechanism. It is important to note that the activation energy and the Gibbs free

activation enthalpy of the hydrogen atom transfer 1 are relatively high. However,

in experiments the Pd cluster is usually saturated with hydrogen atoms. Thus,

hydrogen atoms are not only located in the most stable fcc positions but also in

less favorable triangle sites or are even less strongly bound to only two Pd atoms

(bridge site) (cmp. Chapter 7). This will significantly reduce the activation energy

and the Gibbs free activation enthalpy of the hydrogen atom transfer.

Furthermore, a high hydrogen coverage will turn the endergonic reaction of step III

+ step IV (positive Gibbs free reaction enthalpy of 46.7 kJ mol-1) to an exergonic

process, as in the chemical equilibrium of a high hydrogen coverage, ∆G of the

hydrogen dissociation (negative Gibbs free reaction enthalpy of −80.1 kJ mol-1)

should be zero.

8.3.2 Ethylene Hydrogenation with Spillover Hydrogen

As a comparison to the ethylene hydrogenation on the Pd nanoparticles, Figure 8.7

shows the detailed mechanism of a possible reaction pathway for ethylene hydro-

genation with two neighboring spillover hydrogen atoms on the pure graphene

support material. The corresponding energy and Gibbs free enthalpy differences

are listed in Table 8.2. Step 0 corresponds to the formation of two neighboring

spillover hydrogen atoms on the support material, which would consist of multiple
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steps in the experimental catalyst systems (dissociative hydrogen adsorption on

the Pd nanoparticle, hydrogen spillover, hydrogen atom diffusion). For the steps 0

and I the reaction energies and Gibbs free reaction enthalpies are calculated based

on separated reactants (graphene support material + H2 in the gas phase; two

neighboring spillover hydrogen atoms on the graphene support material + ethylene

in the gas phase). For step II the reaction energy and Gibbs free reaction enthalpy

is calculated on the basis of separated products (graphene support material +

ethane in the gas phase).

Figure 8.7: Sketch of a possible reaction pathway for ethylene hydrogenation
with spillover hydrogen on the pure graphene support material.

step ∆Ereact/kJ mol-1 ∆Greact/kJ mol-1 ∆Eact/kJ mol-1 ∆Gact/kJ mol-1

0 199.8 243.8 / /

I -24.5 21.1 / /

II -309.8 -357.5 9.5 31.0

I+II -334.3 -336.4 / /

Table 8.2: Energy and Gibbs free enthalpy differences for ethylene hydrogenation
with spillover hydrogen on the pure graphene support material.
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The obtained reaction mechanism with spillover hydrogen consists of two steps:

I. Ethylene adsorption

The ethylene molecule adsorbs at the two spillover hydrogen atoms in a parallel

fashion, which releases an energy of 24.5 kJ mol-1. The interaction of ethylene

with spillover hydrogen is much weaker than the interaction of ethylene with

Pd. The corresponding electron density difference plot in Figure 8.8 and the

results of the NPA and IBO analyses reveal that this weak interaction is purely

based on van der Waals forces: for the spillover hydrogen atoms the H s orbitals

are depopulated and the C-H bonds are polarized, leading to a slightly higher

positive partial charge at the spillover hydrogen atoms; in the ethylene molecule

the π orbital is depopulated and the two lower C-H bonds are polarized, which

causes a slightly higher positive partial charge at two ethylene H atoms and a

slightly higher negative partial charge at the ethylene carbon atoms. No bonding

orbitals between ethylene and spillover hydrogen can be found.

Figure 8.8: Electron density difference plot for the ethylene adsorption on spill-
over hydrogen from two different perspectives: (a) front view; (b)
side view. Density gain is colored in green; density loss is colored in
grey.

II. Concerted transfer of two hydrogen atoms

The two spillover hydrogen atoms are transfered simultaneously to the ethylene

molecule in a concerted fashion. This step needs an activation energy of only

9.5 kJ mol-1. Subsequently, the formed ethane molecule is desorbed.
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Table 8.3 shows the energy and Gibbs free enthalpy differences for the equivalent

reaction pathway with two spillover hydrogen atoms located next to a graphitic

nitrogen atom.

step ∆Ereact/kJ mol-1 ∆Greact/kJ mol-1 ∆Eact/kJ mol-1 ∆Gact/kJ mol-1

0 145.7 189.8 / /

I -25.1 23.8 / /

II -255.2 -306.1 32.2 49.6

I+II -280.3 -282.4 / /

Table 8.3: Energy and Gibbs free enthalpy differences for ethylene hydrogenation
with spillover hydrogen next to a graphitic N atom.

At the chosen reaction conditions of 433.15 K and 0.5 MPa both the nitrogen-free

and the graphitic nitrogen doped system show a positive Gibbs free reaction

enthalpy for the ethylene adsorption on spillover hydrogen (step I; 21.1 kJ mol-1

and 23.3 kJ mol-1). Due to the weak electronic interaction of ethylene with the

spillover hydrogen atoms, the favorable adsorption energy is quite small and does

not compensate for the positive entropic contribution, originating in the decrease

of the number of sub-systems from two (graphene support with two spillover

hydrogen atoms + ethylene in the gas phase) to one (ethylene adsorbed at the

spillover hydrogen atoms). This result suggests that the experimental ethylene

hydrogenation with spillover hydrogen should proceed in a single step, in which the

two spillover hydrogen atoms are transfered to the ethylene molecule in a concerted

fashion (step II). For this one-step process the Gibbs free activation enthalpy is

52.1 kJ mol-1 for the nitrogen-free system and 73.3 kJ mol-1 for the graphitic

nitrogen doped system. Moreover, for the reaction starting from the adsorbed

spillover hydrogen atoms, the total Gibbs free reaction enthalpy is highly exergonic

for both systems (steps I+II; −336.4 kJ mol-1 for the N-free and −282.4 kJ mol-1

for the graphitic N doped system). Based on these values, one would expect that

experimental ethylene hydrogenation with spillover hydrogen should be possible,

which is contradictory to the conclusions of Yang et al. [37], proposing that spillover
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hydrogen atoms are not accessible for hydrogenation reactions while located on

the carbon support material.

8.4 Conclusions

The aim of this study was to compare the reactivity of hydrogen atoms adsorbed

on Pd nanoparticles to the reactivity of spillover hydrogen atoms. For this purpose,

we performed a case study on ethylene hydrogenation on carbon-supported Pd

catalysts.

The ethylene hydrogenation on the supported Pd nanoparticles follows the Horiuti-

Polanyi mechanism: I) dissociative hydrogen adsorption; II) ethylene adsorption;

III) hydrogen atom transfer 1; IV) hydrogen atom transfer 2. The ethylene

adsorption on the Pd nanoparticles is based on a relatively strong interaction of

ethylene with one Pd atom, which consists of an ethylene π - Pd 5s and an ethylene

π* - Pd 4dxz charge transfer. Even though we find a relatively high first Gibbs free

activation enthalpy and a positive Gibbs free reaction enthalpy for the reaction

step III + step IV, experimental ethylene hydrogenation on carbon-supported

Pd21 should occur as the expected high hydrogen coverage on the cluster will

significantly decrease the Gibbs free activation enthalpy and will turn the reaction

steps III and IV into an exergonic process.

The found reaction mechanism for ethylene hydrogenation with spillover hydrogen

atoms is significantly different. At the chosen reaction conditions the adsorption of

ethylene on two neighboring spillover hydrogen atoms is an endergonic process. As

a consequence, the experimental ethylene hydrogenation with spillover hydrogen

should proceed in only one step: the concerted transfer of the two spillover

hydrogen atoms to the ethylene molecule. Our results for both the nitrogen-free

and the graphitic nitrogen doped hydrogen spillover system suggest that the

ethylene hydrogenation with spillover hydrogen atoms should actually be possible
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in experiments. This finding disagrees with the study of Yang et al., in which it

is proposed that spillover hydrogen atoms are stored on the support material in

a chemically inactive state and, as a consequence, are not directly accessible for

hydrogenations.

However, the outcome of this case study should be regarded as a preliminary result

that has to be further validated in future studies. On the one hand, the chosen

model systems with only two adsorbed hydrogen atoms are relatively far from

experimental catalysts, for which a high hydrogen coverage on the Pd cluster as

well as on the support material can be expected. Thus, the reaction pathway studies

should be repeated utilizing model systems with a higher hydrogen loading. This

will, particularly for the Pd21 model system, require an extensive and relatively

costly subsequent computational study. On the other hand, the conclusions of Yang

et al. were based on an experimental study of nitrobenzene hydrogenation and did

not include any results for alkene hydrogenation. Accordingly, an experimental

study of the ethylene hydrogenation on Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC should also be

performed to allow our results to be qualitatively compared to experimental

systems.

Moreover, we have previously shown that the nitrogen doping of the carbon

support material can significantly affect the catalyzed hydrogenation reactions

(cmp. Chapter 6). Consequently, the influence of nitrogen doping on the Horiuti-

Polanyi mechanism of the ethylene hydrogenation on the Pd nanoparticles should

also be investigated in future computational studies.
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In the project presented in the previous chapters, my collaborators and I have

studied several aspects of heterogeneous catalyzed hydrogenation reactions on

carbon-supported palladium nanoparticles.

As a first step, I have investigated the metal-support interactions in Pd/CMC and

studied the dissociative hydrogen adsorption on these catalyst systems. I found

that palladium clusters show quite strong attractive interactions with the support

material that are directed and partially covalent. The hydrogen dissociation on Pd

nanoparticles consists of two steps: 1) barrierless H2 physisorption; 2) dissociative

chemisorption with a very small activation barrier. At room temperature, the H2

dissociation should occur spontaneously both on free and on carbon-supported

palladium clusters. Moreover, both systems can adsorb and dissociate several

hydrogen molecules. The carbon support material does not change the mechanism

of the H2 dissociation but has some effect on the activation and reaction energies.

Compared to free Pd clusters, it facilitates the dissociation of several hydrogen

molecules as the support material stabilizes geometrical deformations of the Pd

clusters.

Furthermore, the study demonstrated that special properties of carbon-supported

Pd nanoparticles can only be studied when larger cluster sizes like Pd21 are also

taken into account. Larger clusters possess several different possible H2 adsorption

sites and allow for various hydrogen atom configurations. The carbon support

material equalizes the adsorption and dissociation energies at different sites on

the clusters and, therefore, enables the hydrogen adsorption and dissociation at

various positions. The migration of hydrogen atoms between different positions

on the clusters was found to possess only very small activation barriers both on

free and on carbon-supported palladium clusters. Based on these results, it can
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be expected that in experiments a high hydrogen coverage as well as a relatively

free migration of hydrogen atoms on the carbon-supported nanoparticles should

be present.

In general, this study was the starting point for all our subsequent investigations

as the unmodified carbon support was the reference for studying the effects of

nitrogen doping. Besides the basic insights into metal-support interactions in

Pd/CMC, an important achievement of this study was the computational setup

I have built. The chosen model systems, especially the larger Pd21 system, have

been shown to be reasonable. On top of that, I found out which setting of the

DFT calculations has to be chosen in order to achieve accurate and reliable results.

In the paper ‘Anchoring of palladium nanoparticles on N-doped mesoporous

carbon’, I have studied, together with my collaborators, the Pd/NMC system

and determined the composition of different nitrogen species in the NMC support

material. With the help of N 1s binding energies taken from DOS calculations the

peaks of experimental N 1s XP spectra of NMC could be assigned to pyridinic,

pyrrolic, graphitic and N-O-like nitrogen species.

Furthermore, the performed DFT calculations provided an in-depth insight into

the effect of nitrogen doping on the relevant metal-support interactions. All con-

sidered nitrogen functional groups (pyridinic, pyrrolic and graphitic N) increase

the adsorption energy of the Pd clusters on the support material. For pyrrolic

and graphitic nitrogen species this is, in the first place, an effect of covalent and

electrostatic character. Pyridinic nitrogen doped carbon materials show particu-

larly strong interactions with Pd as, in such materials, a charge transfer between

two pyridinic nitrogens and one Pd atom of the supported nanoparticle can be

observed. Based on these findings and based on a comparison of the experimental

N 1s XP spectrum of pure NMC to the one of Pd decorated NMC, it could be

concluded that pyridinic nitrogen atoms are the preferential adsorption sites for
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Moreover, the interaction of a Pd nanoparticle with two pyridinic nitrogen atoms

results in a change of the Pd oxidation state. As a consequence, the supported Pd

nanoparticles become bifunctional, containing both Pd0 and Pd2+ active centers,

which is also manifested in an additional XP Pd 3d peak for Pd/NMC compared

to Pd/CMC.

In a subsequent study, it was found that this bifunctionality of the Pd nano-

particles in Pd/NMC can significantly affect catalyzed hydrogenation reactions.

My experimental collaborators studied the conversion of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural

(HMF) to 2,5-dimethylfuran (DMF) on Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC. For the Pd/NMC

system, a remarkable HMF conversion of more than 99.9 % and a DMF yield

of more than 97 % could be obtained after two hours by adding, on top of H2,

formic acid to the reaction. The experimental results showed that the conversion

of HMF to DMF can proceed via two different pathways, which differ in the order

of the hydrogenolysis of the hydroxymethyl group and the hydrogenation of the

aldehyde group (cmp. Figure 9.1).

Figure 9.1: Sketch of the reaction network for the hydrogenolysis of HMF to
DMF; reproduced from the manuscript in Chapter 6.

Formic acid shifts the reaction pathway to path A as it forms a protonated

intermediate and thus lowers the activation barrier of the C-OH bond cleavage.

In general, the conversion of HMF to DMF on Pd/NMC using formic acid and H2
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is a complex multi-step process. Both the Pd0 and Pd2+ centers of the bifunctional

Pd/NMC are needed at different steps of the reaction to allow for a highly effective

and selective conversion and to avoid the formation of undesired byproducts as ring-

hydrogenated species (cmp. Figure 9.2). My DFT calculations revealed that the

Pd2+ centers of the supported Pd nanoparticles (stabilized by pyridinic nitrogen

atoms) enhance the formic acid dissociation to the formate anion and H+ as well

as stabilize H- species formed by heterolytic H2 dissociation. This jointly improves

the hydrogenolysis of the C-OH bond.

Figure 9.2: Proposed reaction mechanism for the conversion of HMF to DMF
over Pd/NMC utilizing H2 and formic acid; reproduced from the
manuscript in Chapter 6.

As I observed in a comprehensive study on the hydrogen spillover process, nitrogen

doping does not only influence the catalyzed reactions but also affects the hydrogen

spillover from the catalyst to the carbon support material. The reason for the

significantly facilitated hydrogen spillover on Pd/NMC compared to Pd/CMC are

graphitic nitrogen atoms which stabilize the hydrogen spillover product due to

their additional electron donated to the π-system. The calculated reaction barri-

ers propose that hydrogen spillover on experimental Pd/NMC catalysts should

actually be possible.

The formed chemisorbed spillover hydrogen atoms are positively charged and can

interact with water molecules via hydrogen bonds. Due to the strong stabilizing

effect of graphitic nitrogen atoms, spillover hydrogen will accumulate close to
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graphitic nitrogen species. On the pure graphene support and close to pyridinic

nitrogen atoms spillover hydrogen is mobile. It is important to note that, at a

pure graphene support, the calculations propose a diffusion of spillover hydrogen

via a physisorbed pathway, in which the spillover hydrogen atoms change from

the chemisorbed to the physisorbed state.

As spillover hydrogen desorption should not be observed and spillover hydrogen

atoms can easily migrate back to the Pd cluster, spillover hydrogen species should

be reversibly stored on the NMC support material.

Finally, I compared the reactivity of spillover hydrogen atoms located on the

carbon support material with the reactivity of hydrogen atoms adsorbed on the

Pd nanoparticles. For this purpose, I performed a preliminary case study on the

hydrogenation of ethylene on carbon-supported Pd nanoparticles.

As a first step, the ethylene hydrogenation on carbon-supported Pd21 was investi-

gated. I found that ethylene shows a relatively strong interaction with palladium,

based on an ethylene π - Pd 5s and an ethylene π* - Pd 4dxz charge transfer. The

process of ethylene hydrogenation on Pd/CMC follows the Horiuti-Polanyi mecha-

nism: I) dissociative hydrogen adsorption; II) ethylene adsorption; II) hydrogen

atom transfer 1; IV) hydrogen atom transfer 2. Even though I found quite high

activation barriers for the ethylene hydrogenation on the utilized model systems,

it can be expected that experimental ethylene hydrogenation on Pd/CMC should

still occur due to a high hydrogen coverage on the nanoparticles.

Secondly, I studied the ethylene hydrogenation with spillover hydrogen atoms

located on the carbon support material, also considering spillover hydrogen located

next to graphitic nitrogen atoms. The found reaction mechanisms significantly

differ from the one for ethylene hydrogenation on carbon-supported Pd21. The

calculated activation and reaction enthalpies propose that ethylene hydrogenation

with spillover hydrogen proceeds in only one step, in which the two spillover
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hydrogen atoms are transfered to the ethylene molecule in a concerted fashion. In

contrast to the findings of Yang et al. [37], which suggest that spillover hydrogen

atoms are stored on the carbon support material in a chemically inactive state,

the calculated free activation enthalpies indicate that ethylene hydrogenation with

spillover hydrogen atoms should be possible on both CMC and NMC support

materials. However, these preliminary conclusions have to be further validated as

the utilized model systems with only two adsorbed hydrogen atoms are relatively

far from experimental catalysts. As a result, the presented studies on ethylene

hydrogenation should be repeated with model systems possessing a higher hy-

drogen loading on the Pd cluster as well as on the support material. The impact

of nitrogen doping on the Horiuti-Polanyi mechanism should also be considered.

Moreover, the quantum chemical calculations should be supported with experi-

mental investigations on ethylene hydrogenation on Pd/NMC.

In general, the presented studies provide an in-depth insight into metal-support

interactions of carbon-supported Pd nanoparticles and significantly improve the

understanding of the catalyzed reactions. Our collaborative findings concerning

the bifunctionality of the Pd nanoparticles in Pd/NMC should especially be of

substantial interest. The investigation of the HMF conversion has impressively

shown that the novel Pd/NMC is a highly active and selective catalyst, that

can provide almost perfect yields and selectivity. The obtained insights into the

metal-support interactions and the evidence for the catalyst’s bifunctionality

open up the possibility of designing promising alternative setups for many other

heterogeneous catalyzed reactions.

Furthermore, our studies on the hydrogen spillover process and on the properties

of spillover hydrogen will attract attention. The evidence for reversibly stored

hydrogen on Pd/NMC should trigger further investigations on the application of

Pd/NMC as a hydrogen storage system.
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Besides the remaining questions concerning the reactivity of spillover hydro-

gen atoms and the influence of nitrogen doping on the Horiuti-Polanyi mechanism,

there are important issues left that should be addressed in future studies.

So far, the effect of oxygen doping on the carbon-supported palladium nano-

particles and, therefore, on the catalyzed hydrogenation reactions has not been

investigated as the interaction between Pd and surface oxygen was found to

be weak [118] and oxygen-doped systems showed much lower catalytic activities

than nitrogen-doped systems [30]. However, oxygen functional groups could still

have an effect on the Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC catalyst systems and especially

combinations of nitrogen- and oxygen-containing defects should be considered.

Based on the insights obtained in the present project, a computational study on

oxygen functional groups in the support materials should be manageable with a

relatively low effort.

Furthermore, all the presented studies have been performed in the gas phase. As

most of the industrial heterogeneous catalyzed reactions are performed in solution,

the influence of solvents on the metal-support interactions should also be studied.

However, this will require the establishment of new computational setups.
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Comparison of three different functionals for the hydrogen adsorp-

tion energy on free Pd6

functional ∆Eads in kJ/mol
TPSS -49.2
PBE -63.4
BP86 -61.0

Comparison of two different basis sets for the hydrogen adsorption
energy on free Pd6

basis set ∆Eads in kJ/mol
def2-SVP -49.2
def2-TZVP -38.2

Comparison of three different functionals for the incremental ad-

sorption energies for an increasing number of H2 molecules on free

Pd6 in kJ/mol

number of H2 TPSS PBE BP86
1 -49.2 -70.5 -60.4
2 -43.8 -65.5 -54.8
3 -43.7 -68.2 -56.5
4 -37.8 -59.2 -48.2
5 -33.7 -54.8 -43.4
6 -24.2 -41.6 -29.8
7 -64.8 -112.7 -103.3

Comparison of two different basis sets for the incremental adsorp-

tion energies for an increasing number of H2 molecules on free Pd6

in kJ/mol

number of H2 def2-SVP def2-TZVP
1 -49.2 -59.6
2 -43.8 -41.4
3 -43.7 -49.8
4 -37.8 -54.6
5 -33.7 -39.8
6 -24.2 -31.8
7 -64.8 -64.0
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Comparison of two different functionals for the dispersion contri-

bution to the metal-support interactions in the Pd6 system

functional total binding energy in kJ/mol dispersion contribution in kJ/mol
TPSS 195.7 95.0
PBE 172.9 70.3

Comparison of two different functionals for the dispersion contri-

bution to the metal-support interactions in the Pd21 system

functional total binding energy in kJ/mol dispersion contribution in kJ/mol
TPSS 549.7 301.5
PBE 451.0 220.0
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Experimental  

Table S1. Physicochemical properties of the carbon materials and supported catalysts. 

 

 

 

 

[a] Pd loading determined by AAS;  

[b] Specific surface area (BET method);  

[c] Average pore diameter (BJH method);  

[d] Mean particle size from TEM.  

 

Table S2. Chemical compositions of NMC, CMC, Pd/NMC, and Pd/CMC. 

Sample  N (wt/at %)  O (at %) 
 bulka surf.b  surf.b 

NMC  13.4 10.6  6.3 
CMC  – –  11.0 

Pd/NMC  13.3 10.1  8.1 
Pd/CMC  – –  11.5 

[a] Bulk composition determined by elemental analysis;  

[b] Surface composition determined by XPS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample Pda 
[wt%] 

SBET
b 

[m2g-1] 
Vpore 

[cm3g-1] 

Dpore
c
 

[nm] 
Dparticle

d 
[nm] 

NMC – 657 0.7 4.9 – 
CMC – 997 1.2 5.0 – 
Pd/NMC 0.95 625 0.7 4.7 3.4 
Pd/CMC 0.98 971 1.2 4.9 4.2 
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Figure S1. XRD patterns of Pd/NMC, Pd/CMC and the mesoporous carbon supports. 

 

 

Figure S2. HAADF-STEM images and Pd particle size distributions for Pd/NMC and 

Pd/CMC.  
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Figure S3. XP survey spectra of Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC. 
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Computational 

 

Figure S4. Pd 3d density of states plot for the different Pd21 systems. 

 

Coordinates of the studied structures 

 

180 

Graphitic N support material 

C    11.1286669    0.6897803    0.0769510 

C    11.1310353   -0.6788594    0.0747329 

C     9.9012069   -1.4390640    0.0727021 

C     9.8849673   -2.8352104    0.0704892 

C     8.6690148   -3.5796552    0.0684565 

C     8.6455055   -4.9925504    0.0662302 

C     7.4373606   -5.7216759    0.0642087 

C     7.4035693   -7.1482871    0.0620368 

C     6.2050660   -7.8627055    0.0600422 

 0
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C     6.1643253   -9.3080801    0.0578234 

C     4.9797686   -9.9930362    0.0559343 

C     3.7078441   -9.3056469    0.0559964 

C     2.4896215   -9.9857925    0.0540851 

C     1.2392073   -9.3014376    0.0541562 

C     0.0037781   -9.9866408    0.0522224 

C    -1.2285859   -9.3043134    0.0523428 

C    -2.4824760   -9.9903636    0.0503888 

C    -3.6990802   -9.3132479    0.0505853 

C    -4.9695746  -10.0037452    0.0485697 

C    -6.1534577   -9.3201533    0.0488651 

C    -6.1943737   -7.8746826    0.0510879 

C    -7.3923292   -7.1668439    0.0514023 

C    -7.4303984   -5.7404130    0.0536230 

C    -8.6364548   -5.0195416    0.0539315 

C    -8.6639583   -3.6050501    0.0561616 

C    -9.8811937   -2.8707714    0.0565210 

C    -9.9056171   -1.4731789    0.0587362 

C   -11.1375156   -0.7198628    0.0590165 

C   -11.1391337    0.6495800    0.0612729 

C    -9.9107337    1.4098469    0.0632473 

C    -9.8969611    2.8096458    0.0654343 

C    -8.6836372    3.5549100    0.0674090 

C    -8.6598919    4.9682951    0.0696575 

C    -7.4504424    5.6986467    0.0716441 

C    -7.4180246    7.1239129    0.0739518 

C    -4.9975222    9.9736171    0.0801481 

C    -6.2192771    7.8413614    0.0758978 

C    -6.1813944    9.2863125    0.0782471 

C    -2.5067571    9.9729765    0.0819343 

C    -3.7247527    9.2889874    0.0799526 

C    -0.0187869    9.9772460    0.0837157 

C    -1.2555188    9.2920152    0.0817172 

C     2.4683117    9.9811547    0.0855514 

C     1.2155383    9.2961727    0.0835426 

C     4.9574519    9.9910117    0.0873478 

C     6.1429969    9.3084263    0.0871548 

C     3.6857364    9.3019388    0.0853616 

C     6.1858309    7.8624899    0.0848636 

C     7.3845870    7.1506638    0.0845788 

C     7.4216157    5.7226869    0.0823030 

C     8.6301943    4.9970771    0.0819887 
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C     8.6576202    3.5825403    0.0797437 

C     9.8753132    2.8421452    0.0794421 

C     9.8963626    1.4456818    0.0772423 

C     8.6497597    0.7128868    0.0751960 

C     8.6522033   -0.7099274    0.0729670 

C     7.4178827   -1.4303521    0.0709594 

C     7.4177992   -2.8579080    0.0686666 

C     6.1838126   -3.5755026    0.0665848 

C     6.1840003   -5.0023400    0.0643476 

C     4.9500335   -5.7186887    0.0622934 

C     4.9470444   -7.1483905    0.0601413 

C     3.7166519   -7.8591470    0.0581245 

C     2.4759269   -7.1479937    0.0582257 

C     1.2385754   -7.8582410    0.0562814 

C     0.0000002   -7.1461182    0.0564751 

C    -1.2319724   -7.8614928    0.0545200 

C    -2.4702130   -7.1508741    0.0547709 

C    -3.7122282   -7.8652197    0.0528147 

C    -4.9353549   -7.1559606    0.0530801 

C    -4.9432387   -5.7222146    0.0553399 

C    -6.1767163   -5.0174705    0.0556057 

C    -6.1753112   -3.5943723    0.0578719 

C    -7.4135583   -2.8797964    0.0581572 

C    -7.4240082   -1.4548595    0.0604314 

C    -8.6600910   -0.7402656    0.0607631 

C    -8.6647419    0.6842768    0.0629582 

C    -7.4287426    1.4068355    0.0648787 

C    -7.4310412    2.8335021    0.0671046 

C    -6.1968073    3.5509203    0.0690518 

C    -6.1973327    4.9806448    0.0713155 

C    -3.7314944    7.8424697    0.0775921 

C    -4.9650443    5.6981761    0.0732587 

C    -4.9620015    7.1292704    0.0755778 

C    -1.2550543    7.8475028    0.0793815 

C    -2.4902715    7.1339768    0.0773222 

C     1.2198299    7.8508340    0.0812532 

C    -0.0164181    7.1381651    0.0791842 

C     3.6978665    7.8535896    0.0830849 

C     4.9275502    7.1459383    0.0828241 

C     2.4564663    7.1409601    0.0810750 

C     4.9346898    5.7141188    0.0805296 

C     6.1696431    5.0005542    0.0802467 
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C     6.1737428    3.5730094    0.0779567 

C     7.4096865    2.8579248    0.0776837 

C     7.4131443    1.4299712    0.0754361 

C     6.1740959    0.7108180    0.0734492 

C     6.1765167   -0.7148989    0.0711816 

C     4.9394560   -1.4329349    0.0690907 

C     4.9399243   -2.8603228    0.0667502 

C     3.7049337   -3.5745593    0.0646845 

C     3.7079064   -5.0045643    0.0624224 

C     2.4748148   -5.7174382    0.0603838 

C     1.2336599   -5.0039782    0.0606136 

C    -0.0020763   -5.7098508    0.0586639 

C    -1.2430890   -4.9978382    0.0589291 

C    -2.4732115   -5.7263356    0.0570015 

C    -3.6991526   -5.0039128    0.0573317 

C    -3.7016219   -3.5780789    0.0595745 

C    -4.9317937   -2.8717285    0.0598722 

C    -4.9524528   -1.4436133    0.0620927 

C    -6.1831429   -0.7352350    0.0623807 

C    -6.1878502    0.6938858    0.0645849 

C    -4.9516275    1.4065262    0.0664846 

C    -4.9553811    2.8360404    0.0687301 

C    -2.4892406    5.7002492    0.0750089 

C    -3.7211707    3.5543798    0.0706943 

C    -3.7229445    4.9849239    0.0729585 

C    -0.0145570    5.7039363    0.0768907 

C    -1.2507465    4.9887747    0.0748236 

C     2.4589755    5.7085412    0.0787946 

C     3.6953203    4.9975398    0.0785413 

C     1.2208828    4.9927595    0.0767060 

C     3.6981822    3.5667401    0.0762296 

C     4.9332238    2.8549137    0.0759697 

C     4.9345889    1.4251868    0.0737028 

C     3.6999820    0.7099216    0.0716248 

C     3.7013026   -0.7205808    0.0693363 

C     2.4662835   -1.4363545    0.0673406 

C     2.4637508   -2.8620352    0.0649445 

C     1.2247756   -3.5789365    0.0628749 

C    -0.0156610   -2.8628173    0.0631709 

C    -1.2493091   -3.5735205    0.0611464 

N    -2.4726603   -2.8696368    0.0614566 

C    -2.4768775   -1.4511831    0.0637029 
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C    -3.7093087   -0.7414335    0.0639426 

C    -3.7102412    0.6919405    0.0662144 

C    -1.2495641    3.5588098    0.0725546 

C    -2.4811936    1.4118753    0.0682601 

C    -2.4840344    2.8434298    0.0704958 

C     1.2225538    3.5614254    0.0743811 

C     2.4600281    2.8506503    0.0741522 

C     2.4610786    1.4225647    0.0719095 

C    -0.0128694    2.8450954    0.0723833 

C    -0.0117519    1.4139923    0.0701209 

C     1.2252109    0.7078778    0.0699154 

C     1.2260344   -0.7233309    0.0676201 

C    -0.0026743   -1.4347134    0.0655492 

C    -1.2468086   -0.7367413    0.0657741 

C    -1.2504148    0.6966223    0.0680613 

H    -4.9956083   11.0692861    0.0818167 

H    -0.0204991   11.0732724    0.0854282 

H    12.0788459   -1.2287745    0.0744121 

H     2.4667260   11.0772964    0.0873099 

H   -10.8280672   -3.4226530    0.0550448 

H     2.4877456  -11.0818023    0.0524857 

H   -10.8486566    3.3532619    0.0656342 

H    -9.5851364   -5.5679474    0.0523758 

H    -8.3684332    7.6699578    0.0741892 

H    -7.1336322    9.8282739    0.0784472 

H     4.9515174   11.0866634    0.0890141 

H   -12.0831905   -1.2733314    0.0572560 

H   -12.0872100    1.1991510    0.0617623 

H     8.3533491   -7.6953396    0.0619737 

H     7.1156235   -9.8516204    0.0576311 

H    10.8242570    3.3908419    0.0810171 

H    12.0746258    1.2429026    0.0786810 

H    -4.9629807  -11.0992310    0.0467253 

H     8.3335464    7.6992362    0.0861790 

H     9.5956828   -5.5385927    0.0660468 

H    -9.6101189    5.5141450    0.0698133 

H    -7.1052532   -9.8625502    0.0474847 

H     4.9754734  -11.0886348    0.0543040 

H     9.5794025    5.5449380    0.0835264 

H    10.8353887   -3.3812051    0.0702964 

H     7.0935178    9.8533298    0.0888317 

H    -2.4793835  -11.0863174    0.0486659 
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H    -8.3407288   -7.7160998    0.0499487 

H     0.0045150  -11.0824921    0.0505784 

H    -2.5088733   11.0690931    0.0837404 
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C    11.2389295    0.7339786   -0.0186717 

C    11.2541223   -0.6333272   -0.0387681 

C    10.0289831   -1.4010085   -0.0379923 

C    10.0226273   -2.7958189   -0.0638953 

C     8.8095079   -3.5475354   -0.0657203 

C     8.7867812   -4.9598727   -0.0933919 

C     7.5789981   -5.6929892   -0.0950930 

C     7.5424712   -7.1195369   -0.1182246 

C     6.3415409   -7.8297899   -0.1127000 

C     6.2967630   -9.2747606   -0.1289505 

C     5.1084982   -9.9516739   -0.1154205 

C     3.8386811   -9.2590678   -0.0851505 

C     2.6233919   -9.9408978   -0.0625528 

C     1.3742637   -9.2547051   -0.0297182 

C     0.1423590   -9.9457206    0.0030828 

C    -1.0917495   -9.2668215    0.0404401 

C    -2.3393262   -9.9606988    0.0793742 

C    -3.5615493   -9.2906858    0.1161616 

C    -4.8292266   -9.9864481    0.1562746 

C    -6.0184681   -9.3103302    0.1892446 

C    -6.0683681   -7.8648099    0.1855578 

C    -7.2698943   -7.1559493    0.2138590 

C    -7.3112578   -5.7285817    0.2063341 

C    -8.5216009   -5.0028011    0.2286139 

C    -8.5512634   -3.5894476    0.2161788 

C    -9.7692207   -2.8480206    0.2314173 

C    -9.7883861   -1.4520387    0.2141775 

C   -11.0201058   -0.6951105    0.2259223 

C   -11.0198417    0.6730700    0.2060565 

C    -9.7885237    1.4307256    0.1736793 

C    -9.7721664    2.8262048    0.1526355 

C    -8.5552891    3.5683800    0.1223187 

C    -8.5347212    4.9802631    0.1019165 

C    -7.3265329    5.7112657    0.0756919 

C    -7.3005542    7.1364582    0.0568035 

C    -4.8913319    9.9924593    0.0016236 
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C    -6.1043666    7.8556255    0.0353373 

C    -6.0721227    9.3012043    0.0183477 

C    -2.4012114    9.9996861   -0.0117801 

C    -3.6160907    9.3113574    0.0005088 

C     0.0890969   10.0102022   -0.0166399 

C    -1.1463331    9.3224752   -0.0095694 

C     2.5800058   10.0155746   -0.0130437 

C     1.3264825    9.3312693   -0.0092926 

C     5.0717039   10.0211911   -0.0063342 

C     6.2555741    9.3349033    0.0026977 

C     3.7982182    9.3352399   -0.0035251 

C     6.2944496    7.8888990    0.0157325 

C     7.4894080    7.1703892    0.0218848 

C     7.5194141    5.7426230    0.0314875 

C     8.7281767    5.0188018    0.0296861 

C     8.7527612    3.6062591    0.0304553 

C     9.9755854    2.8738371    0.0158187 

C     9.9999718    1.4806080    0.0036714 

C     8.7544773    0.7432927    0.0098663 

C     8.7739783   -0.6773153   -0.0107010 

C     7.5461185   -1.4017065   -0.0082592 

C     7.5571097   -2.8293108   -0.0374592 

C     6.3316606   -3.5518923   -0.0404896 

C     6.3267985   -4.9743558   -0.0701153 

C     5.0890468   -5.6863998   -0.0709825 

C     5.0833325   -7.1117667   -0.0876650 

C     3.8468870   -7.8120101   -0.0749660 

C     2.6061358   -7.0942533   -0.0490310 

C     1.3725531   -7.8129042   -0.0271057 

C     0.1361982   -7.0999639    0.0030608 

C    -1.0979111   -7.8222105    0.0398397 

C    -2.3405319   -7.1249936    0.0766121 

C    -3.5790580   -7.8443184    0.1140589 

C    -4.8131118   -7.1435812    0.1486489 

C    -4.8254401   -5.7141676    0.1445659 

C    -6.0615260   -5.0032594    0.1722962 

C    -6.0694810   -3.5766999    0.1641554 

C    -7.3036241   -2.8626218    0.1841485 

C    -7.3053481   -1.4361018    0.1684058 

C    -8.5406483   -0.7192134    0.1821035 

C    -8.5390500    0.7022641    0.1630481 

C    -7.3020047    1.4228807    0.1325784 
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C    -7.3039000    2.8482653    0.1131170 

C    -6.0693552    3.5661469    0.0861218 

C    -6.0733508    4.9943672    0.0690406 

C    -3.6187573    7.8642884    0.0145912 

C    -4.8422219    5.7128347    0.0466886 

C    -4.8449064    7.1446537    0.0313148 

C    -1.1440133    7.8785444    0.0027394 

C    -2.3764913    7.1597776    0.0139315 

C     1.3310778    7.8861619    0.0036814 

C     0.0953227    7.1732345    0.0078143 

C     3.8090531    7.8873685    0.0102845 

C     5.0365939    7.1744854    0.0207351 

C     2.5685275    7.1770728    0.0134710 

C     5.0404233    5.7417877    0.0345368 

C     6.2688611    5.0190453    0.0400377 

C     6.2676360    3.5884673    0.0507248 

C     7.5069321    2.8801195    0.0413087 

C     7.5086123    1.4523476    0.0337944 

C     6.2705113    0.7302882    0.0464114 

C     6.3012801   -0.6913468    0.0232745 

C     5.0767867   -1.4181755    0.0244483 

C     5.0878831   -2.8382958   -0.0128014 

C     3.8571775   -3.5471866   -0.0250761 

C     3.8476395   -4.9704908   -0.0507613 

C     2.6046783   -5.6614129   -0.0425945 

C     1.3653336   -4.9200609   -0.0305511 

C     0.1324547   -5.6647756   -0.0012343 

C    -1.1113767   -4.9748767    0.0373495 

C    -2.3479245   -5.6966280    0.0765901 

C    -3.5883469   -4.9944082    0.1082457 

C    -3.5993131   -3.5684881    0.0994045 

C    -4.8305475   -2.8564766    0.1309823 

C    -4.8298654   -1.4287279    0.1234370 

C    -6.0655421   -0.7161481    0.1379726 

C    -6.0596259    0.7089625    0.1206816 

C    -4.8178927    1.4248171    0.0904922 

C    -4.8270195    2.8532455    0.0774367 

C    -2.3721862    5.7260432    0.0262141 

C    -3.5896050    3.5669506    0.0577063 

C    -3.5989486    5.0005380    0.0425885 

C     0.0989303    5.7401246    0.0208892 

C    -1.1336384    5.0190793    0.0252237 
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C     2.5714985    5.7456814    0.0288802 

C     3.8034662    5.0278368    0.0391811 

C     1.3348692    5.0360704    0.0352033 

C     3.8042192    3.5957106    0.0580727 

C     5.0265593    2.8672606    0.0663977 

C     5.0049121    1.4260164    0.0778652 

C     3.7674649    0.7058469    0.1119990 

C     3.8036136   -0.7532612    0.0711277 

N     2.6608352   -1.4496751    0.0646196 

C     2.6401123   -2.7848898   -0.0029301 

C     1.3625840   -3.4888413   -0.0422587 

C     0.0877040   -2.7826499   -0.0535915 

C    -1.1258708   -3.5499720    0.0257145 

C    -2.3638435   -2.8501033    0.0565350 

C    -2.3639703   -1.4288701    0.0573256 

C    -3.5927700   -0.7120572    0.0919143 

C    -3.5777155    0.7128667    0.0750812 

C    -1.1278354    3.5896747    0.0374431 

C    -2.3201911    1.4149885    0.0564682 

C    -2.3493046    2.8554475    0.0538496 

C     1.3383467    3.6066569    0.0572635 

C     2.5668534    2.8897917    0.0719744 

C     2.5156805    1.4542027    0.1309685 

C     0.1107994    2.8909586    0.0538487 

C     0.1672950    1.4560647    0.0987222 

N     1.3363849    0.8128421    0.2002439 

N     0.0456036   -1.4411778   -0.1428852 

C    -1.0972123   -0.7525635   -0.0154498 

C    -1.0789251    0.7029954    0.0432364 

H    -4.8932365   11.0879962   -0.0103398 

H     0.0849856   11.1061536   -0.0263014 

H    12.2060030   -1.1757372   -0.0572762 

H     2.5794136   11.1116268   -0.0230893 

H   -10.7185660   -3.3953912    0.2556682 

H     2.6216473  -11.0369027   -0.0674838 

H   -10.7219363    3.3732880    0.1602857 

H    -9.4698264   -5.5518614    0.2539705 

H    -8.2527439    7.6793363    0.0607755 

H    -7.0265800    9.8390888    0.0200147 

H     5.0693699   11.1167710   -0.0163373 

H   -11.9665950   -1.2466207    0.2507133 

H   -11.9662044    1.2252966    0.2147373 
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H     8.4901352   -7.6699835   -0.1378380 

H     7.2452451   -9.8226279   -0.1505619 

H    10.9212421    3.4278888    0.0093894 

H    12.1792416    1.2965393   -0.0210774 

H    -4.8174115  -11.0820117    0.1592654 

H     8.4417674    7.7130185    0.0171301 

H     9.7377840   -5.5045176   -0.1131848 

H    -9.4856429    5.5251549    0.1079511 

H    -6.9653742   -9.8606029    0.2185953 

H     5.0972242  -11.0471929   -0.1259312 

H     9.6778144    5.5658236    0.0224701 

H    10.9767838   -3.3349355   -0.0847956 

H     7.2075129    9.8772694   -0.0003597 

H    -2.3283720  -11.0567461    0.0802634 

H    -8.2165613   -7.7077812    0.2408208 

H     0.1482434  -11.0416408    0.0020444 

H    -2.4077033   11.0957102   -0.0215277 
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C    11.1433939    0.6981583    0.0599017 

C    11.1449063   -0.6703094    0.0587926 

C     9.9144011   -1.4311059    0.0576931 

C     9.8969914   -2.8266987    0.0567240 

C     8.6794718   -3.5724462    0.0555342 

C     8.6536220   -4.9850925    0.0545687 

C     7.4440017   -5.7153482    0.0533388 

C     7.4080564   -7.1427944    0.0523570 

C     6.2088227   -7.8573036    0.0512089 

C     6.1658786   -9.3034612    0.0501370 

C     4.9805592   -9.9876437    0.0490640 

C     3.7069553   -9.3011830    0.0489040 

C     2.4883424   -9.9825635    0.0478239 

C     1.2338697   -9.2998869    0.0475955 

C    -0.0046876   -9.9819208    0.0465688 

C    -1.2422267   -9.2980060    0.0463471 

C    -2.5007877   -9.9762663    0.0452546 

C    -3.7185192   -9.2906210    0.0450475 

C    -5.0017318   -9.9620295    0.0439021 

C    -6.1840859   -9.2688437    0.0437849 

C    -6.2220769   -7.8210043    0.0448755 
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C    -7.4192925   -7.0935076    0.0448370 

C    -7.4407282   -5.6612973    0.0458630 

N    -8.6241354   -4.9958284    0.0458437 

C    -8.6129050   -3.6383088    0.0469900 

C    -9.8446861   -2.9071147    0.0471825 

C    -9.8798562   -1.5067064    0.0483967 

C   -11.1169204   -0.7532597    0.0485381 

C   -11.1300536    0.6172808    0.0497577 

C    -9.9092765    1.3964768    0.0509494 

C    -9.8982525    2.7939207    0.0522687 

C    -8.6837756    3.5483774    0.0533768 

C    -8.6613835    4.9621124    0.0547013 

C    -7.4535744    5.6973667    0.0557308 

C    -7.4216473    7.1251622    0.0570518 

C    -5.0027263    9.9773077    0.0604282 

C    -6.2243092    7.8434091    0.0581191 

C    -6.1860371    9.2896525    0.0593685 

C    -2.5105415    9.9798661    0.0614898 

C    -3.7268551    9.2949685    0.0603770 

C    -0.0192301    9.9869569    0.0625840 

C    -1.2543546    9.3008651    0.0613729 

C     2.4716070    9.9918228    0.0636296 

C     1.2191011    9.3065916    0.0624525 

C     4.9629595   10.0017763    0.0645956 

C     6.1493373    9.3197739    0.0646212 

C     3.6909465    9.3126785    0.0635092 

C     6.1938428    7.8738648    0.0633714 

C     7.3941174    7.1615815    0.0633396 

C     7.4318390    5.7345122    0.0621030 

C     8.6428311    5.0068872    0.0621406 

C     8.6714137    3.5945132    0.0609259 

C     9.8906302    2.8516889    0.0609689 

C     9.9112066    1.4562129    0.0598611 

C     8.6636072    0.7220866    0.0586772 

C     8.6653072   -0.6994899    0.0576262 

C     7.4303680   -1.4212286    0.0565036 

C     7.4294331   -2.8490168    0.0554351 

C     6.1957896   -3.5672400    0.0542296 

C     6.1922811   -4.9950329    0.0532145 

C     4.9573246   -5.7116903    0.0521046 

C     4.9503059   -7.1423603    0.0510974 

C     3.7188143   -7.8535438    0.0499535 
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C     2.4776175   -7.1433683    0.0497861 

C     1.2391962   -7.8555405    0.0485988 

C     0.0021050   -7.1446757    0.0484399 

C    -1.2381438   -7.8540987    0.0473610 

C    -2.4737544   -7.1402809    0.0472479 

C    -3.7202271   -7.8448162    0.0460845 

C    -4.9491748   -7.1289456    0.0459971 

C    -4.9394768   -5.7039349    0.0470416 

C    -6.1664259   -4.9822108    0.0469458 

C    -6.1542367   -3.5650071    0.0480464 

C    -7.3898544   -2.8705648    0.0481178 

C    -7.4053023   -1.4472620    0.0494093 

C    -8.6463269   -0.7466264    0.0495453 

C    -8.6558372    0.6755175    0.0508068 

C    -7.4246563    1.4065032    0.0519711 

C    -7.4290759    2.8333791    0.0532299 

C    -6.1967564    3.5565254    0.0542982 

C    -6.1978720    4.9832114    0.0555883 

C    -3.7329582    7.8477883    0.0591477 

C    -4.9640657    5.7033708    0.0567593 

C    -4.9625214    7.1332581    0.0580338 

C    -1.2523758    7.8569155    0.0601131 

C    -2.4883532    7.1419972    0.0590193 

C     1.2246465    7.8625507    0.0611975 

C    -0.0120193    7.1495323    0.0599984 

C     3.7040829    7.8653566    0.0622610 

C     4.9364585    7.1565919    0.0621737 

C     2.4637257    7.1529555    0.0611294 

C     4.9450000    5.7261836    0.0609610 

C     6.1812895    5.0120785    0.0608790 

C     6.1874189    3.5845552    0.0596651 

C     7.4227125    2.8688890    0.0597073 

C     7.4269912    1.4412732    0.0586304 

C     6.1887131    0.7221955    0.0575235 

C     6.1906253   -0.7043013    0.0563986 

C     4.9539052   -1.4225881    0.0551626 

C     4.9542208   -2.8503246    0.0540924 

C     3.7195098   -3.5660976    0.0529774 

C     3.7169380   -4.9969158    0.0519536 

C     2.4820433   -5.7110937    0.0507948 

C     1.2439277   -4.9969567    0.0506504 

C     0.0075137   -5.7106060    0.0494431 
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C    -1.2260823   -4.9963067    0.0493450 

C    -2.4661028   -5.7090663    0.0482592 

C    -3.6968515   -4.9942251    0.0482271 

C    -3.6905014   -3.5658805    0.0493117 

C    -4.9192146   -2.8494543    0.0492695 

C    -4.9292728   -1.4273225    0.0505023 

C    -6.1715512   -0.7221576    0.0505986 

C    -6.1792542    0.7009804    0.0518074 

C    -4.9441592    1.4222876    0.0528888 

C    -4.9499792    2.8476225    0.0541348 

C    -2.4855202    5.7105758    0.0577521 

C    -3.7158999    3.5653284    0.0553238 

C    -3.7193268    4.9944946    0.0566138 

C    -0.0079113    5.7160090    0.0587276 

C    -1.2429866    5.0008439    0.0576308 

C     2.4687501    5.7209960    0.0598733 

C     3.7052892    5.0095360    0.0598486 

C     1.2305054    5.0053118    0.0586390 

C     3.7101405    3.5791030    0.0586140 

C     4.9468147    2.8657628    0.0585598 

C     4.9502431    1.4382176    0.0574555 

C     3.7144155    0.7216060    0.0562632 

C     3.7167064   -0.7076864    0.0550980 

C     2.4819338   -1.4234808    0.0539714 

C     2.4827086   -2.8517059    0.0528859 

C     1.2466607   -3.5676420    0.0517184 

C     0.0119652   -2.8531494    0.0516366 

C    -1.2223700   -3.5677398    0.0504399 

C    -2.4562428   -2.8521636    0.0504544 

C    -2.4604176   -1.4252238    0.0516094 

C    -3.6962121   -0.7115298    0.0516475 

C    -3.7030022    0.7146704    0.0528149 

C    -1.2386983    3.5727047    0.0563866 

C    -2.4691456    1.4300977    0.0540001 

C    -2.4745821    2.8564713    0.0552335 

C     1.2350278    3.5765619    0.0574127 

C     2.4738021    2.8633580    0.0574192 

C     2.4775411    1.4354170    0.0562372 

C    -0.0000873    2.8613444    0.0562962 

C     0.0043220    1.4323996    0.0551122 

C     1.2413523    0.7191840    0.0551060 

C     1.2445091   -0.7085927    0.0539442 
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C     0.0102657   -1.4237402    0.0527784 

C    -1.2253082   -0.7096248    0.0527914 

C    -1.2299707    0.7173330    0.0539551 

H    -5.0027127   11.0729491    0.0613678 

H    -0.0216587   11.0829562    0.0638636 

H    12.0927122   -1.2201854    0.0585781 

H     2.4701638   11.0879276    0.0647772 

H   -10.7749046   -3.4840690    0.0463905 

H     2.4894676  -11.0786856    0.0472298 

H   -10.8512800    3.3356685    0.0525668 

H    -8.3721529    7.6711231    0.0573204 

H    -7.1380703    9.8318640    0.0594717 

H     4.9572514   11.0973931    0.0652440 

H   -12.0605638   -1.3099510    0.0475809 

H   -12.0848584    1.1550984    0.0498017 

H     8.3572446   -7.6910031    0.0526203 

H     7.1163046   -9.8484800    0.0502040 

H    10.8396740    3.4001679    0.0619668 

H    12.0899556    1.2501677    0.0609323 

H    -5.0102058  -11.0577314    0.0430920 

H     8.3424708    7.7112132    0.0643480 

H     9.6034126   -5.5320639    0.0549712 

H    -9.6124334    5.5070326    0.0551021 

H    -7.1364656   -9.8102337    0.0427707 

H     4.9772555  -11.0832736    0.0483282 

H     9.5914599    5.5558701    0.0632989 

H    10.8473563   -3.3728964    0.0569972 

H     7.0990724    9.8659736    0.0656655 

H    -2.5046743  -11.0724491    0.0446726 

H    -8.3829429   -7.6128770    0.0440604 

H    -0.0047299  -11.0779832    0.0461123 

H    -2.5143299   11.0759698    0.0625948 
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C    11.1506130    0.7125900   -0.0194519 

C    11.1746853   -0.6514082   -0.0176423 

C     9.9545023   -1.4233761   -0.0213964 

C     9.9924220   -2.8153726   -0.0222664 

C     8.8030558   -3.5930105   -0.0321496 

C     8.8254233   -5.0091871   -0.0324998 
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C     7.6410162   -5.7810781   -0.0451164 

C     7.6272144   -7.2181129   -0.0337680 

C     6.4428557   -7.9694585   -0.0345567 

C     6.3921260   -9.4190158   -0.0100514 

C     5.2039093  -10.1092802    0.0027305 

C     3.9191666   -9.4355006   -0.0072353 

C     2.6802378  -10.0922000    0.0198114 

C     1.4249562   -9.3923768    0.0226630 

C     0.1682756  -10.0387290    0.0616532 

C    -1.0507369   -9.3177324    0.0754442 

C    -2.3149077   -9.9655723    0.1115114 

C    -3.5052574   -9.2431897    0.1253577 

C    -4.7798404   -9.9208527    0.1556693 

C    -5.9528391   -9.2245062    0.1671231 

C    -5.9663434   -7.7809809    0.1523785 

C    -7.1625107   -7.0734739    0.1627514 

C    -7.1881686   -5.6536813    0.1517664 

C    -8.4075197   -4.9475258    0.1606830 

C    -8.4504703   -3.5422911    0.1536187 

C    -9.6861462   -2.8273889    0.1615551 

C    -9.7400783   -1.4351724    0.1575293 

C   -10.9869003   -0.7009642    0.1648651 

C   -11.0165454    0.6673320    0.1616013 

C    -9.8007073    1.4511255    0.1515234 

C    -9.8068040    2.8477909    0.1483082 

C    -8.6018600    3.6165988    0.1391949 

C    -8.5904511    5.0308964    0.1342127 

C    -7.3882014    5.7809131    0.1243011 

C    -7.3582136    7.2105078    0.1164918 

C    -4.9326649   10.0717753    0.0807085 

C    -6.1614743    7.9362020    0.1044585 

C    -6.1177494    9.3833290    0.0944514 

C    -2.4307272   10.0733281    0.0588162 

C    -3.6537415    9.3929887    0.0751137 

C     0.0730458   10.0643356    0.0329263 

C    -1.1738298    9.3913292    0.0516581 

C     2.5719607   10.0396445    0.0041674 

C     1.3073813    9.3736974    0.0237235 

C     5.0652578   10.0105419   -0.0245297 

C     6.2391748    9.3070453   -0.0335312 

C     3.7822472    9.3425290   -0.0059130 

C     6.2592954    7.8603617   -0.0257165 
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C     7.4419789    7.1237736   -0.0332592 

C     7.4508613    5.6963456   -0.0261949 

C     8.6504513    4.9630385   -0.0306074 

C     8.6599192    3.5541349   -0.0249491 

C     9.8808390    2.8287238   -0.0256266 

C     9.9030188    1.4392376   -0.0221580 

C     8.6573344    0.6987116   -0.0218515 

C     8.6831861   -0.7195467   -0.0246662 

C     7.4596617   -1.4597188   -0.0329557 

C     7.5394986   -2.8895717   -0.0418823 

C     6.3428749   -3.6414691   -0.0626561 

C     6.3810186   -5.0809702   -0.0662883 

C     5.1806227   -5.8489760   -0.0792063 

C     5.1770827   -7.2767894   -0.0558105 

C     3.9439284   -7.9933075   -0.0423121 

C     2.7014537   -7.2891977   -0.0517494 

C     1.4403201   -7.9514660   -0.0116892 

C     0.2087981   -7.2050504    0.0055831 

C    -1.0363277   -7.8719394    0.0528030 

C    -2.2387307   -7.0941255    0.0743644 

C    -3.4872010   -7.7904235    0.1091997 

C    -4.7064234   -7.0654306    0.1257110 

C    -4.6951043   -5.6315830    0.1162709 

C    -5.9383181   -4.9288366    0.1317966 

C    -5.9514282   -3.5039536    0.1275250 

C    -7.2072957   -2.8069902    0.1392057 

C    -7.2533976   -1.3836699    0.1373477 

C    -8.5059783   -0.6829568    0.1463907 

C    -8.5403290    0.7369409    0.1445668 

C    -7.3204660    1.4778672    0.1364474 

C    -7.3427146    2.9065928    0.1344608 

C    -6.1224221    3.6439928    0.1269021 

C    -6.1312289    5.0729623    0.1210760 

C    -3.6664046    7.9470890    0.0863238 

C    -4.9026794    5.8020509    0.1103198 

C    -4.8989166    7.2309536    0.1007354 

C    -1.1813527    7.9489165    0.0633976 

C    -2.4230747    7.2425881    0.0814184 

C     1.3005445    7.9283440    0.0340975 

C     0.0557482    7.2333758    0.0551481 

C     3.7783449    7.8939976    0.0023614 

C     4.9947988    7.1607274   -0.0084986 
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C     2.5307090    7.2011851    0.0225699 

C     4.9830037    5.7255625   -0.0023891 

C     6.1965610    4.9803458   -0.0127594 

C     6.1798672    3.5441942   -0.0093576 

C     7.4112706    2.8270588   -0.0175896 

C     7.4059417    1.3990472   -0.0185565 

C     6.1620336    0.6698724   -0.0166361 

C     6.1835145   -0.7603217   -0.0302412 

C     4.9480190   -1.5010697   -0.0443394 

C     5.0959856   -2.9398135   -0.0740089 

C     3.9479761   -3.7444039   -0.1051848 

C     3.9450382   -5.1627578   -0.1020989 

C     2.7168207   -5.8763810   -0.0882908 

C     1.4831345   -5.1762146   -0.0772992 

C     0.2165013   -5.7745662   -0.0189710 

C    -0.9595062   -4.9328364    0.0221713 

C    -2.2142744   -5.6392163    0.0635696 

C    -3.4458689   -4.9119758    0.0909748 

C    -3.4320463   -3.4674677    0.0932471 

C    -4.7093835   -2.7788812    0.1132216 

C    -4.7766923   -1.3545161    0.1172176 

C    -6.0297731   -0.6525403    0.1280454 

C    -6.0722233    0.7746647    0.1300454 

C    -4.8590157    1.5139838    0.1258594 

C    -4.8776763    2.9387844    0.1241410 

C    -2.4271049    5.8137305    0.0932326 

C    -3.6545726    3.6708660    0.1162790 

C    -3.6592261    5.0977978    0.1075487 

C     0.0518928    5.8028884    0.0670941 

C    -1.1896648    5.1028296    0.0877501 

C     2.5232856    5.7686003    0.0310767 

C     3.7420366    5.0246135    0.0162033 

C     1.2804181    5.0807639    0.0551273 

C     3.7310737    3.5883973    0.0202400 

C     4.9349517    2.8241197    0.0040106 

C     4.9002686    1.3733744   -0.0007824 

C     3.6428405    0.6499377    0.0110568 

C     3.6338191   -0.8121053   -0.0223376 

C     2.4793234   -1.7181902   -0.0418418 

C     2.7284232   -3.0981131   -0.1008180 

C     1.5256310   -3.7967662   -0.0870794 

C     0.4513459   -2.8960854   -0.0187197 
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C    -0.9069116   -3.4497626    0.0290380 

C    -2.1809526   -2.7332192    0.0769392 

C    -2.2850671   -1.2710061    0.1030116 

C    -3.5660224   -0.6144071    0.1138738 

C    -3.6155927    0.8106328    0.1215381 

C    -1.1921229    3.6839611    0.0999595 

C    -2.4095561    1.5503107    0.1196211 

C    -2.4205901    2.9701776    0.1141422 

C     1.2755157    3.6523186    0.0654063 

C     2.4888029    2.9031964    0.0447977 

C     2.4247304    1.4652702    0.0495173 

C     0.0359216    2.9709403    0.0915603 

C     0.0718664    1.5506714    0.1047135 

N     1.2191773    0.8706077    0.0890227 

N     1.0874571   -1.6554895    0.0012683 

H     0.5784337   -0.7742474    0.0667987 

N    -1.1709752   -0.5181288    0.1158869 

C    -1.1934238    0.8155009    0.1191033 

H    -4.9365327   11.1675213    0.0730842 

H     0.0818878   11.1604166    0.0245363 

H    12.1275351   -1.1922014   -0.0147272 

H     2.5883772   11.1356437   -0.0030035 

H   -10.6200769   -3.4010234    0.1713013 

H     2.6606994  -11.1881024    0.0461848 

H   -10.7671140    3.3763009    0.1529170 

H    -9.3469266   -5.5116391    0.1739048 

H    -8.3101677    7.7541615    0.1191883 

H    -7.0677862    9.9292522    0.0976037 

H     5.0792604   11.1060805   -0.0307975 

H   -11.9220158   -1.2720821    0.1731876 

H   -11.9752445    1.1979064    0.1670556 

H     8.5893828   -7.7437651   -0.0177209 

H     7.3390506   -9.9706560    0.0016254 

H    10.8259532    3.3833430   -0.0283832 

H    12.0830991    1.2876430   -0.0183986 

H    -4.7816818  -11.0162382    0.1678285 

H     8.4033375    7.6501317   -0.0448791 

H     9.7967764   -5.5169609   -0.0203960 

H    -9.5471702    5.5658669    0.1373725 

H    -6.9140967   -9.7493701    0.1884230 

H     5.2145227  -11.2049471    0.0244968 

H     9.6063430    5.4988505   -0.0382426 
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H    10.9630400   -3.3245321   -0.0170246 

H     7.1984595    9.8362190   -0.0472399 

H    -2.3533076  -11.0607523    0.1268535 

H    -8.1128215   -7.6189131    0.1804668 

H     0.1283455  -11.1337752    0.0840501 

H    -2.4319638   11.1695780    0.0502493 
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C    11.1410816    0.7165895   -0.3902491 

C    11.1650832   -0.6451233   -0.3021910 

C     9.9465326   -1.4129319   -0.1931470 

C     9.9796527   -2.8027385   -0.1137118 

C     8.7873540   -3.5722059   -0.0340927 

C     8.8038549   -4.9858250    0.0282197 

C     7.6163232   -5.7479112    0.0767747 

C     7.6005653   -7.1814614    0.1308488 

C     6.4144481   -7.9250156    0.1590275 

C     6.3672231   -9.3729798    0.2061688 

C     5.1803433  -10.0625728    0.2200975 

C     3.8982131   -9.3869458    0.1886077 

C     2.6647433  -10.0494400    0.1889198 

C     1.4105981   -9.3536901    0.1498520 

C     0.1598934  -10.0083112    0.1300331 

C    -1.0610556   -9.2944425    0.0820492 

C    -2.3211404   -9.9496970    0.0312259 

C    -3.5134249   -9.2333866   -0.0346272 

C    -4.7855515   -9.9126045   -0.1146409 

C    -5.9580569   -9.2182994   -0.1900337 

C    -5.9748518   -7.7745507   -0.1811912 

C    -7.1670685   -7.0627771   -0.2538417 

C    -7.1917230   -5.6424861   -0.2193306 

C    -8.4057656   -4.9298215   -0.2854988 

C    -8.4424712   -3.5259910   -0.2293155 

C    -9.6710456   -2.8043232   -0.2978662 

C    -9.7172697   -1.4147611   -0.2304784 

C   -10.9582695   -0.6756586   -0.3030672 

C   -10.9825793    0.6901715   -0.2388505 

C    -9.7677457    1.4610430   -0.0932438 

C    -9.7716050    2.8541023   -0.0388463 

C    -8.5684191    3.6108178    0.0925412 

C    -8.5588820    5.0211144    0.1117135 
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C    -7.3582724    5.7629196    0.2028709 

C    -7.3330195    7.1890762    0.1769258 

C    -4.9167593   10.0443197    0.1429752 

C    -6.1383849    7.9118227    0.2131422 

C    -6.1003199    9.3565914    0.1537830 

C    -2.4231822   10.0421435    0.1304609 

C    -3.6418660    9.3624067    0.1897550 

C     0.0661238   10.0327374    0.0261339 

C    -1.1713006    9.3579865    0.1421912 

C     2.5465840   10.0112966   -0.1658333 

C     1.2955685    9.3422630   -0.0084704 

C     5.0225017    9.9893663   -0.4079645 

C     6.1955993    9.2910479   -0.4874909 

C     3.7536910    9.3173768   -0.2358931 

C     6.2239977    7.8475420   -0.4049394 

C     7.4068187    7.1181688   -0.4872153 

C     7.4262080    5.6941106   -0.4076451 

C     8.6264389    4.9661830   -0.4788503 

C     8.6452846    3.5592558   -0.4011892 

C     9.8662429    2.8339260   -0.4507652 

C     9.8953816    1.4464927   -0.3661185 

C     8.6542898    0.7091653   -0.2489766 

C     8.6777552   -0.7067269   -0.1724127 

C     7.4538089   -1.4407434   -0.0824918 

C     7.5254684   -2.8673506   -0.0308509 

C     6.3233725   -3.6102287    0.0105219 

C     6.3567903   -5.0441857    0.0596372 

C     5.1506716   -5.8010936    0.0864600 

C     5.1496777   -7.2286079    0.1340511 

C     3.9189614   -7.9438077    0.1485356 

C     2.6774758   -7.2380960    0.1155029 

C     1.4225132   -7.9113560    0.1176621 

C     0.1924506   -7.1724874    0.0826669 

C    -1.0485795   -7.8492756    0.0701610 

C    -2.2533058   -7.0808362    0.0318381 

C    -3.4983272   -7.7813896   -0.0292559 

C    -4.7180001   -7.0604651   -0.0925809 

C    -4.7081035   -5.6290637   -0.0615767 

C    -5.9458630   -4.9215525   -0.1055883 

C    -5.9548660   -3.4982287   -0.0287753 

C    -7.2024931   -2.7972783   -0.0896889 

C    -7.2376737   -1.3768230   -0.0107813 
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C    -8.4845802   -0.6726412   -0.0811749 

C    -8.5120302    0.7430392   -0.0091485 

C    -7.2932843    1.4730878    0.1464957 

C    -7.3149576    2.8978957    0.1951992 

C    -6.0965025    3.6253150    0.3231102 

C    -6.1064040    5.0526027    0.3076667 

C    -3.6495202    7.9192632    0.2835975 

C    -4.8790902    5.7773623    0.3648862 

C    -4.8794548    7.2044577    0.2955178 

C    -1.1725708    7.9196079    0.2577696 

C    -2.4088916    7.2126819    0.3400317 

C     1.2956928    7.9011155    0.1047335 

C     0.0625655    7.2040494    0.2586459 

C     3.7567364    7.8715876   -0.1412786 

C     4.9714878    7.1457235   -0.2285402 

C     2.5216648    7.1759669    0.0408571 

C     4.9667086    5.7142851   -0.1466334 

C     6.1816380    4.9792015   -0.2404214 

C     6.1735832    3.5486818   -0.1672818 

C     7.4041248    2.8351123   -0.2594142 

C     7.4064793    1.4099174   -0.2026756 

C     6.1690584    0.6847402   -0.0888460 

C     6.1820257   -0.7406722   -0.0540304 

C     4.9405658   -1.4724545   -0.0211913 

C     5.0748427   -2.9062322   -0.0113183 

C     3.9146615   -3.6914219   -0.0075004 

C     3.9151674   -5.1090166    0.0512138 

C     2.6872945   -5.8225740    0.0656129 

C     1.4549664   -5.1205744    0.0211903 

C     0.1986230   -5.7395695    0.0459560 

C    -0.9805894   -4.9127240    0.0483468 

C    -2.2312392   -5.6291614    0.0448176 

C    -3.4636461   -4.9121409    0.0237835 

C    -3.4525877   -3.4763168    0.1324220 

C    -4.7192334   -2.7791503    0.1189279 

C    -4.7691048   -1.3584318    0.2248297 

C    -6.0160551   -0.6544368    0.1508474 

C    -6.0491826    0.7679989    0.2443242 

C    -4.8361822    1.4936952    0.4314926 

C    -4.8564289    2.9173530    0.4501526 

C    -2.4078539    5.7859010    0.4551244 

C    -3.6319912    3.6437661    0.5475047 
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C    -3.6383887    5.0707466    0.4679582 

C     0.0654994    5.7772238    0.3971384 

C    -1.1701807    5.0741667    0.5210417 

C     2.5195836    5.7467446    0.1501421 

C     3.7370489    5.0124541    0.0420096 

C     1.2917178    5.0541633    0.3639782 

C     3.7321913    3.5810793    0.1283179 

C     4.9396886    2.8328820    0.0082240 

C     4.9181275    1.3872727    0.0352497 

C     3.6764684    0.6716658    0.2001798 

C     3.6338220   -0.7756366    0.0103426 

C     2.4591882   -1.6519016   -0.1354755 

C     2.6925276   -3.0310782   -0.0863792 

C     1.4849111   -3.7328099   -0.0723400 

C     0.4014342   -2.8476284   -0.1115413 

C    -0.9385147   -3.4322272    0.0636772 

C    -2.2134849   -2.7504112    0.2685926 

C    -2.3172680   -1.3376011    0.6106357 

C    -3.5627272   -0.6371135    0.4621159 

C    -3.5980907    0.7860482    0.5818510 

C    -1.1670404    3.6586853    0.6792632 

C    -2.3919893    1.5178367    0.7816853 

C    -2.4014099    2.9413494    0.6930090 

C     1.2958111    3.6293792    0.5266616 

C     2.5123668    2.8925502    0.3929142 

C     2.5066828    1.4648957    0.5547411 

C     0.0662363    2.9461176    0.7537021 

C     0.0879474    1.5433208    1.0455849 

C     1.3277944    0.8865240    1.0682345 

H     1.3771823   -0.1379458    1.4279402 

N     1.0351109   -1.5720490   -0.2395703 

H     0.5283097   -0.7026633   -0.3850322 

C    -1.2224602   -0.5953350    1.0982353 

H    -0.3512378   -1.1426945    1.4485969 

C    -1.1794509    0.8068839    1.0605440 

H    -4.9161607   11.1385642    0.0874124 

H     0.0685363   11.1253333   -0.0598400 

H    12.1168422   -1.1876421   -0.3176005 

H     2.5519354   11.1045818   -0.2435611 

H   -10.6040026   -3.3690942   -0.4065976 

H     2.6488295  -11.1453208    0.2153404 

H   -10.7250365    3.3902910   -0.1091750 
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H    -9.3448918   -5.4865749   -0.3792954 

H    -8.2839430    7.7298313    0.1072868 

H    -7.0520640    9.8973282    0.1068448 

H     5.0240528   11.0828867   -0.4755717 

H   -11.8903521   -1.2406996   -0.4146282 

H   -11.9341057    1.2301172   -0.2993411 

H     8.5610025   -7.7100000    0.1456945 

H     7.3155813   -9.9215908    0.2286323 

H    10.8065616    3.3880164   -0.5493133 

H    12.0726228    1.2864846   -0.4779250 

H    -4.7858616  -11.0081098   -0.1180693 

H     8.3580781    7.6468836   -0.6167393 

H     9.7717664   -5.5001278    0.0301459 

H    -9.5105386    5.5591653    0.0333261 

H    -6.9158736   -9.7458004   -0.2555795 

H     5.1879894  -11.1578899    0.2535448 

H     9.5740365    5.5043303   -0.5937288 

H    10.9469629   -3.3180144   -0.1243038 

H     7.1462684    9.8194841   -0.6187956 

H    -2.3528430  -11.0452195    0.0327569 

H    -8.1161015   -7.6052530   -0.3312044 

H     0.1274096  -11.1037393    0.1439681 

H    -2.4236167   11.1354801    0.0527499 
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Pyrrolic N f support material 

C    11.1484066    0.7037482   -0.1095013 

C    11.1505226   -0.6648561   -0.1097149 

C     9.9221142   -1.4264880   -0.0463485 

C     9.9038604   -2.8220852   -0.0672519 

C     8.6875387   -3.5681990   -0.0186653 

C     8.6593142   -4.9801910   -0.0660323 

C     7.4498975   -5.7099670   -0.0381150 

C     7.4106435   -7.1355591   -0.1120792 

C     6.2106760   -7.8484512   -0.1088171 

C     6.1639077   -9.2914140   -0.2044073 

C     4.9770974   -9.9726275   -0.2236210 

C     3.7055611   -9.2865861   -0.1456513 

C     2.4853153   -9.9630506   -0.1891827 

C     1.2323305   -9.2802597   -0.1218449 

C    -0.0075256   -9.9541047   -0.2014480 

C    -1.2435969   -9.2683616   -0.1506318 
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C    -2.5026165   -9.9336052   -0.2724913 

C    -3.7178242   -9.2431315   -0.2454837 

C    -4.9992149   -9.8981786   -0.4054901 

C    -6.1778931   -9.1983918   -0.4047880 

C    -6.2138880   -7.7619962   -0.2291026 

C    -7.4071543   -7.0251741   -0.2531359 

C    -7.4391418   -5.6065402   -0.0714982 

C    -8.6401307   -4.8327432   -0.1487892 

C    -8.6625099   -3.4258182    0.0343893 

C    -9.8551489   -2.5797052   -0.1487532 

C    -9.7495003   -1.1921703    0.0235873 

N   -10.5370423   -0.0145099   -0.1746482 

H   -11.4957832   -0.0158521   -0.5098131 

C    -9.7532905    1.1654669    0.0246628 

C    -9.8633560    2.5528238   -0.1464807 

C    -8.6733833    3.4025648    0.0372453 

C    -8.6554318    4.8097138   -0.1449690 

C    -7.4568433    5.5872501   -0.0673478 

C    -7.4293141    7.0060905   -0.2482562 

C    -5.0303002    9.8865446   -0.4004211 

C    -6.2383051    7.7465952   -0.2242448 

C    -6.2068199    9.1831506   -0.3994497 

C    -2.5338434    9.9296279   -0.2683931 

C    -3.7468497    9.2353970   -0.2410908 

C    -0.0389284    9.9578900   -0.1981621 

C    -1.2727672    9.2682747   -0.1471341 

C     2.4537614    9.9747278   -0.1864086 

C     1.2030033    9.2879532   -0.1189890 

C     4.9454579    9.9922760   -0.2210382 

C     6.1344529    9.3148743   -0.2019803 

C     3.6761226    9.3021610   -0.1431150 

C     6.1858154    7.8720484   -0.1066368 

C     7.3880807    7.1629446   -0.1100379 

C     7.4318804    5.7374228   -0.0363938 

C     8.6436429    5.0114242   -0.0645024 

C     8.6763304    3.5994476   -0.0175243 

C     9.8950096    2.8571176   -0.0663453 

C     9.9176307    1.4615306   -0.0458721 

C     8.6731776    0.7265056    0.0334027 

C     8.6754038   -0.6953940    0.0331750 

C     7.4427952   -1.4180281    0.1013097 

C     7.4106435   -7.1355591   -0.1120792 
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C     6.2106760   -7.8484512   -0.1088171 

C     6.1639077   -9.2914140   -0.2044073 

C     4.9770974   -9.9726275   -0.2236210 

C     3.7055611   -9.2865861   -0.1456513 

C     2.4853153   -9.9630506   -0.1891827 

C     1.2323305   -9.2802597   -0.1218449 

C    -0.0075256   -9.9541047   -0.2014480 

C    -1.2435969   -9.2683616   -0.1506318 

C    -2.5026165   -9.9336052   -0.2724913 

C    -3.7178242   -9.2431315   -0.2454837 

C    -4.9992149   -9.8981786   -0.4054901 

C    -6.1778931   -9.1983918   -0.4047880 

C    -6.2138880   -7.7619962   -0.2291026 

C    -7.4071543   -7.0251741   -0.2531359 

C    -7.4391418   -5.6065402   -0.0714982 

C    -8.6401307   -4.8327432   -0.1487892 

C    -8.6625099   -3.4258182    0.0343893 

C    -9.8551489   -2.5797052   -0.1487532 

C    -9.7495003   -1.1921703    0.0235873 

N   -10.5370423   -0.0145099   -0.1746482 

H   -11.4957832   -0.0158521   -0.5098131 

C    -9.7532905    1.1654669    0.0246628 

C    -9.8633560    2.5528238   -0.1464807 

C    -8.6733833    3.4025648    0.0372453 

C    -8.6554318    4.8097138   -0.1449690 

C    -7.4568433    5.5872501   -0.0673478 

C    -7.4293141    7.0060905   -0.2482562 

C    -5.0303002    9.8865446   -0.4004211 

C    -6.2383051    7.7465952   -0.2242448 

C    -6.2068199    9.1831506   -0.3994497 

C    -2.5338434    9.9296279   -0.2683931 

C    -3.7468497    9.2353970   -0.2410908 

C    -0.0389284    9.9578900   -0.1981621 

C    -1.2727672    9.2682747   -0.1471341 

C     2.4537614    9.9747278   -0.1864086 

C     1.2030033    9.2879532   -0.1189890 

C     4.9454579    9.9922760   -0.2210382 

C     6.1344529    9.3148743   -0.2019803 

C     3.6761226    9.3021610   -0.1431150 

C     6.1858154    7.8720484   -0.1066368 

C     7.3880807    7.1629446   -0.1100379 

C     7.4318804    5.7374228   -0.0363938 
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C     8.6436429    5.0114242   -0.0645024 

C     8.6763304    3.5994476   -0.0175243 

C     9.8950096    2.8571176   -0.0663453 

C     9.9176307    1.4615306   -0.0458721 

C     8.6731776    0.7265056    0.0334027 

C     8.6754038   -0.6953940    0.0331750 

C     7.4427952   -1.4180281    0.1013097 

C     7.4403729   -2.8457734    0.0725247 

C     6.2075656   -3.5645482    0.1204706 

C     6.2009906   -4.9911564    0.0586541 

C     4.9654739   -5.7071564    0.0778888 

C     4.9545587   -7.1349957   -0.0153910 

C     3.7218053   -7.8434716   -0.0289837 

C     2.4826971   -7.1349716    0.0623319 

C     1.2420514   -7.8424904    0.0197422 

C     0.0066569   -7.1327648    0.1020350 

C    -1.2361514   -7.8337887    0.0166732 

C    -2.4708453   -7.1192479    0.0775615 

C    -3.7179596   -7.8091605   -0.0614065 

C    -4.9458848   -7.0886159   -0.0379076 

C    -4.9401336   -5.6775335    0.1634896 

C    -6.1714294   -4.9537534    0.1708381 

C    -6.1569230   -3.5540713    0.3919081 

C    -7.3798494   -2.8286411    0.3609190 

C    -7.3126058   -1.4391174    0.5694975 

C    -8.4822399   -0.7008136    0.4310495 

C    -8.4844416    0.6778106    0.4316796 

C    -7.3171450    1.4197267    0.5707125 

C    -7.3887853    2.8092094    0.3632326 

C    -6.1681293    3.5384977    0.3945984 

C    -6.1870296    4.9382788    0.1743950 

C    -3.7424969    7.8014173   -0.0573797 

C    -4.9579906    5.6659274    0.1671367 

C    -4.9681632    7.0770621   -0.0336954 

C    -1.2608179    7.8337464    0.0198626 

C    -2.4932289    7.1153420    0.0809657 

C     1.2172674    7.8502414    0.0223242 

C    -0.0158422    7.1366036    0.1047193 

C     3.6969499    7.8591059   -0.0267149 

C     4.9319514    7.1545474   -0.0133344 

C     2.4601134    7.1466412    0.0645686 

C     4.9474099    5.7267085    0.0796103 
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C     6.1852033    5.0145951    0.0601693 

C     6.1963055    3.5879573    0.1215830 

C     7.4313848    2.8730461    0.0734219 

C     7.4383131    1.4452713    0.1017664 

C     6.2035530    0.7251379    0.1873331 

C     6.2058027   -0.7018003    0.1871038 

C     4.9716334   -1.4214204    0.2576623 

C     4.9691566   -2.8490854    0.2190345 

C     3.7348613   -3.5655705    0.2605821 

C     3.7279795   -4.9944463    0.1792328 

C     2.4914241   -5.7072576    0.1801622 

C     1.2556060   -4.9958037    0.2829385 

C     0.0162117   -5.7060109    0.2510581 

C    -1.2164492   -4.9947997    0.3452198 

C    -2.4611302   -5.6992464    0.2594184 

C    -3.6927900   -4.9860506    0.3254879 

C    -3.6788960   -3.5695900    0.5142841 

C    -4.9089526   -2.8569357    0.5752391 

C    -4.8773115   -1.4391696    0.7271254 

C    -6.0970387   -0.7195291    0.7355504 

C    -6.0992897    0.7038752    0.7361262 

C    -4.8818283    1.4273932    0.7281911 

C    -4.9179371    2.8451715    0.5772900 

C    -2.4790502    5.6953338    0.2623715 

C    -3.6901144    3.5617431    0.5165729 

C    -3.7084598    4.9782557    0.3284929 

C    -0.0017810    5.7098616    0.2533574 

C    -1.2321712    4.9947498    0.3475917 

C     2.4733730    5.7189410    0.1820480 

C     3.7121687    5.0100336    0.1808185 

C     1.2398258    5.0035488    0.2847857 

C     3.7235832    3.5811464    0.2617487 

C     4.9601382    2.8685506    0.2199464 

C     4.9671283    1.4408686    0.2581305 

C     3.7357577    0.7228464    0.3500021 

C     3.7380192   -0.7073081    0.3497608 

C     2.5058174   -1.4251833    0.4182162 

C     2.5014691   -2.8532744    0.3658441 

C     1.2643653   -3.5699063    0.3909162 

C     0.0330450   -2.8581922    0.4977812 

C    -1.2051177   -3.5725792    0.4891386 

C    -2.4369382   -2.8602340    0.5862681 
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C    -2.4212217   -1.4348576    0.6903757 

C    -3.6477548   -0.7194979    0.7591321 

C    -3.6500060    0.7115882    0.7596198 

C    -1.2163618    3.5725187    0.4909572 

C    -2.4257271    1.4308657    0.6912667 

C    -2.4459272    2.8562486    0.5879603 

C     1.2530937    3.5776507    0.3923035 

C     2.4924400    2.8649189    0.3668502 

C     2.5013058    1.4368233    0.4187292 

C     0.0240315    2.8620176    0.4990785 

C     0.0366646    1.4328916    0.5713191 

C     1.2705991    0.7185265    0.5131220 

C     1.2728565   -0.7108012    0.5128339 

C     0.0411684   -1.4290677    0.5706422 

C    -1.1885231   -0.7148974    0.6600971 

C    -1.1907743    0.7148056    0.6604797 

H    -5.0435383   10.9739547   -0.5346472 

H    -0.0455474   11.0475765   -0.3155080 

H    12.0971234   -1.2141916   -0.1635520 

H     2.4481080   11.0665102   -0.2836313 

H   -10.7834874   -3.0665058   -0.4652846 

H     2.4831753  -11.0549015   -0.2866011 

H   -10.7932693    3.0369698   -0.4625563 

H    -8.3750115    7.5346118   -0.4173855 

H    -7.1585373    9.7090985   -0.5350123 

H     4.9354174   11.0849934   -0.3007004 

H     8.3576439   -7.6828187   -0.1837042 

H     7.1125641   -9.8357790   -0.2682760 

H    10.8418169    3.4058354   -0.1306082 

H    12.0933277    1.2560452   -0.1631905 

H    -5.0090443  -10.9856140   -0.5400262 

H     8.3334118    7.7132560   -0.1815477 

H     9.6067687   -5.5264920   -0.1373420 

H    -9.5909782    5.3330339   -0.3764036 

H    -7.1279170   -9.7272209   -0.5408690 

H     4.9705844  -11.0653886   -0.3034423 

H     9.5894677    5.5607621   -0.1356994 

H    10.8522969   -3.3678010   -0.1316530 

H     7.0813945    9.8622812   -0.2657690 

H    -2.5091836  -11.0216230   -0.4060155 

H    -8.3511281   -7.5565183   -0.4227569 

H    -0.0106652  -11.0438674   -0.3190788 
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H    -2.5438565   11.0175873   -0.4016008 

H    -9.5739663   -5.3587887   -0.3806492 
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N-O-like support material 

C    11.1429698    0.7001442    0.0596548 

C    11.1451594   -0.6682726    0.0586039 

C     9.9149480   -1.4293310    0.0575642 

C     9.8982686   -2.8248448    0.0565484 

C     8.6811614   -3.5707239    0.0554569 

C     8.6563770   -4.9832481    0.0544334 

C     7.4474095   -5.7138810    0.0533746 

C     7.4130945   -7.1411616    0.0523506 

C     6.2147152   -7.8565322    0.0512523 

C     6.1736332   -9.3025940    0.0502003 

C     4.9890450   -9.9877511    0.0491097 

C     3.7151003   -9.3020935    0.0489821 

C     2.4976276   -9.9846294    0.0478842 

C     1.2426794   -9.3030407    0.0476933 

C     0.0062440   -9.9866898    0.0465041 

C    -1.2321800   -9.3038795    0.0463097 

C    -2.4873883   -9.9844407    0.0450844 

C    -3.7066983   -9.3000940    0.0449138 

C    -4.9853799   -9.9765155    0.0436320 

C    -6.1703941   -9.2868531    0.0435555 

C    -6.2069038   -7.8422842    0.0446483 

C    -7.4099906   -7.1189597    0.0446188 

C    -7.4013322   -5.7062695    0.0457426 

N    -8.6235804   -5.0022751    0.0457081 

O    -9.7250618   -5.6416036    0.0444949 

C    -8.6274268   -3.5919041    0.0469505 

C    -9.8577356   -2.8973428    0.0470285 

C    -9.8873237   -1.4939453    0.0482470 

C   -11.1228098   -0.7442212    0.0483537 

C   -11.1325642    0.6268680    0.0495913 

C    -9.9102890    1.4006190    0.0508655 

C    -9.8983398    2.7987926    0.0521570 

C    -8.6840353    3.5500867    0.0533603 

C    -8.6612198    4.9640567    0.0546425 

C    -7.4535394    5.6975333    0.0558109 

C    -7.4214197    7.1252261    0.0570759 

C    -5.0026432    9.9762734    0.0604689 
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C    -6.2241165    7.8427497    0.0581650 

C    -6.1859738    9.2889204    0.0593633 

C    -2.5111440    9.9777989    0.0614722 

C    -3.7273258    9.2932259    0.0603954 

C    -0.0207807    9.9845057    0.0624235 

C    -1.2554593    9.2983220    0.0613930 

C     2.4693372    9.9897846    0.0634290 

C     1.2173704    9.3041321    0.0623529 

C     4.9603412   10.0004535    0.0643954 

C     6.1467957    9.3186910    0.0643258 

C     3.6887030    9.3108873    0.0633533 

C     6.1913811    7.8728626    0.0631889 

C     7.3918071    7.1610095    0.0631348 

C     7.4297945    5.7340987    0.0619910 

C     8.6410263    5.0071529    0.0619239 

C     8.6698598    3.5949174    0.0608263 

C     9.8893055    2.8527753    0.0607824 

C     9.9103787    1.4573883    0.0596980 

C     8.6630998    0.7228941    0.0586387 

C     8.6654035   -0.6985377    0.0575836 

C     7.4307012   -1.4206288    0.0564984 

C     7.4306026   -2.8481906    0.0554365 

C     6.1973054   -3.5669137    0.0543749 

C     6.1950429   -4.9945356    0.0533297 

C     4.9608188   -5.7118438    0.0522206 

C     4.9555137   -7.1425114    0.0511706 

C     3.7251743   -7.8545324    0.0500552 

C     2.4830820   -7.1452751    0.0499593 

C     1.2459500   -7.8584485    0.0487835 

C     0.0080514   -7.1483992    0.0486435 

C    -1.2308324   -7.8595816    0.0474086 

C    -2.4673195   -7.1471385    0.0472564 

C    -3.7107836   -7.8550225    0.0460291 

C    -4.9422478   -7.1414872    0.0458902 

C    -4.9369003   -5.7146860    0.0470119 

C    -6.1655034   -4.9899373    0.0469553 

C    -6.1543418   -3.5705529    0.0481318 

C    -7.3918023   -2.8749796    0.0481612 

C    -7.4099960   -1.4487870    0.0494322 

C    -8.6509175   -0.7443430    0.0494992 

C    -8.6581569    0.6788147    0.0507938 

C    -7.4260647    1.4064100    0.0520158 
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C    -7.4298613    2.8333774    0.0532997 

C    -6.1971864    3.5553285    0.0545149 

C    -6.1981695    4.9823228    0.0557611 

C    -3.7335743    7.8459116    0.0591982 

C    -4.9646247    5.7017305    0.0569137 

C    -4.9628180    7.1319387    0.0581115 

C    -1.2536630    7.8542948    0.0602155 

C    -2.4893511    7.1394823    0.0591248 

C     1.2228596    7.8600807    0.0611783 

C    -0.0135824    7.1467690    0.0601206 

C     3.7018915    7.8635829    0.0621979 

C     4.9343123    7.1552039    0.0621257 

C     2.4618160    7.1507263    0.0611053 

C     4.9429918    5.7248159    0.0609861 

C     6.1794233    5.0112595    0.0609358 

C     6.1857422    3.5837827    0.0598194 

C     7.4213865    2.8688107    0.0597742 

C     7.4260852    1.4413464    0.0586649 

C     6.1879435    0.7218390    0.0575581 

C     6.1904073   -0.7045461    0.0564933 

C     4.9539550   -1.4232612    0.0554359 

C     4.9551078   -2.8509071    0.0543546 

C     3.7207974   -3.5673015    0.0532163 

C     3.7196880   -4.9979682    0.0521534 

C     2.4853412   -5.7129940    0.0510131 

C     1.2462677   -4.9998049    0.0509040 

C     0.0106582   -5.7144815    0.0497246 

C    -1.2245219   -5.0011746    0.0496032 

C    -2.4634689   -5.7153625    0.0483524 

C    -3.6958485   -5.0007849    0.0482299 

C    -3.6912336   -3.5722967    0.0493797 

C    -4.9229382   -2.8565353    0.0493406 

C    -4.9318951   -1.4321263    0.0505768 

C    -6.1739168   -0.7262518    0.0506441 

C    -6.1815839    0.6981794    0.0519452 

C    -4.9462954    1.4187187    0.0531780 

C    -4.9514546    2.8449300    0.0544482 

C    -2.4867034    5.7078604    0.0579373 

C    -3.7173806    3.5622955    0.0555989 

C    -3.7204748    4.9918183    0.0568315 

C    -0.0096154    5.7131480    0.0589589 

C    -1.2445441    4.9977898    0.0578375 
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C     2.4668078    5.7187049    0.0599505 

C     3.7034619    5.0076602    0.0598737 

C     1.2287983    5.0026270    0.0588976 

C     3.7084279    3.5772559    0.0587366 

C     4.9454067    2.8645830    0.0587017 

C     4.9490735    1.4371049    0.0575748 

C     3.7134016    0.7199840    0.0565147 

C     3.7161782   -0.7092011    0.0554158 

C     2.4814630   -1.4255834    0.0542429 

C     2.4831041   -2.8538324    0.0531436 

C     1.2474026   -3.5703814    0.0519783 

C     0.0117337   -2.8566920    0.0518950 

C    -1.2226949   -3.5722316    0.0507157 

C    -2.4577195   -2.8573611    0.0506364 

C    -2.4618024   -1.4297733    0.0518102 

C    -3.6986774   -0.7166983    0.0518186 

C    -3.7052675    0.7101472    0.0530840 

C    -1.2405409    3.5693369    0.0566300 

C    -2.4710562    1.4260363    0.0542442 

C    -2.4762857    2.8528553    0.0554883 

C     1.2332774    3.5737791    0.0577381 

C     2.4722074    2.8610531    0.0576791 

C     2.4760146    1.4330416    0.0565137 

C    -0.0018455    2.8580693    0.0565749 

C     0.0025642    1.4289674    0.0553561 

C     1.2400917    0.7164087    0.0553350 

C     1.2434219   -0.7114787    0.0541845 

C     0.0093133   -1.4272631    0.0530108 

C    -1.2272778   -0.7139492    0.0529889 

C    -1.2317386    0.7134990    0.0541890 

H    -5.0020608   11.0719077    0.0615271 

H    -0.0233226   11.0805001    0.0632556 

H    12.0931098   -1.2178880    0.0585061 

H     2.4674831   11.0858812    0.0643627 

H   -10.7774386   -3.4872080    0.0462224 

H     2.4994462  -11.0807210    0.0471990 

H   -10.8509183    3.3410956    0.0522834 

H    -8.3719085    7.6711554    0.0572479 

H    -7.1380720    9.8310000    0.0593295 

H     4.9541956   11.0960620    0.0652563 

H   -12.0660321   -1.3011825    0.0474400 

H   -12.0857749    1.1673276    0.0496382 
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H     8.3628454   -7.6883880    0.0524753 

H     7.1247042   -9.8464753    0.0503421 

H    10.8380968    3.4016725    0.0617066 

H    12.0891864    1.2527346    0.0605722 

H    -4.9899373  -11.0721460    0.0426595 

H     8.3400385    7.7108351    0.0640722 

H     9.6064925   -5.5296454    0.0544357 

H    -9.6121041    5.5090981    0.0547372 

H    -7.1224004   -9.8284396    0.0427421 

H     4.9863279  -11.0833744    0.0483001 

H     9.5894593    5.5564330    0.0627748 

H    10.8487992   -3.3707382    0.0566244 

H     7.0964990    9.8649368    0.0651759 

H    -2.4898421  -11.0805148    0.0442442 

H    -8.3790624   -7.6237242    0.0438409 

H     0.0070768  -11.0826695    0.0456956 

H    -2.5145648   11.0738996    0.0624480 

 

 

201 

Pd21/carbon support 

Pd    1.3343183   -2.2870989    5.5362042 

Pd    0.6375829   -1.0851538    3.1762575 

Pd    0.0047613    0.0001066    5.7139339 

Pd   -0.6310673    1.0891022    3.1777930 

Pd   -1.2159387   -2.2295213    4.7818120 

Pd   -2.5322751    0.0394780    4.7881736 

Pd   -0.5556067   -3.3631808    2.3328889 

Pd   -2.0664408   -1.2065933    2.4286304 

Pd    3.2058936   -1.1677826    2.3377730 

Pd    2.5414681   -0.0385520    4.7869065 

Pd    2.0736866    1.2115474    2.4286534 

Pd    1.2246439    2.2304959    4.7828084 

Pd    1.9812057   -3.3896349    3.0632050 

Pd    0.2182840   -4.4605055    4.6446880 

Pd    3.7768519   -2.3858219    4.6519220 

Pd   -1.3242038    2.2882715    5.5401050 

Pd   -3.7679997    2.3859608    4.6579214 

Pd   -0.2089369    4.4619776    4.6477344 

Pd   -3.2003765    1.1714703    2.3407528 

Pd    0.5600145    3.3669536    2.3340909 

Pd   -1.9752210    3.3929695    3.0684702 
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C    11.1484039    0.6982853    0.1791168 

C    11.1522968   -0.6693789    0.1240868 

C     9.9234361   -1.4321144    0.0878384 

C     9.9070408   -2.8265824    0.0186441 

C     8.6906757   -3.5742703   -0.0238840 

C     8.6653632   -4.9851265   -0.1008128 

C     7.4558150   -5.7169995   -0.1411884 

C     7.4200833   -7.1424632   -0.2036655 

C     6.2201813   -7.8578951   -0.2241476 

C     6.1789602   -9.3030790   -0.2724625 

C     4.9944400   -9.9891021   -0.2706182 

C     3.7203619   -9.3056312   -0.2216773 

C     2.5028825   -9.9904989   -0.1997970 

C     1.2485954   -9.3121551   -0.1372965 

C     0.0122580   -9.9973618   -0.0920994 

C    -1.2240572   -9.3174291   -0.0124286 

C    -2.4773691  -10.0006856    0.0377582 

C    -3.6951298   -9.3211653    0.1082005 

C    -4.9678073  -10.0078521    0.1505302 

C    -6.1522477   -9.3240907    0.2055747 

C    -6.1954675   -7.8779834    0.2231170 

C    -7.3948119   -7.1637990    0.2589000 

C    -7.4323142   -5.7361157    0.2614175 

C    -8.6431605   -5.0066839    0.2732857 

C    -8.6734814   -3.5936043    0.2571735 

C    -9.8933918   -2.8507433    0.2495458 

C    -9.9161020   -1.4552128    0.2106772 

C   -11.1490710   -0.6982348    0.1887802 

C   -11.1529499    0.6693964    0.1330280 

C    -9.9240884    1.4319376    0.0929116 

C    -9.9077021    2.8262505    0.0207208 

C    -8.6913414    3.5737967   -0.0242289 

C    -8.6660282    4.9845596   -0.1028538 

C    -7.4564806    5.7164029   -0.1439317 

C    -7.4207639    7.1418205   -0.2076883 

C    -4.9952394    9.9886621   -0.2705163 

C    -6.2208840    7.8573112   -0.2276038 

C    -6.1796692    9.3024941   -0.2761279 

C    -2.5039387    9.9903876   -0.1900551 

C    -3.7212424    9.3053715   -0.2170303 

C    -0.0137045    9.9974159   -0.0723398 

C    -1.2497943    9.3121573   -0.1233365 
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C     2.4756835   10.0006804    0.0633296 

C     1.2225923    9.3174176    0.0075050 

C     4.9660306   10.0077432    0.1795063 

C     6.1505783    9.3239235    0.2316514 

C     3.6935445    9.3210653    0.1314309 

C     6.1941390    7.8777417    0.2405019 

C     7.3936507    7.1635578    0.2708959 

C     7.4313654    5.7358726    0.2668969 

C     8.6422816    5.0064758    0.2752473 

C     8.6727231    3.5934448    0.2542289 

C     9.8926623    2.8506454    0.2443966 

C     9.9154155    1.4551534    0.2036434 

C     8.6696805    0.7191087    0.1794362 

C     8.6741047   -0.7018704    0.1220319 

C     7.4411403   -1.4266399    0.0928280 

C     7.4399951   -2.8525789    0.0120759 

C     6.2065439   -3.5732423   -0.0395653 

C     6.2027388   -4.9997199   -0.1128182 

C     4.9674733   -5.7166658   -0.1417807 

C     4.9611818   -7.1459553   -0.1884524 

C     3.7293967   -7.8594779   -0.1876790 

C     2.4864248   -7.1536029   -0.1413872 

C     1.2499856   -7.8685045   -0.1111669 

C     0.0107341   -7.1619510   -0.0357862 

C    -1.2278070   -7.8735714    0.0201604 

C    -2.4651668   -7.1651010    0.1034992 

C    -3.7070045   -7.8742467    0.1385332 

C    -4.9374642   -7.1632460    0.1947711 

C    -4.9452734   -5.7316643    0.2166218 

C    -6.1818827   -5.0150277    0.2431363 

C    -6.1902318   -3.5857763    0.2413426 

C    -7.4259875   -2.8673864    0.2402537 

C    -7.4323816   -1.4383080    0.2110372 

C    -8.6703472   -0.7192732    0.1846267 

C    -8.6747561    0.7016658    0.1266347 

C    -7.4417741    1.4262939    0.0947820 

C    -7.4406603    2.8521329    0.0124724 

C    -6.2071933    3.5728370   -0.0382548 

C    -6.2034049    4.9992182   -0.1136235 

C    -3.7302090    7.8591790   -0.1845881 

C    -4.9681590    5.7162098   -0.1424055 

C    -4.9618921    7.1454975   -0.1894035 
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C    -1.2510427    7.8684253   -0.1010331 

C    -2.4872737    7.1534078   -0.1360106 

C     1.2265975    7.8734351    0.0333270 

C    -0.0117556    7.1618277   -0.0270150 

C     3.7057507    7.8740048    0.1531403 

C     4.9362500    7.1629686    0.2084026 

C     2.4640534    7.1648354    0.1140859 

C     4.9443123    5.7313140    0.2228497 

C     6.1809955    5.0147334    0.2467384 

C     6.1894858    3.5855019    0.2402009 

C     7.4252681    2.8671829    0.2364019 

C     7.4317135    1.4381316    0.2058664 

C     6.1963943    0.7173236    0.1959247 

C     6.2016137   -0.7110522    0.1424639 

C     4.9726983   -1.4389705    0.1165906 

C     4.9660655   -2.8620522   -0.0028725 

C     3.7290725   -3.5787819   -0.0555242 

C     3.7249330   -5.0042344   -0.1127135 

C     2.4868733   -5.7214793   -0.1124381 

C     1.2483969   -5.0157307   -0.0543751 

C     0.0111069   -5.7322506    0.0000336 

C    -1.2264762   -5.0298594    0.1209464 

C    -2.4690946   -5.7338761    0.1501847 

C    -3.7055223   -5.0183528    0.2041842 

C    -3.7157802   -3.5869012    0.2303127 

C    -4.9519360   -2.8682896    0.2352147 

C    -4.9604422   -1.4386953    0.2287083 

C    -6.1970430   -0.7175437    0.2004358 

C    -6.2022221    0.7107846    0.1456110 

C    -4.9733220    1.4387142    0.1204436 

C    -4.9667254    2.8617041   -0.0000356 

C    -2.4876196    5.7212098   -0.1098339 

C    -3.7297315    3.5784662   -0.0532266 

C    -3.7256259    5.0038737   -0.1117480 

C    -0.0120080    5.7320201    0.0039682 

C    -1.2491499    5.0154697   -0.0524473 

C     2.4681818    5.7334839    0.1551579 

C     3.7046529    5.0179206    0.2068284 

C     1.2255612    5.0294532    0.1246723 

C     3.7150391    3.5864722    0.2296476 

C     4.9512304    2.8679734    0.2325846 

C     4.9598175    1.4384232    0.2251540 
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C     3.7293224    0.7216790    0.2228754 

C     3.7283387   -0.7194178    0.1967735 

C     2.4765004   -1.4383616    0.1063640 

C     2.4877055   -2.8717356    0.0032091 

C     1.2528467   -3.5873435    0.0033812 

C     0.0150527   -2.8642937    0.1094407 

C    -1.2316099   -3.5924475    0.2003228 

C    -2.4822085   -2.8753940    0.2271277 

C    -2.4788583   -1.4351764    0.2380750 

C    -3.7300003   -0.7219907    0.2262421 

C    -3.7289682    0.7191496    0.2008545 

C    -1.2535132    3.5869425    0.0039774 

C    -2.4771266    1.4381321    0.1091936 

C    -2.4883968    2.8714718    0.0045928 

C     1.2307332    3.5918175    0.2007325 

C     2.4814526    2.8748343    0.2265492 

C     2.4780377    1.4346242    0.2352621 

C    -0.0158156    2.8638661    0.1088091 

C    -0.0069542    1.4264775    0.0306145 

C     1.2278681    0.7113359    0.0807675 

C     1.2340961   -0.7153845    0.0303585 

C     0.0062262   -1.4268158    0.0314876 

C    -1.2286625   -0.7116799    0.0832084 

C    -1.2348656    0.7151317    0.0317845 

H    -4.9935009   11.0838380   -0.3022414 

H    -0.0150840   11.0932238   -0.0904762 

H    12.1013816   -1.2166673    0.1040332 

H     2.4762363   11.0966806    0.0482258 

H   -10.8419760   -3.3996742    0.2672646 

H     2.5064857  -11.0863618   -0.2222539 

H   -10.8589366    3.3703247   -0.0047629 

H    -9.5916700   -5.5556362    0.2879371 

H    -8.3697633    7.6897522   -0.2328158 

H    -7.1304306    9.8457063   -0.3124066 

H     4.9629691   11.1033357    0.1703658 

H   -12.0950626   -1.2505571    0.2154383 

H   -12.1020154    1.2167896    0.1150469 

H     8.3690741   -7.6904431   -0.2280818 

H     7.1297666   -9.8463859   -0.3060677 

H    10.8412371    3.3995851    0.2623393 

H    12.0944028    1.2507234    0.2029979 

H    -4.9649567  -11.1033693    0.1347288 
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H     8.3420592    7.7126410    0.2919197 

H     9.6154905   -5.5308628   -0.1255246 

H    -9.6161566    5.5302780   -0.1278868 

H    -7.1019603   -9.8695817    0.2340622 

H     4.9926434  -11.0842663   -0.3027407 

H     9.5907616    5.5554516    0.2909345 

H    10.8582766   -3.3706716   -0.0065215 

H     7.1001379    9.8694580    0.2640731 

H    -2.4781630  -11.0965828    0.0164343 

H    -8.3432902   -7.7128324    0.2780164 

H     0.0134796  -11.0930987   -0.1141554 

H    -2.5075999   11.0862575   -0.2121149 

 

 

201 

Pd21/graphitic N support 1 

Pd    1.3774922   -2.1917790    5.4397412 

Pd    0.6853569   -1.0086645    3.0687411 

Pd    0.0471045    0.0768907    5.6052649 

Pd   -0.5913119    1.1878607    3.0801510 

Pd   -1.1830390   -2.1591303    4.6583653 

Pd   -2.4800534    0.1243577    4.6829453 

Pd   -0.4548565   -3.2849044    2.2069638 

Pd   -1.9904314   -1.0735308    2.3130869 

Pd    3.2386189   -1.1426467    2.2243548 

Pd    2.5869470    0.0460328    4.6721319 

Pd    2.1174462    1.2623403    2.3056349 

Pd    1.2878405    2.3111095    4.6506865 

Pd    2.0596675   -3.3479010    3.0108264 

Pd    0.2380226   -4.3762284    4.5544578 

Pd    3.8416712   -2.2825762    4.5734045 

Pd   -1.2514338    2.3733051    5.4753561 

Pd   -3.6966196    2.4747412    4.5733112 

Pd   -0.1236204    4.5282340    4.5187142 

Pd   -3.1875042    1.2828609    2.2346023 

Pd    0.5756767    3.4316383    2.1817589 

Pd   -1.9287884    3.4933793    2.9768098 

C    11.1296860    0.6816862    0.3611094 

C    11.1341854   -0.6860252    0.3072334 

C     9.9066045   -1.4474288    0.2260937 

C     9.8908106   -2.8421665    0.1627412 

C     8.6758514   -3.5882160    0.0769418 
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C     8.6527362   -4.9998103    0.0091608 

C     7.4454038   -5.7306181   -0.0703830 

C     7.4112646   -7.1569364   -0.1195493 

C     6.2125059   -7.8711153   -0.1694577 

C     6.1709977   -9.3167610   -0.2008167 

C     4.9862502  -10.0015223   -0.2207866 

C     3.7124359   -9.3156710   -0.2098144 

C     2.4944725   -9.9975442   -0.1961032 

C     1.2410881   -9.3154367   -0.1593257 

C     0.0061448  -10.0002956   -0.1087578 

C    -1.2274469   -9.3165157   -0.0437305 

C    -2.4806389   -9.9977830    0.0223345 

C    -3.6971684   -9.3183321    0.0939311 

C    -4.9672115  -10.0057868    0.1646878 

C    -6.1485941   -9.3199200    0.2359678 

C    -6.1891050   -7.8740526    0.2435897 

C    -7.3871265   -7.1638838    0.3091588 

C    -7.4243511   -5.7376975    0.3086959 

C    -8.6311660   -5.0113481    0.3632736 

C    -8.6570727   -3.5983217    0.3491940 

C    -9.8757264   -2.8581898    0.3856061 

C    -9.9004993   -1.4629203    0.3490095 

C   -11.1335937   -0.7072789    0.3718760 

C   -11.1390296    0.6602111    0.3178537 

C    -9.9119516    1.4213461    0.2352800 

C    -9.8985523    2.8170301    0.1670532 

C    -8.6866729    3.5633759    0.0759346 

C    -8.6660315    4.9755656    0.0019072 

C    -7.4604679    5.7061744   -0.0828193 

C    -7.4283213    7.1330079   -0.1322672 

C    -5.0080976    9.9816869   -0.2116823 

C    -6.2310323    7.8490328   -0.1805881 

C    -6.1918843    9.2950862   -0.2034207 

C    -2.5169193    9.9824817   -0.1702067 

C    -3.7331222    9.2980118   -0.1995807 

C    -0.0272746    9.9863652   -0.0601555 

C    -1.2614890    9.3027058   -0.1314533 

C     2.4606050    9.9872418    0.0959450 

C     1.2098029    9.3042812    0.0093098 

C     4.9486450    9.9933966    0.2550841 

C     6.1324812    9.3094250    0.3212168 

C     3.6781791    9.3069459    0.1690955 
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C     6.1770415    7.8634040    0.3083588 

C     7.3760164    7.1493545    0.3644027 

C     7.4148026    5.7220664    0.3432675 

C     8.6251383    4.9921568    0.3854549 

C     8.6557992    3.5795049    0.3539212 

C     9.8746548    2.8352219    0.3840122 

C     9.8974657    1.4399000    0.3400634 

C     8.6528936    0.7050766    0.2668624 

C     8.6577794   -0.7160982    0.2103428 

C     7.4259885   -1.4393233    0.1336390 

C     7.4256218   -2.8659978    0.0594419 

C     6.1941359   -3.5856155   -0.0357135 

C     6.1927212   -5.0125003   -0.0947550 

C     4.9585880   -5.7281946   -0.1557218 

C     4.9534655   -7.1576465   -0.1806676 

C     3.7221484   -7.8693130   -0.1994240 

C     2.4795499   -7.1605257   -0.1895973 

C     1.2419024   -7.8714262   -0.1605047 

C     0.0026165   -7.1601325   -0.1066877 

C    -1.2305598   -7.8738330   -0.0376402 

C    -2.4670024   -7.1632569    0.0384171 

C    -3.7082118   -7.8712082    0.1023620 

C    -4.9323715   -7.1577180    0.1772804 

C    -4.9390735   -5.7246516    0.1835223 

C    -6.1736994   -5.0164629    0.2454838 

C    -6.1732561   -3.5925582    0.2425266 

C    -7.4090858   -2.8738589    0.2882819 

C    -7.4198659   -1.4462885    0.2600399 

C    -8.6563755   -0.7294082    0.2794727 

C    -8.6627736    0.6935282    0.2221997 

C    -7.4329074    1.4174214    0.1443747 

C    -7.4360992    2.8423768    0.0598688 

C    -6.2057829    3.5609954   -0.0448225 

C    -6.2066589    4.9884934   -0.1102869 

C    -3.7414371    7.8506587   -0.2047255 

C    -4.9747820    5.7063285   -0.1761951 

C    -4.9708893    7.1374376   -0.1945705 

C    -1.2620425    7.8586420   -0.1521997 

C    -2.4973029    7.1437311   -0.1985271 

C     1.2141996    7.8610459   -0.0029411 

C    -0.0228598    7.1507999   -0.0971750 

C     3.6908709    7.8601514    0.1609934 
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C     4.9212980    7.1488483    0.2304966 

C     2.4513954    7.1510487    0.0799105 

C     4.9298994    5.7179315    0.2196675 

C     6.1660074    5.0013812    0.2717112 

C     6.1750152    3.5727222    0.2472503 

C     7.4094290    2.8540084    0.2840823 

C     7.4159513    1.4248879    0.2457130 

C     6.1813409    0.7051455    0.1824330 

C     6.1871755   -0.7230304    0.1305049 

C     4.9584199   -1.4504529    0.0587916 

C     4.9528411   -2.8744258   -0.0545051 

C     3.7167044   -3.5887427   -0.1437025 

C     3.7159419   -5.0148368   -0.1749985 

C     2.4794376   -5.7295158   -0.1884902 

C     1.2392945   -5.0210916   -0.1580416 

C     0.0017999   -5.7282094   -0.0958545 

C    -1.2381156   -5.0227060    0.0224232 

C    -2.4691558   -5.7364283    0.0621316 

C    -3.6968315   -5.0112300    0.1245053 

C    -3.7030240   -3.5841009    0.1232597 

C    -4.9323113   -2.8729078    0.1891498 

C    -4.9511041   -1.4431661    0.1971332 

C    -6.1843760   -0.7255538    0.2071651 

C    -6.1913938    0.7027938    0.1508286 

C    -4.9640091    1.4237624    0.0736817 

C    -4.9649361    2.8495071   -0.0619515 

C    -2.4963029    5.7116901   -0.2157107 

C    -3.7346855    3.5669574   -0.1658753 

C    -3.7328836    4.9937221   -0.2024878 

C    -0.0234393    5.7207564   -0.1117182 

C    -1.2571547    5.0046384   -0.1964075 

C     2.4562122    5.7198704    0.0862334 

C     3.6914894    5.0045092    0.1532517 

C     1.2141262    5.0149978    0.0120254 

C     3.7025415    3.5736084    0.1492338 

C     4.9377926    2.8556896    0.1847493 

C     4.9458922    1.4271574    0.1651211 

C     3.7141306    0.7111286    0.1159875 

C     3.7123652   -0.7310318    0.0826952 

C     2.4657696   -1.4485486   -0.0389326 

C     2.4737643   -2.8809397   -0.1237020 

C     1.2382185   -3.5971049   -0.1143462 
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C    -0.0027105   -2.8678080    0.0070970 

C    -1.2478927   -3.5884781    0.1267560 

N    -2.4892961   -2.8843723    0.0596340 

C    -2.4693345   -1.4635348    0.1937520 

C    -3.7181447   -0.7432677    0.1742916 

C    -3.7154778    0.7034160    0.1283776 

C    -1.2599137    3.5739838   -0.1701754 

C    -2.4768810    1.4256370   -0.0334987 

C    -2.4923319    2.8579443   -0.1507060 

C     1.2177577    3.5760754    0.0493315 

C     2.4694215    2.8604436    0.0988603 

C     2.4637115    1.4223807    0.0837527 

C    -0.0254987    2.8487844   -0.0731717 

C    -0.0158397    1.4108267   -0.1474174 

C     1.2193057    0.7012824   -0.0961706 

C     1.2268006   -0.7247091   -0.1321877 

C     0.0018466   -1.4332597   -0.1065629 

C    -1.2338584   -0.7336041   -0.0406034 

C    -1.2446451    0.6969160   -0.1218815 

H    -5.0070381   11.0773091   -0.2195023 

H    -0.0288257   11.0822643   -0.0472963 

H    12.0826920   -1.2344413    0.3235864 

H     2.4601136   11.0833146    0.1052792 

H   -10.8219678   -3.4087552    0.4365181 

H     2.4949540  -11.0935587   -0.1993372 

H   -10.8503580    3.3605370    0.1805829 

H    -9.5792375   -5.5585451    0.4117519 

H    -8.3783112    7.6795166   -0.1168965 

H    -7.1436286    9.8378109   -0.2045265 

H     4.9446152   11.0889911    0.2654107 

H   -12.0776388   -1.2602180    0.4313097 

H   -12.0875841    1.2084674    0.3342544 

H     8.3602334   -7.7053226   -0.1064250 

H     7.1218238   -9.8611074   -0.2017964 

H    10.8224800    3.3829855    0.4391616 

H    12.0747201    1.2331055    0.4205775 

H    -4.9640168  -11.1012905    0.1603136 

H     8.3227604    7.6985920    0.4227500 

H     9.6026761   -5.5461875    0.0254538 

H    -9.6168174    5.5203498    0.0188309 

H    -7.0989641   -9.8622314    0.2885973 

H     4.9833453  -11.0970067   -0.2376108 
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H     9.5724346    5.5406099    0.4401533 

H    10.8413448   -3.3878577    0.1773896 

H     7.0805394    9.8548928    0.3844245 

H    -2.4815489  -11.0938692    0.0187859 

H    -8.3339924   -7.7133217    0.3594539 

H     0.0062581  -11.0961146   -0.1098517 

H    -2.5207634   11.0785385   -0.1609769 
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Pd21/graphitic N support 2 

Pd    1.2458595   -2.5328421    5.3325420 

Pd    0.4205627   -1.5168255    2.9165017 

Pd   -0.1736112   -0.3576801    5.3986904 

Pd   -0.9115059    0.6641826    2.9027967 

Pd   -1.3540387   -2.6743707    4.6090521 

Pd   -2.7852848   -0.4766266    4.5454728 

Pd   -0.7435233   -3.9732295    2.2269609 

Pd   -2.1957168   -1.7137014    2.2000411 

Pd    2.9698599   -1.4231768    1.9755718 

Pd    2.3679382   -0.2823734    4.4047562 

Pd    1.6382254    0.8368965    2.0442216 

Pd    0.9465617    1.9173340    4.4655243 

Pd    1.8415921   -3.7036776    2.8242557 

Pd    0.2390972   -4.8024770    4.5507378 

Pd    3.6532868   -2.5790790    4.3069490 

Pd   -1.6143362    1.7997195    5.3035735 

Pd   -4.0552878    1.8526215    4.4072866 

Pd   -0.6392605    4.0487966    4.4346328 

Pd   -3.5399432    0.6041127    2.1179624 

Pd    0.2879254    3.0867350    2.1076262 

Pd   -2.2885276    2.8827894    2.7880356 

C    11.1525484    0.7162914    0.2670158 

C    11.1583023   -0.6475198    0.1542959 

C     9.9312597   -1.4048183    0.0389131 

C     9.9176574   -2.7965577   -0.0663386 

C     8.7034243   -3.5404676   -0.1643575 

C     8.6814620   -4.9516179   -0.2312428 

C     7.4735355   -5.6825434   -0.2812320 

C     7.4393368   -7.1089353   -0.2798730 

C     6.2398604   -7.8228741   -0.2527191 

C     6.1992078   -9.2675863   -0.1992660 

C     5.0156096   -9.9485979   -0.1113482 
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C     3.7443933   -9.2595761   -0.0709149 

C     2.5321991   -9.9374520    0.0691789 

C     1.2832668   -9.2509467    0.1354989 

C     0.0537668   -9.9242057    0.3096989 

C    -1.1786395   -9.2364264    0.3859605 

C    -2.4253124   -9.9145524    0.5400760 

C    -3.6416971   -9.2313147    0.5845419 

C    -4.9107408   -9.9137946    0.7095052 

C    -6.0948096   -9.2284140    0.7259565 

C    -6.1395076   -7.7865655    0.6191664 

C    -7.3401821   -7.0756748    0.6102946 

C    -7.3796391   -5.6543391    0.4922007 

C    -8.5920290   -4.9301733    0.4676207 

C    -8.6248795   -3.5236603    0.3457966 

C    -9.8463824   -2.7857761    0.3210138 

C    -9.8720508   -1.3948132    0.2103086 

C   -11.1069127   -0.6412695    0.1952363 

C   -11.1152686    0.7243177    0.1058588 

C    -9.8884693    1.4864391    0.0249314 

C    -9.8751143    2.8809524   -0.0397533 

C    -8.6596810    3.6279740   -0.1020574 

C    -8.6350291    5.0401904   -0.1367043 

C    -7.4266984    5.7726346   -0.1740500 

C    -7.3914831    7.1988442   -0.1742054 

C    -4.9647196   10.0423181   -0.1207057 

C    -6.1909588    7.9121586   -0.1759595 

C    -6.1493459    9.3578146   -0.1536294 

C    -2.4744498   10.0363750   -0.0325402 

C    -3.6917869    9.3556533   -0.1041328 

C     0.0118326   10.0313253    0.1207343 

C    -1.2227103    9.3525628    0.0081692 

C     2.4947019   10.0216346    0.3179245 

C     1.2446722    9.3446239    0.1871887 

C     4.9771909   10.0173381    0.5263907 

C     6.1583679    9.3293869    0.5901951 

C     3.7083413    9.3362687    0.3902481 

C     6.2006001    7.8851453    0.5195491 

C     7.3971836    7.1680562    0.5629938 

C     7.4343884    5.7435525    0.4754192 

C     8.6440361    5.0138062    0.4905008 

C     8.6749652    3.6049071    0.3882528 

C     9.8946607    2.8632462    0.3861638 
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C     9.9191314    1.4720654    0.2752915 

C     8.6752651    0.7413356    0.1611583 

C     8.6812137   -0.6753152    0.0423774 

C     7.4501416   -1.3949862   -0.0729452 

C     7.4531040   -2.8182912   -0.1780300 

C     6.2216547   -3.5363874   -0.2795562 

C     6.2205888   -4.9639983   -0.3093125 

C     4.9863188   -5.6799794   -0.3173335 

C     4.9816032   -7.1086373   -0.2550881 

C     3.7514336   -7.8154058   -0.1646851 

C     2.5106731   -7.1031470   -0.1362458 

C     1.2826231   -7.8108399    0.0276142 

C     0.0501281   -7.0973462    0.1128787 

C    -1.1826270   -7.7961972    0.2957859 

C    -2.4174515   -7.0808730    0.3707204 

C    -3.6549664   -7.7874026    0.4948394 

C    -4.8843996   -7.0736893    0.5107867 

C    -4.8939097   -5.6456348    0.4089754 

C    -6.1314680   -4.9346998    0.3929360 

C    -6.1419054   -3.5115739    0.2750286 

C    -7.3791753   -2.8000329    0.2470527 

C    -7.3879936   -1.3770218    0.1294839 

C    -8.6282777   -0.6611001    0.1148986 

C    -8.6385007    0.7572355    0.0242025 

C    -7.4069227    1.4797651   -0.0554107 

C    -7.4087769    2.9065120   -0.1178724 

C    -6.1775038    3.6277238   -0.1811462 

C    -6.1740005    5.0542963   -0.1993877 

C    -3.7014958    7.9099952   -0.1521173 

C    -4.9377735    5.7677348   -0.2142605 

C    -4.9324156    7.1978274   -0.1877927 

C    -1.2244142    7.9099263   -0.0580639 

C    -2.4600527    7.2004849   -0.1473050 

C     1.2474246    7.9018873    0.1254474 

C     0.0121593    7.1971157   -0.0093429 

C     3.7186191    7.8900631    0.3296852 

C     4.9456802    7.1754862    0.3930582 

C     2.4800305    7.1858991    0.2011760 

C     4.9521042    5.7457013    0.3259310 

C     6.1862180    5.0271382    0.3598350 

C     6.1940480    3.6011511    0.2688005 

C     7.4294127    2.8832992    0.2765651 
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C     7.4371154    1.4590566    0.1670288 

C     6.2031685    0.7425447    0.0571845 

C     6.2087104   -0.6800586   -0.0650526 

C     4.9795869   -1.4010858   -0.1788127 

C     4.9812141   -2.8246257   -0.3078896 

C     3.7466473   -3.5415648   -0.3828798 

C     3.7443960   -4.9662591   -0.3470884 

C     2.5064946   -5.6745506   -0.2568626 

C     1.2697442   -4.9598408   -0.2235384 

C     0.0537919   -5.6704696    0.0164976 

C    -1.1780534   -4.9508396    0.1819430 

C    -2.4259025   -5.6537532    0.3047809 

C    -3.6555868   -4.9301502    0.3192790 

C    -3.6667286   -3.5017751    0.2371336 

C    -4.9035114   -2.7937942    0.1986027 

C    -4.9131879   -1.3722690    0.0968615 

C    -6.1528529   -0.6601707    0.0450690 

C    -6.1678287    0.7659183   -0.0505302 

C    -4.9412154    1.4936371   -0.1216621 

C    -4.9365352    2.9155988   -0.2061437 

C    -2.4606621    5.7698106   -0.2095500 

C    -3.6981668    3.6238585   -0.2615379 

C    -3.6957920    5.0519462   -0.2403658 

C     0.0116041    5.7676757   -0.0727335 

C    -1.2242278    5.0604646   -0.1962297 

C     2.4814793    5.7540702    0.1535779 

C     3.7144283    5.0365542    0.2139339 

C     1.2427531    5.0519899    0.0315508 

C     3.7219401    3.6062774    0.1463010 

C     4.9575557    2.8876774    0.1628780 

C     4.9653516    1.4614254    0.0644634 

C     3.7373007    0.7497003   -0.0328336 

C     3.7346775   -0.6851249   -0.1316875 

C     2.4829649   -1.4023524   -0.2753747 

C     2.5011393   -2.8327933   -0.3877002 

C     1.2603537   -3.5287713   -0.3441790 

C     0.0266871   -2.7997570   -0.2711492 

C    -1.1716867   -3.5116588    0.0868751 

C    -2.4178666   -2.7819593    0.1913619 

C    -2.4003998   -1.3407877    0.0912944 

C    -3.6749582   -0.6388195    0.0681404 

C    -3.6887972    0.7869587   -0.0853044 
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C    -1.2301124    3.6325444   -0.2413200 

C    -2.4429898    1.4755233   -0.2839038 

C    -2.4554578    2.9079851   -0.2867337 

C     1.2448390    3.6147056    0.0206070 

C     2.4915922    2.8991553    0.0485458 

C     2.4941023    1.4654186   -0.0222939 

C    -0.0029672    2.8965776   -0.1455952 

C     0.0042506    1.4604748   -0.2879948 

C     1.2442676    0.7477265   -0.1813246 

C     1.2378471   -0.6774427   -0.3486729 

C     0.0092823   -1.3805676   -0.3601774 

N    -1.2090185   -0.6602018   -0.3055039 

C    -1.2175952    0.7516230   -0.3349535 

H    -4.9618178   11.1376943   -0.0976258 

H     0.0119206   11.1262048    0.1690308 

H    12.1066829   -1.1963250    0.1520170 

H     2.4957799   11.1167188    0.3648258 

H   -10.7925305   -3.3338424    0.3967843 

H     2.5359582  -11.0308257    0.1450984 

H   -10.8263582    3.4254114   -0.0322720 

H    -9.5383262   -5.4775465    0.5449565 

H    -8.3400684    7.7477782   -0.1590493 

H    -7.1002554    9.9019707   -0.1568543 

H     4.9733879   11.1117456    0.5778611 

H   -12.0502815   -1.1946042    0.2624725 

H   -12.0651529    1.2705150    0.1009782 

H     8.3886213   -7.6567920   -0.2707895 

H     7.1493603   -9.8127340   -0.2171854 

H    10.8412139    3.4092302    0.4714978 

H    12.0963043    1.2660417    0.3546378 

H    -4.9048894  -11.0067082    0.7859496 

H     8.3437946    7.7121489    0.6588687 

H     9.6317031   -5.4974587   -0.2169213 

H    -9.5850245    5.5865032   -0.1199338 

H    -7.0435055   -9.7688402    0.8161809 

H     5.0119108  -11.0429265   -0.0584611 

H     9.5907915    5.5589261    0.5776337 

H    10.8685093   -3.3418457   -0.0629489 

H     7.1059580    9.8695400    0.6929206 

H    -2.4227888  -11.0082216    0.6111655 

H    -8.2868826   -7.6220287    0.6907897 

H     0.0552927  -11.0174083    0.3873603 
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H    -2.4761847   11.1316673    0.0084732 

 

 

200 

Pd21/pyridnic N support 1 

Pd    3.4982626   -2.2057356    5.5377713 

Pd    2.7664300   -1.1085506    3.1326668 

Pd    2.0820339   -0.0302029    5.6220304 

Pd    1.2916100    1.0172247    3.1608658 

Pd    0.9555347   -2.3864062    4.6691573 

Pd   -0.4873341   -0.2347627    4.6741892 

Pd    1.5481328   -3.5351962    2.3014523 

Pd    0.3024498   -1.2268445    2.2437137 

Pd    5.3955132   -0.9682763    2.2830455 

Pd    4.6202254    0.1043908    4.6245380 

Pd    3.7941792    1.1420341    2.1194160 

Pd    3.1428960    2.2778942    4.5279634 

Pd    4.1747329   -3.2648600    2.9471313 

Pd    2.5916921   -4.4705301    4.6026261 

Pd    5.9242749   -2.2143969    4.5838449 

Pd    0.5936197    2.1118744    5.5918764 

Pd   -1.8987492    1.9740617    4.7095882 

Pd    1.5271904    4.3420609    4.5261951 

Pd   -1.3676132    0.8257008    2.2977094 

Pd    2.1965501    3.3305807    2.1246111 

Pd   -0.2541867    3.1105805    3.0835084 

C    11.1340780    0.7066607    0.1769130 

C    11.1463444   -0.6601577    0.2371314 

C     9.9210362   -1.4285591    0.2315608 

C     9.9113594   -2.8247719    0.2763668 

C     8.6982730   -3.5797837    0.2504918 

C     8.6702457   -4.9938424    0.2955616 

C     7.4617436   -5.7294551    0.2723718 

C     7.4181520   -7.1559532    0.3353108 

C     6.2149599   -7.8660532    0.3243948 

C     6.1640893   -9.3098653    0.3911400 

C     4.9748953   -9.9871499    0.3762270 

C     3.7055775   -9.2971757    0.2957362 

C     2.4868883   -9.9756510    0.2716641 

C     1.2369337   -9.2906624    0.1913095 

C     0.0021210   -9.9750802    0.1472512 

C    -1.2306015   -9.2926756    0.0569518 
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C    -2.4821151   -9.9785427    0.0056857 

C    -3.7004357   -9.3018630   -0.0681502 

C    -4.9723199   -9.9901480   -0.1106208 

C    -6.1575342   -9.3077770   -0.1659328 

C    -6.2012883   -7.8617488   -0.1813854 

C    -7.4007861   -7.1468651   -0.2077886 

C    -7.4377954   -5.7194928   -0.1977243 

C    -8.6476401   -4.9880988   -0.1919593 

C    -8.6743993   -3.5760297   -0.1507368 

C    -9.8917323   -2.8302186   -0.1175010 

C    -9.9081485   -1.4365431   -0.0474218 

C   -11.1383570   -0.6768464   -0.0015444 

C   -11.1352129    0.6890811    0.0782003 

C    -9.9023545    1.4449464    0.1197352 

C    -9.8822466    2.8371396    0.2028096 

C    -8.6630506    3.5789028    0.2408684 

C    -8.6376482    4.9878815    0.3134013 

C    -7.4272466    5.7177537    0.3307465 

C    -7.3956725    7.1426601    0.3819081 

C    -4.9787708    9.9952501    0.3732092 

C    -6.1977001    7.8599813    0.3716569 

C    -6.1602752    9.3055620    0.4076932 

C    -2.4907311   10.0022931    0.2416017 

C    -3.7051214    9.3141282    0.2983563 

C    -0.0012540   10.0132236    0.0870673 

C    -1.2372953    9.3259852    0.1563099 

C     2.4900476   10.0173871   -0.0619473 

C     1.2345200    9.3354079    0.0000658 

C     4.9834434   10.0190562   -0.1662094 

C     6.1669819    9.3314045   -0.1969551 

C     3.7078350    9.3365090   -0.1270187 

C     6.2074572    7.8847568   -0.1910009 

C     7.4022590    7.1633114   -0.1822707 

C     7.4329844    5.7343065   -0.1459229 

C     8.6397593    5.0045866   -0.0960336 

C     8.6620183    3.5918074   -0.0333469 

C     9.8795823    2.8511659    0.0360975 

C     9.8984249    1.4572501    0.1074939 

C     8.6530434    0.7217551    0.1112862 

C     8.6697621   -0.7009561    0.1725861 

C     7.4456063   -1.4318219    0.1673827 

C     7.4502814   -2.8611897    0.1802795 
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C     6.2241625   -3.5896330    0.1417047 

C     6.2123125   -5.0114593    0.1890339 

C     4.9701427   -5.7243859    0.1765967 

C     4.9583257   -7.1506498    0.2457669 

C     3.7210725   -7.8511551    0.2357667 

C     2.4800310   -7.1365839    0.1685752 

C     1.2410825   -7.8479874    0.1490992 

C     0.0065698   -7.1346131    0.0716511 

C    -1.2312398   -7.8486409    0.0178003 

C    -2.4706812   -7.1446124   -0.0644613 

C    -3.7114629   -7.8554027   -0.0997407 

C    -4.9435906   -7.1470842   -0.1553697 

C    -4.9513989   -5.7171090   -0.1679838 

C    -6.1863482   -4.9991458   -0.1802129 

C    -6.1922682   -3.5710945   -0.1551793 

C    -7.4251086   -2.8524221   -0.1278973 

C    -7.4243479   -1.4261265   -0.0595929 

C    -8.6586506   -0.7054637   -0.0123076 

C    -8.6542154    0.7129022    0.0709364 

C    -7.4162534    1.4315482    0.1121909 

C    -7.4131398    2.8557025    0.1974648 

C    -6.1775448    3.5714993    0.2297100 

C    -6.1756880    4.9991890    0.2849865 

C    -3.7114220    7.8670325    0.2759052 

C    -4.9420724    5.7178308    0.2803344 

C    -4.9399264    7.1486401    0.3129288 

C    -1.2378081    7.8830380    0.1398823 

C    -2.4708989    7.1630358    0.2057135 

C     1.2365322    7.8909412   -0.0210930 

C     0.0002690    7.1796412    0.0518777 

C     3.7188994    7.8895110   -0.1457834 

C     4.9467306    7.1748524   -0.1784898 

C     2.4745474    7.1825545   -0.1056456 

C     4.9517952    5.7422109   -0.1748460 

C     6.1805484    5.0148817   -0.1468102 

C     6.1801630    3.5839310   -0.0989780 

C     7.4143805    2.8686485   -0.0321525 

C     7.4127190    1.4408755    0.0427530 

C     6.1750207    0.7253449    0.0523010 

C     6.1989768   -0.7082166    0.1423196 

C     4.9581211   -1.4449087    0.0969763 

C     4.9807729   -2.8805421    0.0880994 
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C     3.7466370   -3.5859365    0.0594179 

C     3.7325166   -5.0134755    0.1082456 

C     2.4862061   -5.7068543    0.1248379 

C     1.2441769   -4.9749160    0.1104222 

C     0.0065237   -5.6993341    0.0460867 

C    -1.2357409   -5.0025064   -0.0600981 

C    -2.4735173   -5.7146355   -0.1017784 

C    -3.7119369   -5.0033259   -0.1479827 

C    -3.7216751   -3.5747500   -0.1423857 

C    -4.9526255   -2.8541157   -0.1368426 

C    -4.9503500   -1.4258861   -0.0802693 

C    -6.1852337   -0.7090258   -0.0274201 

C    -6.1767931    0.7145809    0.0664715 

C    -4.9352948    1.4289351    0.1203004 

C    -4.9364821    2.8554246    0.1921808 

C    -2.4706363    5.7293686    0.1914942 

C    -3.6993608    3.5724116    0.1995890 

C    -3.7002821    5.0056970    0.2293817 

C     0.0007569    5.7474086    0.0436222 

C    -1.2335995    5.0227932    0.1182787 

C     2.4765388    5.7561646   -0.1215241 

C     3.7128845    5.0353713   -0.1628890 

C     1.2362188    5.0534565   -0.0350607 

C     3.7187842    3.6055040   -0.1301251 

C     4.9377185    2.8698774   -0.1012904 

C     4.9120406    1.4260202   -0.0223172 

C     3.6494649    0.6845152   -0.0716423 

C     3.6824529   -0.7858369   -0.0956776 

N     2.5509898   -1.4850003   -0.1848193 

C     2.5341013   -2.8138624   -0.0220467 

C     1.2477325   -3.5195568    0.1206484 

C    -0.0459729   -2.8337908    0.0752075 

C    -1.2534217   -3.5779025   -0.0658392 

C    -2.4880308   -2.8635742   -0.1020121 

C    -2.4907041   -1.4403966   -0.0627773 

C    -3.7152045   -0.7125032   -0.0413450 

C    -3.6987224    0.7106606    0.0853828 

C    -1.2346356    3.5956250    0.1082807 

C    -2.4471848    1.4209036    0.1563637 

C    -2.4622882    2.8630835    0.1613993 

C     1.2350904    3.6172812    0.0012219 

C     2.4717839    2.8891371   -0.0593421 
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C     2.3962099    1.4417353   -0.1583052 

C     0.0001816    2.8910108    0.0210115 

C     0.0658041    1.4625294   -0.0619064 

N     1.2201746    0.8102346   -0.2184562 

N    -0.0861256   -1.4783463    0.2229480 

C    -1.2387804   -0.7659694    0.0771979 

C    -1.1827296    0.6978502    0.1219313 

H    -4.9790734   11.0906117    0.3974463 

H    -0.0049042   11.1091357    0.1024246 

H    12.0975665   -1.2016287    0.2871754 

H     2.4917199   11.1133877   -0.0471120 

H   -10.8425577   -3.3751292   -0.1393115 

H     2.4830195  -11.0709538    0.3116374 

H   -10.8310614    3.3848424    0.2375438 

H    -9.5973509   -5.5349947   -0.2067076 

H    -8.3458408    7.6875701    0.4217313 

H    -7.1121575    9.8455162    0.4595123 

H     4.9841758   11.1147043   -0.1630760 

H   -12.0865255   -1.2252835   -0.0302436 

H   -12.0809590    1.2413276    0.1133018 

H     8.3629849   -7.7079395    0.3978559 

H     7.1100883   -9.8588883    0.4536283 

H    10.8287830    3.3991374    0.0346876 

H    12.0763826    1.2658175    0.1785137 

H    -4.9679746  -11.0856285   -0.0932801 

H     8.3546777    7.7058140   -0.1874366 

H     9.6193958   -5.5385719    0.3557586 

H    -9.5870269    5.5344028    0.3475161 

H    -7.1068238   -9.8540819   -0.1927949 

H     4.9642752  -11.0815878    0.4259513 

H     9.5909193    5.5489585   -0.0949731 

H    10.8647938   -3.3628993    0.3276899 

H     7.1181890    9.8747092   -0.2181877 

H    -2.4798328  -11.0743331    0.0313923 

H    -8.3495407   -7.6955414   -0.2241705 

H     0.0014056  -11.0704997    0.1804728 

H    -2.4971074   11.0982659    0.2577740 

 

 

200 

Pd21/pyridinic N support 2 

Pd   -0.8490785   -2.2223707    5.0436034 
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Pd   -2.0143265   -1.1266058    2.7978686 

Pd   -2.3938713   -0.1179542    5.3390366 

Pd   -3.5229698    0.9384368    2.9870279 

Pd   -3.5029076   -2.4965238    4.4935732 

Pd   -5.0329651   -0.3901539    4.7076363 

Pd   -2.9943639   -3.5066016    1.9614044 

Pd   -4.6659794   -1.4178553    2.2163397 

Pd    0.8742558   -0.6360772    1.6380224 

Pd    0.0080119    0.1855314    4.1578696 

Pd   -1.0647522    1.1221753    1.8664752 

Pd   -1.5363843    2.2518774    4.2576903 

Pd   -0.3780968   -3.0820410    2.3725395 

Pd   -1.7834148   -4.4682498    4.1254808 

Pd    1.4521369   -1.9665771    3.8232894 

Pd   -3.9522266    1.9934996    5.4899243 

Pd   -6.4969593    1.7791504    4.8799190 

Pd   -3.1547088    4.2748544    4.4118021 

Pd   -6.1917575    0.8148294    2.4045569 

Pd   -2.6963657    3.2740106    1.9312679 

Pd   -5.0514729    3.0635511    3.1340409 

C    11.0479723    0.7026117    0.6502787 

C    11.0545193   -0.6644945    0.6244010 

C     9.8267432   -1.4235484    0.5408279 

C     9.8159658   -2.8167200    0.4862414 

C     8.6020089   -3.5603092    0.3954672 

C     8.5798579   -4.9697949    0.3233690 

C     7.3748306   -5.7000657    0.2244861 

C     7.3464272   -7.1234133    0.1448625 

C     6.1500179   -7.8351619    0.0530093 

C     6.1147217   -9.2786784   -0.0196023 

C     4.9322891   -9.9608942   -0.1007997 

C     3.6597065   -9.2743226   -0.1193063 

C     2.4480330   -9.9612263   -0.1829189 

C     1.1946195   -9.2823103   -0.1977609 

C    -0.0361116   -9.9754866   -0.2301098 

C    -1.2741194   -9.2989817   -0.2230369 

C    -2.5260456   -9.9884648   -0.1951496 

C    -3.7481142   -9.3157106   -0.1419095 

C    -5.0190254  -10.0047765   -0.0730854 

C    -6.2047099   -9.3246891    0.0112345 

C    -6.2524326   -7.8786616    0.0312522 

C    -7.4471334   -7.1623520    0.1428773 
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C    -7.4847761   -5.7330670    0.1701512 

C    -8.6848179   -4.9995055    0.3198847 

C    -8.7082808   -3.5841864    0.3634918 

C    -9.9074596   -2.8330478    0.5608531 

C    -9.9112612   -1.4364647    0.6275168 

C   -11.1175183   -0.6711242    0.8603494 

C   -11.1019302    0.6964503    0.9232407 

C    -9.8800977    1.4541664    0.7536495 

C    -9.8555009    2.8507783    0.7546064 

C    -8.6567916    3.5974799    0.5321800 

C    -8.6335741    5.0096878    0.4827954 

C    -7.4415156    5.7333551    0.2521697 

C    -7.4119043    7.1608290    0.1998090 

C    -5.0151164   10.0065603   -0.1658264 

C    -6.2287789    7.8747604    0.0070851 

C    -6.1919214    9.3205812   -0.0335056 

C    -2.5280536   10.0046781   -0.3280264 

C    -3.7438523    9.3219839   -0.2606359 

C    -0.0353953   10.0042383   -0.3480305 

C    -1.2731807    9.3224680   -0.3562512 

C     2.4545072   10.0003529   -0.2442339 

C     1.2001546    9.3200554   -0.2986477 

C     4.9401197   10.0013081   -0.0680108 

C     6.1171297    9.3144873    0.0567867 

C     3.6675158    9.3176038   -0.1421471 

C     6.1500967    7.8694978    0.1214667 

C     7.3383376    7.1515598    0.2568518 

C     7.3627943    5.7258352    0.3239166 

C     8.5663093    4.9997539    0.4496506 

C     8.5832221    3.5901683    0.5002544 

C     9.7985492    2.8495823    0.5874048 

C     9.8151167    1.4562979    0.5933367 

C     8.5670050    0.7243442    0.5292407 

C     8.5754545   -0.6946697    0.5043361 

C     7.3427874   -1.4144718    0.4304615 

C     7.3509705   -2.8396397    0.3762896 

C     6.1240724   -3.5597409    0.2950996 

C     6.1226575   -4.9822784    0.2062392 

C     4.8903578   -5.6933024    0.1011405 

C     4.8912898   -7.1204004    0.0287582 

C     3.6617605   -7.8274840   -0.0594484 

C     2.4197600   -7.1171321   -0.0839502 
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C     1.1915792   -7.8393534   -0.1653833 

C    -0.0441762   -7.1316471   -0.2073031 

C    -1.2785568   -7.8547536   -0.2257952 

C    -2.5230318   -7.1576084   -0.2080952 

C    -3.7644956   -7.8696080   -0.1421679 

C    -4.9966125   -7.1646357   -0.0590959 

C    -5.0081251   -5.7354766   -0.0513730 

C    -6.2377437   -5.0144368    0.0569093 

C    -6.2445543   -3.5869478    0.0793410 

C    -7.4667518   -2.8625391    0.2259176 

C    -7.4579745   -1.4358668    0.2745422 

C    -8.6723010   -0.7075690    0.4749549 

C    -8.6548573    0.7140343    0.5492134 

C    -7.4232538    1.4429410    0.3903483 

C    -7.4242816    2.8776833    0.3342811 

C    -6.2098637    3.5856946    0.0841217 

C    -6.2049518    5.0126316    0.0623967 

C    -3.7535138    7.8747876   -0.2590880 

C    -4.9815227    5.7305872   -0.1247660 

C    -4.9772755    7.1606935   -0.1376436 

C    -1.2747634    7.8794110   -0.3608730 

C    -2.5135320    7.1664768   -0.3421276 

C     1.2004382    7.8763897   -0.2777966 

C    -0.0372644    7.1690410   -0.3338033 

C     3.6724453    7.8706719   -0.0941593 

C     4.8941053    7.1568666    0.0413715 

C     2.4339242    7.1632410   -0.1742217 

C     4.8914363    5.7270740    0.1079944 

C     6.1129883    5.0047787    0.2543151 

C     6.1046127    3.5764222    0.3312408 

C     7.3350194    2.8666742    0.4466516 

C     7.3281672    1.4411350    0.4778750 

C     6.0866259    0.7236246    0.4414398 

C     6.1010596   -0.6988951    0.4115912 

C     4.8707625   -1.4245771    0.3696677 

C     4.8823807   -2.8471870    0.3004988 

C     3.6512632   -3.5559178    0.1948496 

C     3.6476111   -4.9804041    0.0806566 

C     2.4132064   -5.6831236   -0.0138225 

C     1.1797161   -4.9527961   -0.0667585 

C    -0.0464310   -5.6954591   -0.2012079 

C    -1.2882954   -5.0126097   -0.2565091 
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C    -2.5264345   -5.7331905   -0.2244124 

C    -3.7674599   -5.0308364   -0.1416209 

C    -3.7737404   -3.5931199   -0.1347662 

C    -5.0100705   -2.8711263   -0.0279763 

C    -4.9823291   -1.4315389   -0.0288031 

C    -6.2204300   -0.7178454    0.1456336 

C    -6.1907012    0.7229864    0.1543822 

C    -4.9713569    1.4389033   -0.1529995 

C    -4.9845410    2.8605734   -0.1194238 

C    -2.5151743    5.7383579   -0.3525857 

C    -3.7474695    3.5823703   -0.2154954 

C    -3.7454335    5.0228902   -0.2531794 

C    -0.0369488    5.7355138   -0.3226906 

C    -1.2709916    5.0261633   -0.3666503 

C     2.4320392    5.7322248   -0.1252468 

C     3.6551226    5.0145084    0.0260840 

C     1.1959005    5.0241568   -0.2128053 

C     3.6498315    3.5838639    0.1109702 

C     4.8631052    2.8571869    0.2828986 

C     4.8340788    1.4254502    0.3880824 

C     3.5876049    0.7076968    0.4055889 

C     3.6123270   -0.7456098    0.4662178 

N     2.4755102   -1.4928651    0.5925784 

C     2.4263410   -2.8213058    0.2674083 

C     1.1704242   -3.5136008    0.0303101 

C    -0.0867803   -2.8136186   -0.2354543 

C    -1.2987265   -3.5828091   -0.2751289 

C    -2.5383745   -2.8653255   -0.2909142 

C    -2.5355467   -1.4369766   -0.3989123 

C    -3.7558431   -0.7127105   -0.3029236 

C    -3.7490502    0.7145270   -0.3422127 

C    -1.2650436    3.5986182   -0.3294708 

C    -2.4954017    1.4077737   -0.3816137 

C    -2.5024944    2.8550954   -0.2915653 

C     1.1960427    3.5988382   -0.1530255 

C     2.4177591    2.8791664    0.0257490 

C     2.3694661    1.4581803    0.1933182 

C    -0.0305427    2.8925505   -0.2418796 

C    -0.0066625    1.4568569   -0.1314094 

N     1.1760584    0.8164936    0.1293577 

N    -0.1038353   -1.4699137   -0.4329414 

C    -1.2654265   -0.7804466   -0.4647429 
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C    -1.2398864    0.6801704   -0.3518674 

H    -5.0152998   11.1020183   -0.1846529 

H    -0.0340028   11.1002395   -0.3521305 

H    12.0015247   -1.2142259    0.6618711 

H     2.4586088   11.0961741   -0.2698096 

H   -10.8530227   -3.3747068    0.6779319 

H     2.4540167  -11.0566888   -0.2171258 

H   -10.7915872    3.3993128    0.9088816 

H    -9.6294437   -5.5459901    0.4205415 

H    -8.3526108    7.7090172    0.3259876 

H    -7.1392149    9.8638767    0.0553521 

H     4.9423462   11.0961365   -0.1100020 

H   -12.0591608   -1.2166735    0.9872615 

H   -12.0320106    1.2491889    1.0957449 

H     8.2961160   -7.6702454    0.1600024 

H     7.0665022   -9.8209472   -0.0053705 

H    10.7466362    3.3975458    0.6344097 

H    11.9902779    1.2586595    0.7087681 

H    -5.0134530  -11.1003762   -0.0816563 

H     8.2888600    7.6942685    0.3144374 

H     9.5300585   -5.5156852    0.3415778 

H    -9.5693026    5.5612260    0.6273652 

H    -7.1505312   -9.8744726    0.0705201 

H     4.9287491  -11.0552846   -0.1515791 

H     9.5155623    5.5452026    0.4973168 

H    10.7667326   -3.3614290    0.5088301 

H     7.0678129    9.8560105    0.1143108 

H    -2.5185542  -11.0844987   -0.1952021 

H    -8.3922453   -7.7119383    0.2214521 

H    -0.0271699  -11.0712645   -0.2421820 

H    -2.5296415   11.1007302   -0.3276263 

 

201 

Pd21/pyrrolic N support 

Pd    5.9300436   -2.9988783    5.3358121 

Pd    4.9270567   -3.6929063    2.7941872 

Pd    3.5883757   -4.1454598    5.2584407 

Pd    2.5978082   -4.6669729    2.6311495 

Pd    5.7598390   -5.5974337    4.5159545 

Pd    3.3864225   -6.6384952    4.3198638 

Pd    7.3660290   -5.2264822    2.3436028 

Pd    4.8219665   -6.2949409    2.0362053 
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Pd    5.3413031   -1.2067993    1.9192050 

Pd    3.9084865   -1.6666220    4.2553718 

Pd    2.7878353   -2.0071298    1.8349427 

Pd    1.5346265   -2.7371102    4.1506396 

Pd    7.3155847   -2.6203673    2.9570028 

Pd    8.0546853   -4.3570497    4.7454259 

Pd    6.3432287   -0.6247759    4.3196915 

Pd    1.2266925   -5.2239303    5.0195890 

Pd    0.9613929   -7.6792848    4.1815812 

Pd   -0.8164791   -3.9286884    4.0417499 

Pd    2.3079935   -7.2480803    1.8918488 

Pd    0.3612599   -3.2811615    1.7509123 

Pd    0.2081023   -5.8001026    2.5590355 

C    11.1407930    0.8010995    0.4320409 

C    11.1602458   -0.5624415    0.5248175 

C     9.9521185   -1.3340772    0.3901367 

C     9.9626477   -2.7275597    0.5132792 

C     8.7894002   -3.4895604    0.3372633 

C     8.7689383   -4.9105676    0.5862891 

C     7.6238479   -5.7036457    0.2330581 

C     7.6172056   -7.1333084    0.4115642 

C     6.4506400   -7.9042081    0.2566254 

C     6.4025279   -9.3365394    0.3965657 

C     5.2270263  -10.0433249    0.2840730 

C     3.9587812   -9.3915176    0.0653195 

C     2.7254616  -10.0594264    0.0597829 

C     1.4754687   -9.3655769   -0.0167350 

C     0.2258658  -10.0052880    0.0888284 

C    -0.9899389   -9.2848338    0.0868189 

C    -2.2400383   -9.9360168    0.2385940 

C    -3.4356855   -9.2235085    0.2630553 

C    -4.6989965   -9.9052196    0.4021842 

C    -5.8750143   -9.2141701    0.4275457 

C    -5.8959626   -7.7748842    0.3328805 

C    -7.0938340   -7.0722602    0.3611044 

C    -7.1240596   -5.6552599    0.2962415 

C    -8.3456992   -4.9561094    0.3253276 

C    -8.3949453   -3.5523340    0.2881733 

C    -9.6330768   -2.8445009    0.3171763 

C    -9.6924687   -1.4529766    0.3059387 

C   -10.9421300   -0.7249756    0.3345716 

C   -10.9771110    0.6429686    0.3340662 

211



 

 

C    -9.7642821    1.4302492    0.3070887 

C    -9.7760445    2.8264806    0.3131790 

C    -8.5742802    3.5983475    0.2887770 

C    -8.5697031    5.0121099    0.2874485 

C    -7.3710757    5.7658541    0.2614395 

C    -7.3491233    7.1948723    0.2515029 

C    -4.9404635   10.0665924    0.1650184 

C    -6.1564608    7.9254909    0.2180080 

C    -6.1213377    9.3724742    0.2027819 

C    -2.4414974   10.0798318    0.0863287 

C    -3.6595051    9.3931675    0.1351697 

C     0.0581788   10.0837447   -0.0085434 

C    -1.1830285    9.4035935    0.0482882 

C     2.5535324   10.0726784   -0.1100906 

C     1.2943113    9.3993524   -0.0544387 

C     5.0450502   10.0576623   -0.1912594 

C     6.2225999    9.3610130   -0.2101019 

C     3.7664633    9.3821750   -0.1490914 

C     6.2506848    7.9145968   -0.1881245 

C     7.4373694    7.1861383   -0.1698672 

C     7.4539839    5.7589101   -0.1287977 

C     8.6552821    5.0349505   -0.0547311 

C     8.6693550    3.6258885    0.0105484 

C     9.8843590    2.9094908    0.1545557 

C     9.9060751    1.5186606    0.2318112 

C     8.6704107    0.7749483    0.1183398 

C     8.7032878   -0.6440172    0.1577584 

C     7.5003503   -1.3954728   -0.0203464 

C     7.5707104   -2.8201721   -0.0319839 

C     6.3895657   -3.5822192   -0.3001783 

C     6.4134528   -5.0158953   -0.1907507 

C     5.2138437   -5.7902771   -0.3176664 

C     5.2063533   -7.2131474   -0.0274068 

C     3.9753993   -7.9538855   -0.1035318 

C     2.7448943   -7.2435649   -0.3373226 

C     1.4809219   -7.9193924   -0.1832690 

C     0.2406563   -7.1757761   -0.2770774 

C    -0.9871269   -7.8465462   -0.0689632 

C    -2.1892236   -7.0794731   -0.0166063 

C    -3.4267444   -7.7767716    0.1519753 

C    -4.6436365   -7.0562534    0.2073258 

C    -4.6340268   -5.6235914    0.1482885 
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C    -5.8786358   -4.9272106    0.2067644 

C    -5.8973118   -3.5042761    0.1817026 

C    -7.1552807   -2.8134040    0.2304950 

C    -7.2060417   -1.3916114    0.2272389 

C    -8.4613999   -0.6971110    0.2688171 

C    -8.5011976    0.7218828    0.2738046 

C    -7.2836635    1.4659730    0.2502051 

C    -7.3122421    2.8937213    0.2611034 

C    -6.0948057    3.6347065    0.2430589 

C    -6.1112330    5.0631674    0.2399127 

C    -3.6637489    7.9473125    0.1536028 

C    -4.8868007    5.7966284    0.2101600 

C    -4.8913276    7.2255118    0.1958899 

C    -1.1824875    7.9611972    0.0687126 

C    -2.4180665    7.2480035    0.1256745 

C     1.2949189    7.9540438   -0.0415119 

C     0.0564383    7.2514323    0.0262586 

C     3.7697505    7.9339045   -0.1404354 

C     4.9895987    7.2076006   -0.1641425 

C     2.5270813    7.2336713   -0.0887191 

C     4.9844589    5.7734225   -0.1500560 

C     6.2022569    5.0360593   -0.1383975 

C     6.1914629    3.6019255   -0.1165316 

C     7.4247632    2.8934620   -0.0476040 

C     7.4235140    1.4673369   -0.0151876 

C     6.1835421    0.7373817   -0.0968411 

C     6.2169897   -0.7012318   -0.1033857 

C     4.9848756   -1.4696339   -0.2775964 

C     5.1516561   -2.9095191   -0.5031459 

C     4.0105850   -3.7101095   -0.7367265 

C     3.9985811   -5.1316675   -0.6719120 

C     2.7604106   -5.8506538   -0.6812913 

C     1.5198682   -5.1654520   -0.7498138 

C     0.2543085   -5.7610311   -0.4949990 

C    -0.9162005   -4.9333703   -0.2941333 

C    -2.1631101   -5.6301653   -0.0906964 

C    -3.3901783   -4.9024773    0.0296152 

C    -3.3807666   -3.4588312    0.0362308 

C    -4.6584133   -2.7764252    0.1227792 

C    -4.7285269   -1.3536119    0.1474423 

C    -5.9842271   -0.6574987    0.1958857 

C    -6.0322653    0.7682788    0.2171055 
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C    -4.8208368    1.5099193    0.2139873 

C    -4.8470125    2.9342951    0.2264343 

C    -2.4133979    5.8187216    0.1506657 

C    -3.6270136    3.6697393    0.2095695 

C    -3.6404887    5.0969535    0.1927084 

C     0.0605323    5.8208218    0.0516000 

C    -1.1737228    5.1124587    0.1229443 

C     2.5261945    5.8010416   -0.0764540 

C     3.7473274    5.0646663   -0.1202163 

C     1.2903679    5.1044544   -0.0001749 

C     3.7411510    3.6295036   -0.1196849 

C     4.9494406    2.8745856   -0.1380269 

C     4.9189596    1.4290532   -0.1575967 

C     3.6627856    0.6975104   -0.1799228 

C     3.6573767   -0.7653938   -0.2910421 

C     2.5162272   -1.6959921   -0.4597334 

C     2.7754504   -3.0672067   -0.7605972 

C     1.5671401   -3.7745425   -0.7693250 

C     0.5018002   -2.8822529   -0.4552883 

C    -0.8619537   -3.4390041   -0.2141588 

C    -2.1363994   -2.7191608   -0.0288068 

C    -2.2344072   -1.2641196    0.0938027 

C    -3.5179316   -0.6122726    0.1449047 

C    -3.5738741    0.8111248    0.1944912 

C    -1.1669491    3.6925896    0.1566126 

C    -2.3687899    1.5517658    0.2056629 

C    -2.3897351    2.9729072    0.2008981 

C     1.2929817    3.6754389    0.0259179 

C     2.5056950    2.9338492   -0.0533444 

C     2.4485048    1.4942642   -0.0494363 

C     0.0629809    2.9826130    0.1216428 

C     0.1096507    1.5610279    0.1636396 

N     1.2584359    0.8812218    0.0995291 

N     1.1150583   -1.6127483   -0.4574949 

H     0.6209060   -0.7712342   -0.1324937 

N    -1.1156565   -0.5165603    0.1654143 

C    -1.1486458    0.8195759    0.2032146 

H    -4.9491302   11.1622101    0.1537494 

H     0.0606800   11.1797559   -0.0184504 

H    12.1003707   -1.0967576    0.6993647 

H     2.5633132   11.1687129   -0.1171227 

H   -10.5636485   -3.4223942    0.3525178 
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H     2.7073441  -11.1476797    0.1820010 

H   -10.7378101    3.3518014    0.3376031 

H    -9.2809641   -5.5239355    0.3844232 

H    -8.3036856    7.7336204    0.2674611 

H    -7.0742371    9.9129913    0.2215929 

H     5.0522970   11.1532094   -0.2021937 

H   -11.8742709   -1.3004182    0.3577924 

H   -11.9372130    1.1705716    0.3565432 

H     8.5618715   -7.6298937    0.6570177 

H     7.3391731   -9.8654893    0.6023130 

H    10.8245796    3.4680007    0.2228707 

H    12.0660979    1.3800021    0.5243289 

H    -4.6905047  -10.9975802    0.4829071 

H     8.3957554    7.7179248   -0.1722681 

H     9.7221347   -5.4112777    0.7898731 

H    -9.5284895    5.5430571    0.3040315 

H    -6.8311972   -9.7390702    0.5267330 

H     5.2350142  -11.1326796    0.3966183 

H     9.6078202    5.5759210   -0.0274282 

H    10.8984206   -3.2379669    0.7650309 

H     7.1788752    9.8951017   -0.2357408 

H    -2.2631928  -11.0269824    0.3386238 

H    -8.0402296   -7.6184823    0.4424194 

H     0.1918123  -11.0935731    0.2093833 

H    -2.4483124   11.1759104    0.0729848 
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List of abbreviations 

 

HMF 5-(Hydroxymethyl)furfural 

LA Levulinic acid 

FDCA 2,5-Furan-dicarboxylic 

EL Ethyl levulinate 

DMF 2,5-Dimethylfuran 

DFF 2,5-Diformylfuran 

FA Formic acid 

BHMF 2,5-Bis(hydroxymethyl)furan 

5-MF 5-Methylfurfrual 

MFA 2-(Hydroxymethyl)-5-methylfuran  

DMTHF 2,5-Dimethyltetrahydrofuran 

FMF 5-[(Formyloxy)methyl]furfural 

BHMTHF 2,5-Bis(hydroxymethyl)tetrahydrofuran 

MTHFA 5-Methyltetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol 
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Experimental  

Materials 

All commercially available reagents were used as received without further purification unless 

otherwise specified. Palladium chloride (99%), formic acid (97%), acetic acid (glacial), 

pyridine (98.0%), acetic anhydride (98.0%), 5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural (HMF, 98%), 2,5-

bis(hydroxymethyl)furan (BHMF, 95%), 5-methylfurfural (5-MF, 98%), 2,5-dimethylfuran 

(DMF, 99%),  2-(hydroxymethyl)-5-methylfuran (MFA, 95%), 2,5-dimethyltetrahydrofuran 

(DMTHF, 96%), were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Tetrahydrofuran (THF, 99%) and 

acetonitrile (99.99%) were supplied by Thermo Fisher.  

Mesoporous carbon (CMC) was prepared from fructose (99% ADM) using ZnCl2 as template 

and catalyst.1 N-containing mesoporous carbon (NMC) was synthesized by carbonization of 

melamine (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and formaldehyde (37 wt% in water, Sigma-Aldrich) using 

CaCl2 (>95%, Fluka) as template.2 As-prepared NMC and CMC were purified by 1.5 M HNO3 

aqueous solution at room temperature for 72 h followed by washing and filtration in deionized 

water several times until the pH of the filtrate became neutral. The purified NMC and CMC 

supports were dried at 80 °C overnight and were ground for further use. After purification, the 

amounts of the porogen residuals in the catalysts determined by ICP-MS are 0.04 wt% CaCl2 

for Pd/NMC and 0.06 wt% ZnCl2 for Pd/CMC.  Activated carbon (AC, Norit SX2) was obtained 

from Sigma-Aldrich as reference support. 

 

Catalyst preparation 

The supported Pd catalysts Pd/NMC, Pd/CMC, and Pd/AC were prepared using a sol-

immobilization method. Briefly, an aqueous solution of PdCl2 of the desired concentration was 

prepared. Subsequently, a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) solution (1 wt%, MW = 9000 -10000 g/mol) 

was added (PVA/Pd (wt/wt) = 1.2). Then, a freshly prepared NaBH4 aqueous solution (0.1 M) 

was added, which formed a dark-brown colloidal solution containing the Pd nanoparticles 

(NPs). After 30 min of sol generation, the powder support was added to the dark-brown 

colloidal solution at proper pH under vigorous stirring. The required amount of support was 

calculated to achieve a Pd loading of 1 wt%. After 2 h, the catalyst was obtained after filtration, 
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washing with distilled water, and drying at 80 °C overnight.  

 

Characterization 

XRD patterns were recorded using a Philips X’Pert MPD diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation 

and post-monochromator in a 2θ range from 5° to 80°. Elemental analysis of Pd was performed 

by AAS with a PerkinElmer AAS Model Analyst200 after acid digestion. ICP-MS 

measurements were performed with a iCAP RQ ASX-560 instrument to detect the leached Pd 

amount in the reaction solution. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements were carried out on a probe-side 

aberration-corrected JEOL JEM-2200FS with an acceleration voltage of 200kV. The effective 

area of the detector was 200 mm2. The specimens for STEM and TEM were prepared by 

ultrasonically dispersing the powder samples in high-purity ethanol and then allowing a drop 

of the suspension to evaporate on a Au grid coated with carbon.  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum 

setup equipped with a high-resolution Gammadata Scienta SES 2002 analyzer. A 

monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV, anode operating at 14.5 kV and 30.5 mA) was 

used as incident radiation. The pressure inside the measuring chamber was kept in the range of 

3.5 to 7 × 10-10 mbar during each measurement. The analyzer slit width was set at 0.3 mm and 

the pass energy was fixed at 200 eV for all measurements. The overall energy was better than 

0.5 eV. Charging effects due to the insufficient conductivity of the carbon materials were 

mediated by using a flood gun (SPECS). All spectra were calibrated based on the C 1s binding 

energy of 284.5 eV. The CASA XPS program was used to analyze the XP spectra, and a mixed 

Gaussian-Lorentzian function and a Shirley background subtraction were applied in the fitting 

of the XPS data.  

The TPR experiments were performed with a gas mixture of 2 % hydrogen in helium. The oven 

was cooled to 95 K with liquid nitrogen, before the feed was switched from pure helium to the 

reduction gas mixture. The oven was then heated with a constant heating ramp of 1 K/min to 

673 K. Hydrogen consumption was recorded during heating to observe the reduction behavior 

of the catalyst. 
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X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) experiments were performed at PETRA III Extension 

beamline P65 (energy range: 4 - 44 keV) at DESY (Deutsches Elektronensynchrotron) in 

Hamburg (Germany).3 For the measurements at the Pd K-edge, a Si(311) C-type double crystal 

monochromator was used. The beam current was 100 mA with a ring energy of 6.08 GeV. The 

samples were measured in glass capillaries without dilution. All spectra were recorded as 

continuous scans in fluorescence mode at ambient temperature and pressure in the range of -

150 eV to 1000 eV around the edge within 180 sec. For calibration, a palladium foil was 

measured as a reference simultaneously with the samples. 

The data treatment was performed using the Demeter software package.4 In order to compensate 

for the oversampling of the continuous scan mode, the data points of the obtained spectra were 

reduced with the help of the ‘rebin’-function of the Athena software (edge region: -50 to +50 

eV; pre-edge grid: 5 eV; XANES grid: 0.5 eV; EXAFS grid: 0.05 Å-1). For data evaluation, a 

Victoreen-type polynomial was subtracted from the spectrum to remove the background using 

the Athena software. The first inflection point was taken as edge energy E0. No phase shift 

corrections have been applied. The EXAFS analysis was performed using the Artemis software. 

Prior to the fitting procedure, the amplitude reduction factor S02 and the Debye-Waller factor 

σ² (Pd-Pd) were determined for a Pd reference foil and used as a fixed parameter for all 

materials. 

 

Catalytic tests 

Hydrogenolysis of HMF with H2. The catalytic performance of the catalysts for the 

hydrogenolysis of HMF was tested in a stainless-steel autoclave (Parr Autoclave 4560, 160 

mL). Typically, 1.5 mmol HMF and 50 mg catalyst were added into the vessel precharged with 

30 mL tetrahydrofuran. After purging with H2, the reaction was performed at 160 ℃, 5 bar 

initial pressure with a stirring speed of 600 rpm for 5 h. Liquid samples of 0.5 mL were taken 

via a sampling line after 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 h. The liquid samples were filtered using membrane 

filters and then analyzed by gas chromatography (GC). GC analysis was performed using an 

Agilent 7820A GC system equipped with a DB-XLB column (30 nm × 0.18 nm × 0.18 μm) and 

a FID detector. All analyses were performed three times each. Biphenyl was used as the internal 
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standard and the carbon balance based on furan was in the range of 95 to 103 %. For easy 

comparison, quantification was achieved by using a normalization method. The errors of the 

measurements were calculated to be 3-4%. 

Hydrogenolysis of HMF with formic acid. A similar procedure was applied to the conversion 

of HMF to DMF with formic acid as the hydrogen donor. Briefly, 1.5 mmol HMF, 50 mg 

catalyst, and 45 mmol formic acid (30 equiv.) were dissolved in 30 mL THF. After purging and 

pressurizing with 5 bar N2, the reaction was conducted at 160 ℃ and 600 rpm. Liquid samples 

were taken periodically.  

Hydrogenolysis of HMF with formic acid in the presence of H2. A similar procedure was 

applied to the conversion of HMF to DMF with formic acid in the presence of external H2. 

Briefly, 1.5 mmol HMF, 50 mg catalyst, and 45 mmol formic acid (30 equiv.) were dissolved 

in 30 mL THF. After purging and pressurizing with 5 bar H2, the reaction was conducted at 

160 ℃ and 600 rpm. Liquid samples were taken periodically.  

Synthesis of 5-[(formyloxy)methyl]furfural (FMF) from HMF. In a 100-mL Schlenk flask, 

16 mmol acetic anhydride and 16 mmol formic acid were stirred at 0 °C under Ar atmosphere 

for 1 h. A solution of 4 mmol HMF in 20 mL acetonitrile was added to the resulting solution 

via a syringe. After 20 min stirring, 0.8 mmol pyridine was added. The mixture was stirred for 

1 h at 0 °C and additionally for 2 h at room temperature. Solvent and excess reagents were 

removed under vacuum to yield FMF as orange oil. 1H NMR spectrum of FMF was recorded 

on Bruker AVIII-300 using CDCl3 as the solvent. The spectrum shown in Figure S15 confirms 

the successful synthesis of FMF.   

Hydrogenolysis of FMF to DMF with formic acid. In a typical experiment, 1.5 mmol FMF, 

50 mg Pd/NMC, and 45 mmol formic acid (30 equiv.) were dissolved in 30 mL THF. After 

purging and pressurizing with 5 bar N2, the reaction was conducted at 160 ℃ and 600 rpm. 

Liquid samples were taken periodically.  

 

Reusability study 

For catalytic reusability tests, the hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF was performed with formic 

acid in the presence of H2 over Pd/NMC. After 3 h reaction, the catalyst was recycled from the 
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reaction mixture by centrifugation, washing with THF and acetonitrile, and drying overnight at 

80 ℃. The recovered Pd/NMC catalyst was subsequently reused for the hydrogenolysis of 

HMF.      

 

In situ ATR-IR spectroscopy 

In situ ATR-IR spectroscopy was employed to monitor the reaction progress and to investigate 

the reaction pathways. The hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF over Pd/NMC was carried out in a 

300 mL stainless-steel autoclave (Berghof BR-300), and the in situ ATR-IR spectra were 

recorded every 2 min using a Mettler Toledo ReactIRTM 15 spectrometer equipped with a 6.35 

mm diameter Dicomp probe. Each spectrum was collected with a resolution of 4 cm-1 and 256 

scans in the range of 650 to 4000 cm-1.  

In a typical run, 45 mmol HMF, 500 mg Pd/NMC catalyst, and the required amount of FA were 

dissolved in 120 mL THF. After purging with H2, the reactor was pressurized with 10 bar H2. 

The reaction was conducted at 160 ℃ and was monitored by in situ ATR-IR for 6 h. The 

reference spectra of the standard compounds (i.e., HMF, BHMF, 5-MF, and DMF) were 

recorded prior to the reaction separately. 
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Results 

Characterization 

 

Figure S1. N2 physisorption isotherms of Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC. 

 

 
Figure S2. XRD patterns of Pd/NMC, Pd/CMC and the mesoporous carbon supports 
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Figure S3. TEM images for Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC as prepared. 
 

 

Figure S4. HAADF-STEM images and Pd particle size distributions for Pd/AC before and 
after reaction. 
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Figure S5. HAADF-STEM images and Pd particle size distributions for Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC 
after reaction in the presence of FA and H2. The yellow circles refer to sub-1 nm Pd NPs or 
clusters. 

 

 

Figure S6. XP survey spectra of Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC as prepared. 
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Figure S7. N 1s regions of the deconvoluted XPS results for NMC and Pd/NMC as prepared.5 

 

Figure S8. Pd 3d regions of the deconvoluted XPS results for Pd/CMC before and after 

reaction in the presence of FA and H2. The XPS spectrum of Pd/CMC before reaction was 

reported in our previous report.5 
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Figure S9. Pd 3d regions of the deconvoluted XPS results for Pd/AC as prepared. 

 

Table S1. Relative abundance (%) of the components in the Pd 3d5/2 spectra 

Sample component/binding energy (eV) 

Pd0 
335.0-335.5 

Pdδ+ 

336.5 
Pd2+ 

337.9 
Pd/NMC before reaction 36 14 50 
Pd/NMC after reaction 59 11 30 

Pd/CMC before reaction* 68 32 – 
Pd/CMC after reaction 91 9 – 
Pd/AC before reaction 43 57 – 

* The results of Pd/CMC before reaction was reported in our previous report5 
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Figure S10. H2 TPR profiles of Pd/NMC (black line) and Pd/CMC (red line). 

The H2 TPR profiles of the Pd/NMC and Pd/CMC are shown in Figure S10. For Pd/NMC, a 

reduction peak at 265 K is observed, owing to the reduction of Pdδ+ and Pd2+ to Pd0. By 

comparison, this reduction peak is not observed for Pd/CMC, probably because the Pd NPs in 

Pd/CMC are mostly in the reduced metallic state (see Table S1) and the Pd loading is low. The 

large and broad peaks with onset temperature of 300 K for Pd/NMC and 375 K for Pd/CMC 

are the reduction of the surface functional groups of NMC and CMC, respectively. There is one 

negative peak at 315 K, which originates from the decomposition of palladium hydride. This 

palladium hydride peak is not observed for Pd/NMC, probably due to the overlapping with the 

broad reduction peak of the surface functional groups.  
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Figure S11. XANES (a) and Fourier-transformed EXAFS (b) spectra of Pd/CMC and 

Pd/NMC in comparison to a Pd foil. Note that no phase shift corrections have been applied 

and the real distances are expected to be ≈ 0.4 Å larger. 

 

 

 

Figure S12. Comparison of experimentally obtained spectra and the corresponding best fit 

calculations of Pd/CMC (a - c) and Pd/NMC (d - f) materials. EXAFS spectra (a, d), Fourier-

transformed EXAFS spectra (b, e) and the backtransformation thereof (c, f). 
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Table S2. Best fit values of Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC materials obtained by EXAFS structure fitting. 

Sample Abs-Bsa N(Bs)b R(Abs-Bs)c [Å] σ² d [Å²] 

Pd/CMC Pd – O 3.45 ± 0.85 2.02 ± 0.02 0.0062 ± 0.0034 

 Pd – Pd 1.96 ± 0.31 2.76 ± 0.03 0.0048* 

 S0² e= 0.820; ∆E0
 f = 6.56 ± 2.56 eV; χ²red

g = 17; Rh = 0.034; N(path)i 
= 2; N(par)j = 6; k-range: 2 - 10; R-range: 1 - 3. 

Pd/NMC Pd – N 4.38 ± 0.52 2.06 ± 0.02 0.0031 ± 0.0012 

 Pd – Pd 0.80 ± 0.20 2.76 ± 0.03 0.0048* 

 S0² e= 0.820; ∆E0
 f = 7.97 ± 1.34 eV; χ²red

g = 1; Rh = 0.011; N(path)i = 
2; N(par)j = 6; k-range: 2 - 10; R-range: 1 - 3. 

a Abs = X-ray absorbing atom, Bs = backscattering atom. b Number of backscattering atoms. c Distance 
between absorbing and backscattering atom. d Debye-Waller factor. e Amplitude reduction factor. 
f Accounts for the shift of E0 between theory and experiment. g  Reduced χ2 error (considers the number 

of independent points and number of varied parameters besides the error to the experiment). h Fit index. 
i Total number of fitted paths including single and multiple scattering paths.  j Number of free parameters 

used for the fit. * Used as fixed parameter 

The XANES spectra of both samples were significantly different from metallic palladium and 

showed a significant whiteline indicating that a major amount of palladium atoms was present 

in an oxidic state (Figure S11a). Furthermore, the edge position shifted to higher energies by 

approximately 2.5 eV (inset Figure S11a), which also suggested the presence of oxidic Pd 

centers. However, a larger shift of the edge (≈ 5 eV) would be expected for a completely 

oxidized material containing only Pd2+.6 Therefore, both materials contain a mixture of 

Pd2+/Pdδ+ and Pd0. In accordance with the XPS results, the slightly higher intensity of the 

whiteline and the slightly larger shift of the edge indicate that a larger fraction of Pd is oxidized 

in Pd/NMC compared with Pd/CMC. 

For Pd/CMC, the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra (Figure S11b) showed the presence of 

two shells of backscatterers at 1.54 Å and close to 2.6 Å (note that no phase shift corrections 

have been applied and the real distances are expected to be ≈ 0.4 Å larger). The comparison to 

the Pd foil suggested that the shell at 2.6 Å corresponds to a shell of Pd backscatterers in the 

metallic state. In contrast, the shell at 1.54 Å is expected to be formed by light backscatterers 

like carbon or oxygen, which would be expected for Pd species that are anchored to the support. 

For Pd/NMC, also a shell at 1.54 Å from presumably light backscatterers was clearly present. 

However, the presence of a shell resulting from metallic Pd backscatterers cannot clearly be 
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confirmed solely by comparison of the spectra. A comparison to a Fourier-transformed EXAFS 

spectrum of PdO7 confirmed that no PdO clusters were present in either sample. 

In addition to the qualitative evaluation of the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra, we 

performed an EXAFS structure fitting to derive quantitative information about the local 

chemical environment around the Pd centers. For both materials, the best fits were obtained 

assuming two different shells of backscatterers (Table 3). The first shell consisted of light 

backscatterers (N, O or C) and was found at 2.02 and 2.06 Å for Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC, 

respectively. Although we have assumed oxygen and nitrogen neighbors for the respective 

materials during the fitting procedure, this technique cannot distinguish these elements due to 

their similar backscattering properties. The numbers of backscatterers close to 4 is in 

accordance with a square-planar coordination geometry, which is typically found for many 

palladium complexes. The second shell was found at 2.76 Å for both materials, which is 

consistent with Pd backscatterers in a Pd0 crystal lattice. The number of Pd backscatterers (1.96 

for Pd/CMC, 0.80 for Pd/NMC) is small compared to a bulk Pd crystal (expected: 12.0). Note 

that the small number of Pd backscatterers for Pd/NMC is significant to obtain a good fit. Due 

to the higher surface/bulk ratio in nanoparticles, the number of backscatterers strongly depends 

on the cluster diameter.8 Therefore, the small number of Pd backscatterers suggested that very 

small Pd particles or clusters are present, which were already shown by the (S)TEM images. 

The smaller number of Pd backscatterers for Pd/NMC in comparison to Pd/CMC might 

indicate either a smaller average size of metallic Pd particles or a lower number of Pd0 atoms, 

but these cases cannot be distinguished by the EXAFS analysis. Furthermore, a size 

approximation based on the EXAFS structure fitting was not reasonable, since it cannot fully 

be excluded that some isolated Pd2+ single atom species are present in the material, which 

would adversely affect the size determination. Nonetheless, the small number of backscatterers 

and the low intensity of the shell at 2.6 Å in the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra support 

the assumption of small Pd clusters in the lower nanometer regime. 
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Catalytic results 

Table S3. Catalytic activity of different catalysts on HMF hydrogenolysis to DMF 

 
Entry 

 
Catalysts Reactant Hydrogen 

Source 
Time 
(h) 

T (℃) Solvent Conversion 
(mol %) 

SDMF 

(mol %) 
TOF (h-1) Ref. 

1 Pd/NMC HMF FA+H2 2 160 THF > 99.9 > 97.0 150 Ta 

2 Pd/NMC HMF FA 3 160 THF 60.8 64.3 41 Ta 

3 Pd/CMC HMF FA+H2 3 160 THF 90.1 80.0 75 Ta 

4 Pd/CMC HMF FA 3 160 THF 19.4 62.9 13 Ta 

5 Pd/C FMF FA 15 120 dioxane > 95.0 > 95.0 1.2 × 10-3 9 
6 Pd/C FMF FA+H2 15 120 dioxane > 95.0 87.6 0.27 × 10-3 9 

7 Pd/C/Zn HMF H2 8 150 THF > 99.9 85.0 27.2 10 

8 Ni-Co/C HMF FA 24 210 THF > 99.0 90.0 0.1 11 

9 Ru/MoOx/

C 

HMF H2 1 180 n-butyl 

alcohol 

> 99.0 79.8 21.3 12 

[a] This work, reaction conditions: 1.5 mmol HMF, 50 mg catalysts, 30 mL THF, 160 ℃, 2 or 3 h; 

           

Figure S13. Time course of the hydrogenolysis of HMF to DMF over Pd/CMC with H2 and 

with FA + H2.   
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Figure S14. ATR-IR spectra of standard samples at 0.1 M in THF 

Table S4. ATR-IR absorption bands of the standard samples in THF 

 

 ν(C=O) (cm-1) ν(C=C) (cm-1) ν(C−H) (cm-1) 

HMF 1684 1520 805,779,767,756 

BHMF - 1608 792 

5-MF 1681 1520 796,765 

DMF - 1573 781 
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Figure S15. 1H NMR spectrum of FMF, 1H NMR (300 MHz, CHLOROFORM-d) δ ppm 8.65 
(s, 1 H), 8.12 (t, J=0.9 Hz, 1 H), 7.22 (d, J=3.6 Hz, 1 H), 6.63 (d, J=3.5 Hz, 1 H), 5.21 - 5.26 
(m, 2 H). 
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Computational 

 

Methodology 

The quantum chemical study was performed using density functional theory (DFT) with the 

TPSS13 functional and def2-SVP14 basis set, which includes Stuttgart-Cologne effective core 

potentials (def2-ecp)15 for the Pd atoms. All calculations were carried out using the 

TURBOMOLE16 program package with the multipole accelerated resolution of identity 

(MARI-J)17 approximation with optimized auxiliary basis sets18 and Grimme’s D319 correction 

for London dispersion interactions.  

The model of Pd/CMC, a Pd21 cluster on a hydrogen terminated graphene layer of 150 carbon 

atoms, has been shown to be a reasonable choice in a previous study.20 For the bifunctional 

Pd/NMC system, three carbon atoms of the Pd/CMC system were replaced by nitrogen atoms. 

The most stable structures of these models as well as the minima of formic acid and hydrogen 

on these systems were determined by ground-state geometry optimizations. For relative 

energies, the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE) corrections from vibrational analysis were 

included. As the potential energy surfaces of the Pd/CMC and Pd/NMC systems are often very 

flat, the vibrational analysis of some systems still shows one (very small) negative frequency. 

We expect the errors introduced by this to be negligible. For determining reaction pathways 

and locating initial transition state structures the chain-of-state method implemented in the 

woelfling module of TURBOMOLE21 was used. The initial transition state structures were then 

further optimized with the eigenvalue following trust-region image minimization (TRIM)22 

algorithm and validated by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)23 calculations. Adsorption 

energies and dissociation energies are provided with a negative sign, while energy barriers like 

activation barriers have a positive sign. Atomic charges were determined using natural 

population analyses (NPAs).24
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Table S5. Adsorption energies of FA on Pd21 

 

Model system FA configuration ∆Eads / kJ mol-1 

Pd21/CMC C=O binding -129.6 

Pd21/CMC C atom binding -75.5 

Pd21/NMC C=O binding -132.5 

Pd21/NMC C atom binding not stablea 

a For the C atom binding on Pd21/NMC only configurations with imaginary frequencies were 
found. 
 

 

Table S6. Dissociation energies of H2 on Pd21 in kJ mol-1
 

Model 

system 

H atom 

configuration 

TPSS/ 

def2-

SVP 

TPSS/ 

def2-

TZVP 

PBE/ 

def2-

SVP 

Pd21/CMC 
2 H in fcc 

positions 
-111.1 -94.9 -122.0 

Pd21/CMC 
1 H in fcc, 1 H at 

the edge 
-96.0 -86.0 -116.8 

Pd21/NMC 
2 H in fcc 

positions 
-118.9 -112.4 -131.2 

Pd21/NMC 

1 H in fcc, 1 H at 

the edge (close to 

Pd2+) 

-116.9 -111.2 -129.1 

Pd21/NMC 

1 H in fcc, 1 H at 

the edge (far from 

Pd2+) 

-112.6 -108.2 -126.1 
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Figure S16. H atom configurations on Pd21/CMC: (a) 2 H in fcc positions; (b) 1 H in fcc, 1 H 

at the edge. For Pd21/NMC: lower left Pd atom (green; close) or back right Pd atom (red; far) 

is connected to 2 pyridinic N atoms.   
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How N Doping Affects Hydrogen Spillover on

Carbon-Supported Pd Nanoparticles: New Insights 
from DFT
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Figure S1: Correlation of Hückel binding energies and DFT energies for the different positions

of spillover hydrogen with respect to graphitic N.

TPSS/ PBE/ TPSS/

model system def2-SVP def2-SVP def2-TZVP

Pd21 on graphene support; triangle site 130.8 130.7 127.5

Pd21 on graphitic N support; bridge site 46.8 45.5 46.3

Table S1: Comparison of activation energies for the hydrogen spillover from Pd21 onto different

support materials on the basis of TPSS/def2-SVP geometries.
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TPSS/ PBE/ TPSS/

pathway def2-SVP def2-SVP def2-TZVP

a 105.0 94.3 106.6

b 121.5 114.5 120.1

Table S2: Comparison of activation energies for spillover hydrogen diffusion on different sup-

port materials on the basis of TPSS/def2-SVP geometries.

TPSS/ PBE/ TPSS/

model system def2-SVP def2-SVP def2-TZVP

pure graphene support 68.5 76.6 66.5

graphitic N support 107.6 114.0 106.5

Table S3: Comparison of activation energies for the change from the chemisorbed to the

physisorbed state on the basis of TPSS/def2-SVP geometries.

Figure S2: Sketch of Hückel orbitals: (a) one spillover hydrogen connected to one carbon atom

of the graphene sheet; (b) one spillover hydrogen connected to one carbon atom directly next

to a graphitic N atom.
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Figure S3: Electron density difference plots for spillover hydrogen on the graphitic N support

material: (a) two graphitic N atoms; (b) six graphitic N atoms. Density gain is colored in

green; density loss is colored in grey.
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Figure S4: Hydrogen spillover pathway from Pd21 to the pure graphene support material.
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Figure S5: Hydrogen spillover pathway from Pd21 to the pyridinic N support material.
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Figure S6: Reaction pathway for spillover hydrogen diffusion via the Grotthus mechanism.

∆E/kJ mol-1 ∆G/kJ mol-1

React. - TS 1 +66.2 +77.7

TS 1 - Min. -6.1 -1.4

Min. - TS 2 +5.9 +0.4

TS 2 - Prod. -59.9 -73.4

Table S4: Energies and free activation enthalpy differences for spillover hydrogen diffusion via

the Grotthus mechanism.
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Figure S7: Plot of the spin density for spillover hydrogen in the physisorption minimum.

Figure S8: Hydrogen desorption pathway on the pure graphene support.
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Figure S9: Hydrogen desorption pathway next to a graphitic N atom.
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Figure S10: Hydrogen desorption pathway next to a pyridinic N atom.
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